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Introduction 

Lilring ~vith a bodx that is disabled by chronic illness does not merely involve the 

esperience of contingency. lack and limitation in ordinan eveqrday living. it also 

inaugurates a stigmatized identit?. and consignment to a category of people in societ>- that 

are typicallj. escluded. marginal ized. and discriminated against. Traditionally. the 

negati~rr personal. social and economic consequences that follow from disability art: 

attri buted to the indiLidual 's inipaired body which is then "treated or "managed" by the 

professional practices of medicine. rehabilitation. nursing. social work. adjustment 

psycholog>-. occupational therapy. and so on. More recently. disability rights activists 

have argued that the indi\idualistic biomedical approach to disability is  not only liniited 

and inefiectual. it is also implicated in the oppression and discrimination esperienced by 

disribled and chronically i l  1 people (Lane 1 998; Linton 1 998: Lupton 1 997: Oliver 1 992: 

Williams 1998: Winzer 1998). 

Instead. people with disabilities have argued for a more social: model of disability: 

one which shifis the obligation for change from the body and activities of the person 

with a disability to the built environment and social arrangements which are al1 

organized around norrns of --able-bodiedness" (Barnes 1998: Davis 1998: Hales 1996: 

Oliver 1996: Shakespeare i 998: Swain et. al. 1993). From the perspective of the social 

model of disability. exclusion and marginalization are not consequences of an 

individual ' s impairment. Rather. they are the consequsnces of social discrimination 

(Barnes 1998: Davis 1998: Finkeistein 19%; Moms 1992: Oliver 1992: 1996). 

Likewise. disabitity does not refer to bodily impairments and limitations. it is the 

narning of the experience of oppression (Linton 1998). 

This research begins from the success of the disability rights movement in having 

the demand for a social. ratlier than biomedical. model of disability constitute the basis 



for '-anti-discrimination" policies within the various social systems in Canada. For 

example. the Charter of Rights and Freedoms ( 198 1 ) atltords al1 Canadians the same 

protection from discrimination and the British Columbia Hiiman Rights Act ( (Section 3 )  

1992 amendment) provides equitable access for people with disabilities in al1 the systsms 

and core sen-ices in which other members of Canadian socièt!. are entitled to participate. 

In our oum local setting at the University of Victoria, the Poliq- on Providing .4cademic 

Accommodation for Students with a Disabi l i~~ (rev. 1997) ensures that students with 

disabilities are treated fairly and consistently. and are afforded genuine opportunities to 

access and participate in al1 aspects of university life. 

In principle. people with disabilities - including chronically il1 women - should have 

equal access to. and be able to participate fblly in pst-secondary educational 

opportunities. Post sec0nda.p. education has k e n  identified as an especially important 

social determinant of health in that it provides disabled individuals - particularty women. 

who are especially vulnerable to the downward mobility that accompanies the onset of 

chronic incurable illnesses - with opportunities to find more flexible. weil-paid and 

professional employment. More imponantly. it provides the means by which people with 

disabilities c m  eventually participate in the production of knowledp that reflects their 

own interests and experiences. 

In this thesis. I use Smith's (1987) unique methodological approach. known as 

insritutional ethnography. to explore how the university's disability policy is implemented 

in the concrete circurnstances of the everyday lives of wornen who are disabled by chronic 

illiiess. In my analysis. 1 argue that while chronically il1 women may depend crucialfy on 

some form of academic accommodation to remain engaged in their studies. the unfolding 

of the university's disability policy also subjects them to institutional processes that rnay 

(d is)organize their fùture graduate and career opportunit ies. Further. 1 show that even 
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though the policy enunciates a normative theme of social justice for people with 

disabili~ies, it  intends an institutional course of action that accornplishes, accountably. the 

uni\.ersit>-'s legal obligation not to discriminate against students with disabilities. 1 argue 

that the same rules and procedures that are integral to accountable administration and 

organizational decision-making. also subordinate the subjecti\. ities of chronically il1 

studrnts. and they distort the aims and goals of the disabilit! policy as originalIy 

conceived. By illuminating how equity policies become bound up in relations of  ruling. 1 

hope to provide an analysis that is usefiil for chronically il1 women. and for people with 

disabilities in general. 

In Chapter One. 1 sunrey the literature and outline some of the main economic. social 

and persona1 consequences of becoming disabled and chronically ill. 1 also introduce the 

two main theoretical approaches to the probiem of disability: in the more dominant 

biomedical model of disabilil. individuals are studied in their particularity. usually as 

objects of other's professional practices. In contras. the social model of disability shifis 

attention to aspects of the built environment, social arrangements. discursive conventions. 

etc. that c m  be identified as discriminatory and that create barriers for people with 

disabilities. It is important to note that in spite of the influence of the disability rights 

movement- the estabiished dominance of biomedical concerns and service delivery 

models have impeded the unqualified accedence of the social mode1 of disability 

( Albrecht 1992: Lock 1998: Linton 1 998). Biomedical understandings also persist 

because they engage directly with the experience of pain and suffering. a dimension often 

missing in the more political social model. 1 conclude Chapter One by suggesting that 

institutional ethnography provides a way to integrate these two areas of srudy - the 

"embodied expenence" of illness and the systemic inequities that disabiliv and illness can 

be seen to produce - into one project of research. I maintain that by starting with 
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chronically i l 1  women's o w  accounts of their experienctrs in the academy. this type of 

analysis can shed light on the institutional processes and the comples of relations nithin 

îvhich people uith disabilities are embedded. 

In Chapters T ~ v o  and Thret.. 1 introduce Smith's sociolog- and the research strategy 

know-n as institutional ethnography. Chapter Two is primarily a theoretical discussion rhat 

highlights the social organization of knowledge. proposed and elaborated by Smith ( 1987: 

1 990a: 1 990b: 1 999). In this chapter 1 also introduce the academic field of inquip that has 

corne to bs  known as disability studies. Like the social organization of knowledge. this 

neîi.1~- emerging area of study is situated within a constructivist paradigm and it 

problematizes the social relations of knowledge production in the academy. Scholars 

îvorking îvithin the field of disability studies focus broadly on relations of power. history. 

culture. literature. and aspects of discourse and meaning. Their overall aim is to place 

'-disability in a political. social. and cultural context. that theorizes and historicizes ... 

disability in similarly comples ways to the way race. class and gender have been 

thsorized" (Davis 1999:3 ). In this chapter. 1 argue that Smith's social organization of 

knoîvledge - and the research strategy that folIows from it - can provide an analysis that 

is congruent with the overall aims of disability studies- 

In Chapter Three 1 continue to explore many of the topics introduced in the previous 

chapter. but 1 focus specifically on institutional ethnography as a research strategy that 

investigates the way in which broader social. political. and economic relations organize. 

control and give shape to the Iocal and particular experience. Smith's ontology of the 

social as "a concerting of activities that actually happens ... in time and in actual local sites 

of people's bodily existence" (Smith 1999:97), directs the researcher's attention to the 

activities and routines of ordinary individuals in their everyday settings. Because their 

own activities are actively coordinated with, oriented to. and CO-determined by the 
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activitirs of others. in multiple far-flung sites. it is possible io explicate the generalized 

bases of the individual's experience. including the esperïence of oppression. 

There are t ~ v o  distinct directions that my own research has taken: in the first 1 have 

esplored the work processes of chronically il1 women as the? go about obtaining a 

postsecondary education. In the second. 1 have explored the university's --disabilities 

apparatus" and 1 have problematised the notions of "accessibility" and "accommodation". 

Tliess two different areas have required different data gathenng techniques. The first 

relies on in-depth. open-ended interviews that were audio-taped and subsequentl y 

transcribed and analysed. The second involves both formal and informal interviews, 

testual analysis of the university's policies and regulations. and some archival research. 

The goal of  my exploration of the university's disabilities apparatus was not to study it 

e'ihaustively. but to extend my own working knowledge of how the disability policy is 

implementrd in the lives of chronically il1 women. It is important to note that although 

institutional ethnography shares many of  its data gathenng techniques with other 

qualitative methods. there is a distinct difference in how the data is used. Experience is 

not the '-object" of the research. Rather. it provides an entry point into an analysis o f  the 

social relations that penetrate and organize it. 

In Chapters Four. Five and Six 1 present the results of my analysis. In Chapter Four 1 

j ustapose the experiences of chronically il1 women over and against the administrative 

regime of the university's disabilities apparatus. 1 also introduce and describe the Policy 

on Providing .Accommodation for Students with a Disability (rev. 1997). By sketching in 

the background conditions of chronically i I1  women's lives alongside the objectified and 

institut ional processes of the academy. 1 demonstrate the disjuncture between women's 

esperience and the operations of the institution. 
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In Chapter Fivr. 1 take up the work processes and practical activities that are required 

of chronicaI1y il1 women whçn the). request accommodation. and I examine the way in 

~vhich the uni\.ersity's disabil ity policy unfolds in practice. 1 argue that when chronically 

i l 1  students clairn disabilin. in order to gain access to needed assistance and senrices. the?. 

are also subjected to the broader dpamics that organize the disability policy in the first 

place. In my analysis 1 shou- hou  the policy is structureci b?- the assumption that an? 

modification to established practices of teaching and evaluation may inadvertently confer 

an unfair advantage for disabled students. This assumption, in turn. legitimates normative 

judgsments that are particuiarly consequential for chronically il1 students: physical 

synptoms that are not immediately visible may give weight to suspicions of fraud and 

malingering. In the process of determining whether or not a student is eligible for 

accommodation. 1 show how chronically il1 students are further subjected to other 

diagnostic and propostic assessments that may disorganize. or even foreclose. their 

future student opportunities. Finallu. 1 argue that the individualization of accommodation 

according to each student's "unique needs" actually constitutes an onerous set of 

procedures that may be unfair. and even discriminatory for chronically il1 women. 

In Chapter Six. I conclude rny analysis by turning my attention to the ideological 

procedures through which the work processes and practical activities of chronicall~ il1 

students. faculty and administrative staff are al1 rendered accountable within the 

ideological schemata of the university. The work o f  the university's disabilities apparatus. 

1 argue. consists mainly in articulating disabled students - in al1 their varieties and with al1 

their differing 'needs" - to the overaIl institutional function: it produces an institutional 

order out of the conflicts. disagreements and resistance that ofien characterize the work of 

providing accommodation. 
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This is not to imply that accommodation is not useful. Indsed. chronically il1 women 

depend crucially on some form of accommodation (whether formai or informai) in order 

to remain engaged in their studies. Many faculty members are also deeply committed to 

ensuring that students with disabilities are afforded genuine opportunities to participate in 

universir? life. Sorne go to estraordinary lengths to encourdgt. and support students with 

chronic illnesses. However. my aim in this analysis is to shou how accommodation 

hrcomrs a ruling activity. Despite their good intentions. both faculty and administrative 

staff corne to know chronically il1 students and what would be relevant action from within 

the discursive frame providrd by the university's disability policy - which is part of ruling 

practice (Campbel 1 2000). By showing how apparently beneficial policies may turn out to 

h a ~ e  negative or unintended consequences. 1 hope to provide an opportunity for 

professionals. and those who are ordinarïly objects of other's professional practices. to 

choose what kind of stance to take. what course of action to follow. and thus disorganize 

the "ruling project as originally conceived" (Campbell and Manicom 1995: 1 1). 



Cbapter One 

Of the sick bod!.. Kieinman [rrites: --The fideiity of our bodies is so basic that we never 
think of it  - i t  is the certain grounds of our daily experience. Chronic illness is a betrayal 
of that fundamental trust. W-e feel under siege: untrusting. ressntful of uncertainty. lost. 
Life becomes a working out of sentiments that follow cfosely t'rom this corporeal betrayal: 
confusion- shock. anger. jeaiousy. despair*' (Kleinman I988:.F-W5 ). 

Introduction 

.As the grounds of our daily esperience. the fidelity of our bodies appears to be an 

essential prscondition for venturing to the outside world to take advantage of 

opportunities to extend Our knowledge and skills. to contribute productively to our 

communities and families. and to experience the trials and pleasures of intimacy and love. 

Debilitating diseases. with the suffenng and losses they entail. directly contradict the 

cornmonsense qualifications for a productive and fûlfillinp life. Energy and vigour. self- 

discipline and self-control. independence and autonony health and vitality offer the 

selfsame opportunities that pain. fatigue. weakness. and dependence seem to deny. To 

those who do not experience them. impairment and suffering are thought to be persona1 

struggles besr kept private and hidden fiom the public everyday world. cared for in homes 

and institutions. managed by charitable organisations and professionals. These are not 

callous sentiments. Illness has long been thought of as an interna1 and private event. a 

personal tragedy (Oliver 1996): one that involves a retreat froni normal roles and 

espectations (Parsons 195 1 ). and recuperation, wherever possible. at home or in the safety 

of a caring and insular environment (Matthews 1983). "jI]ilness leaves no aspect of life 

untouched" (Frank. A. 1991a: 6). Retationships. work. self-identity. goals and aspirations 

are radicaIly. and ofien permanently, altered (Charmaz 1999: Toombs et. al. 1996). The 

consequences of chronic illnesses can be devastating: described as diseases that "min 

rather than take life". chronic illnesses have the potential to disrupt intimate relationships. 
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Iimit or end labour Force participation. and significantl?. diminish the life chances of the 

indi\.idcal ( Russell 1989277). Yet, in spite of the overriding conviction that illness 

suspends ordinan. eveqda?. life. illness does not detach the individual fiom evevday 

li\.ing. "Sufiring and loss are not incompatible with life" (A.  Frank 1991a:7) after all. 

and illness simpl!, inaugurates another way of living in and ssperiencing the everyday 

\vorld. 

Li\,ing with the fundamental conditions of an il1 body does not merely involve the 

esperience of contingenc-, lack. and limitation in acti~it!. and role performance. it also 

inaugurates a stigmatized identity and consignment to a category that signifies 

disad~~antage and oppression (Thomson 19%): those who are disabled. According to the 

~ i d e l y  used United Nations definition'. disability is grounded in the inability to perform 

personal. social or occupational activities. and it c m  result from genetic defects. accidents 

or the sequellae of chronic illness (Allbrecht 1992; Wendell 1996: Williams 1998). There 

is no precise or universally accepted definition of disabi l i~:  defining disability is a 

practice of power wherein the category c m  be contracted or espanded in accordance with 

the vested interests of the definer (Albrecht 1992: Wendel1 1996). For example. the 

definitions used to determine eligibility for income-replacement programs will differ from 

those employed in deciding suitability for rehabilitation or re-training and they. in tum. 

will be di fferenc from those that are used to decide type and amount of home support. In 

each case the same concept may be used. but it will be operationally defined in terms of 

each different professional's background and interests and in relation to the particuiar uses 

and purposes that are intended (Albrecht 1992). Disability. therefore. is not a 

homogeneous categoiy. It includes people with physical. sensory and mental disabilities 

which may V a r y  in terms of severity. longevity, cause and consequences. Despite the 

differences. however. al1 people with disabilities share common experiences of social. 
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econornic and personal disadvantage that people without disabilities do not. Some of the 

esperiences that are common for people with disabilities include discrimination. 

po\.etn!.. dependence and social stigma (Asch and Fine 1988: Davis 1998: Lane 1998: 

Sl~rikespeare 1 998: WendeII 1996). 

I t  is important to note that people who are chronically il1 often resist defining 

themselves as disabled. even where their limitations are evident and their losses - in terrns 

of social and economic roles - are considerable (Gordon and Banishek 1996: Gordon and 

Feldman 1998: Russell 1989: Wendell 1996). The failurr of people with chronic illnesses 

to identifi with the interests of those who are visibly disabled ma? be due. in part. to 

symptoms that emerge slowly over time and disadvantages that accumulate progressively 

(Gadacz 1994). Altematel?. this failure may signal the repression and avoidance of a 

stigmatized identity (Gadacz 1994). which is reinforced by the initial opposition in even 

disability rights groups to include people with illnesses as an -'understandable desire to 

avoid the additional stigma of i llness" (Wendell 1 996:2 1 ). 1 t is commonly accepted now. 

however. that people who are chronically il1 are just one group of people with disabilities 

and. as such. the' belong to one of the least advantaged groups in society. 

There are reasons why. as a culture and society. we fail to acknowledge chronic illness. 

and there are reasons why this failure gives rise to such S ~ ~ O U S  contradictions. With the 

exception of representations aimed at eliciting charitable contributions and apart from the 

occasional representation of "disabled heroes" (Hahn 1 998: Hevey 1998; Wendell 1 996: 

1998). there is a vinual invisibility of chronically il1 or disabled people in the media and 

other cultural representations (Kent 1988). n i e  failure to acknowledge chronic illness is 

due. in part. to the cultural preoccupation with beauty. youth and health. The 

objectifkation and commodification of bodies, and women's bodies in particular. as a 

significant feature in consumption advertising and consumer culture (Turner 1997). do not 
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include the bodies of il1 or disabled w-omen. The kmale bod).. spoiled or made 

unüccrptable b> disrase. forfeits visibilih in a culture comniirted to the quest for physical 

perfèction ( Meekosha 1 998). The celebration of difference stops just short of illness- 

which signifies lack and aversion rather than another diflerence to be embraced (Thmison 

1998). In an? case. cultural representations and advenising. fuelled by the commodity 

purchasing po\\.er of --the public". has had little impetus to include dounwardly mobile. 

chronically il1 women in their economic appeals (Hahn 1998: Hevey 1998). 

Minoring the neglect of chronic illness and disabiliv in society. illness and disability 

are seldom. if ever. taken up in socioio& as problems of discrimination and oppression. 

or used as categories of social analysis' (Turner 1991 ): at best. disability may be simply 

added on in the recitation of the new "diversity agendag' that usually emphasizes other 

differences such as gender. race. ethnicity and class (Linton 1998: Morris 1992). Arthur 

Frank ( 199 1 b) argues that consignment of the sick or disabled body to a residual categon;. 

in social theory and in sociology in general. mirrors the way in which sick and disabled 

people are marginal and residual to society itself. People with illnesses and disabilities. as 

1 go on to discuss belou-. are widely agreed by writers in academia. activist groups. policy 

analysis. and governmental organizations to be "a substantially numerous and 

substantiall disadvantaged minority" (Gadacz 1994). Indeed. people with chronic 

diseases and disabilities are perhaps the largest disadvantaged group in Canada. with the 

1 99 1 Census showing that 1 5 -5% of non-institutionalized Canadians reponed some level 

of mental or physical disability due to chronic health conditions' (Gadacz 1994). Chronic 

disease conditions. which are typical of twentieth-century industrial society. are 

suficiently prevalent to be described by witers in the field of medical sociology as the 

"new morbidity" (Russell 1989: Zola 1994). The idea that chronic illness and other 

disabling conditions are medical problems affecthg a small proportion of the population. 
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therefore. is no longer sustainable (Barnes 1998). The silence in sociology about the 

cunsequences occasioned by di fferences gounded  in chronic illness and disabil ity. 

likeuise. is no longer justifiable. This inquiry represents a smrrll step towards remedying 

the infrequent engagement of sociology with illness and disability as problems o f  

discrimination and oppression. 

In this inquiq.. I take up the everyday experiences of working age women who are 

chronically i l i  - who esperience significant limitations in niobilit)- and in roIe 

performance - as the! go  about accomplishing the dail' acti\*ities o f  obtaining a post- 

secondary o r  universitl. education. Education. which provides the means to well-paid. 

flesible. and more professional employment. has been identified as an especially 

important social deteminant  of  health (Lippman 1998) and as a crucial component in 

rc-sisting the accumulation o f  disadvantage and downward mobility that is cornnion with 

the onset and progression o f  chronic. "incurable" illness' (Esdaile and Wilkins 1989: L O C ~  

1998: Mithaug 1996). 1 am interested primarily in chronic illnesses such as rheumatoid 

arthritis o r  other arthritis-related conditions6 which have an insidious onset. are marked by 

periodic remissions and exacerbations. are progressively debilitating and have uncertain 

outcornes (Russell 1989). Characterized by pain. fatigue. inflammation, limitation in 

mobi l iy  and inability to perform the activities o f  dail!. living. these kinds of  illnesses 

affèct mainly women7 and they are not always readily visible to and identifiable by others 

as disabilities. 

In the remainder of this chapter. 1 lay the groundwork for a more thorough explanation 

of my research problem. First. 1 survey the main economic. social and personal 

consequences o f  chronic illness and disability. Next. 1 identify the two competing 

theoretical frameworks for understanding these consequences: Le.. the individualistic 

biomedical model o f  disability and the social model of  disability. In each approach. 1 
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revie~v the relevant academic literature and discuss both their contributions to. and 

Iinitations in, adequately reflecting the interests. aims and esperiences of chronically il1 

\\-omen. It is important to note that each analytic approach informs and underpins actual 

professiona1. Iegal. and administrative processes and practices in the sociaI world - Le.- 

in identi@ing the source of the *-problem" and in developing or applying "solutions" - 

which. in tum. are consequential in the lives of people \vho are disabled or chronically ill. 

1 shali focus more on social measures designed to alleviate the consequences of disability. 

especially as they relate to postsecondary education. My research problem. which is 

situated within a constructivist paradigm - or social mode1 of disability - aims at 

esploring the '-embodied esperience" of chronic illness in relation to the institutional 

processes and practices of the university. 

Economic Consequences of Disability 

AI1 research. both scholarl y and government. indicates that the socioeconomic 

condition and life chances of people with disabilities are significantly worse than those of 

people without disabilities (Asch and Fine 1988; Barnes 1998: Finkelstein 1998: Hahn 

1998: Mithaug 1996: Osmond and Schrader 1979). In Canada. people with disabilities are 

less likely to finish school. are less likely to receive a higher education, are more likely to 

be unemployed. and tend. on the whole, to face senous economic hardships in their daily 

livrs with some of the highest rates of welfare dependency and poverty (Canada Pension 

Plan Advisog- Board 1 994: Federal/ProvinciaVfemtorial Ministers Responsible for 

Social Services 1998: Fortin 1987; Roeher institute 1995). 

Disability pensions and social assistance benefits are always less &an can be earned by 

participating in the labour force. reflecting the belief that individuals must be "cajoled or 

forced into seeking and retaining employment, even where they are disabled (Jongbloed 
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and Crichton 1990: Wendel1 1096). The actual income of people with disabilities is 

dependent on --whether t h e  bscame disabled at work. in a car accident. had contributed to 

the Canada Pension Plan hefore becoming disabled, or are \\ar veterans" (Jongbloed and 

Crichton 1990:35). The majority of people Lvith disabilities are not eligible for these more 

generous income replacement programs and consequently are dependent on disability 

pensions that are set at the social minimum level (Jongbloed and Crichton 1990: Wendel1 

1996). Women with disabilities. in particular. experience even greater economic 

disadvantages: uomen ~vitti disabilities are less likely to be employed or  have college 

educations than are disabled men: the disproponionate share of dornestic responsibilities 

assumed by women continue to present significant barriers to labour force participation: 

and where women with disabilities are employed. their employment income is 

concentrated at the bottom of the employment income scale (Asch and Fine 1988: 

Federal/Provincial/Te~itorial Ministers Responsible for SociaI Services 1998: Quinn 

1993). 

Feminist critics argue that the culture of rehabilitation - with its focus on reston'ng 

masculine ideals of productivity and independence for war-wounded or work-inj ured 

men8 - fails to recognize and value the unpaid labour that women perform outside the 

paid work force. and fails to provide qualit). training for cornpetitive employment for 

women' (Quinn 1994: Russo and Jansen 1988). Disabled women who are retrained for 

employment tend to be channelled into traditionally fernale-dominated. low-status. 10w- 

wage service-srctor positions. ofien in poor working conditions (Mudrick 1988; RUSSO 

and Jansen 1988) which. in combination with poor nutrition. inadequate medical care. and 

subsrandard living conditions. ofien exacerbate the existing physical condition. creating 

permanent disability and permanent ~nemployability'~ (Asch and Fine 1988). The 

statistics compiled by the recent Vision Paper on Disability Issues (see 
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FederaPProvi nciaVTerritorial Ministers Responsi ble for Social Services 1998) provide 

ample et-idence of the "double-handicap" that women rsperience: on one hand. disability 

due to chronic iilness: on the other. gender. where wornsn. rsgardless of health. are 

"placed in a subordinate position with respect to economic. political. legal. and social 

structures" (Shem-in 19982). 

Social Consequences of Disabiliîy 

Whiie the income-earning opportunities of women \vit11 disabilities are severely 

constrained. --[s]o too are their opportunities to be nurtured and to nurture. to be lovers 

and be loved. to be mothcrs if they desire" (Asch and Fine I998:241). Asch and Fine's 

( 1 998: 1 988) revie\v of the academic Iiterature reveals that attitudes towards both men and 

women with disabilities are overwhelmingly nrgative. However. there are some important 

differencesi ' when gender is taken into account. For example. male disability tends to be 

attributed to war. work injury or accident (Chubon 1994: Russo and Jansen 1988). 

wliereas women's disability is attributed to internat causes such as disease. Asch and Fine 

( 1 988 ) argue that more nsgative attitudes towards women \cith disabilities are fostered by 

the stimulation of fears about contagion. The fear that disabilities caused by disease are 

more likel!. to be transmitted to future generations. in tum. undencores the rejection of 

disabled women in "nomial" roles as Iovers, wives and mothers. Women with disabilities 

aiso fail to match up to either the attractiveness or nurturance stereotypes which are 

associated with women's eligibility for partnership (Asch and Fine 1998; 1988; Thomson 

1998). In fact. interview and autobiographicd data"corroborate the census data and the 

stereotype of the disabled woman as alone" (Asch and Fine 1998:242). Although disabled 

men also experience considerable apprehension about finding a mate and although 

disabled men- too, esperience separation and divorce. the rates for women with 



disabilities are much higlier (Asch and Fine 1998: Rocher lnstitute 1995). Disabled 

n.omen are more Iikel~. to be divorced and live alone. ofien heading households with 

dependent children (Asch and Fine 88: 16). Being alone creates problems of vulnerability 

foi- women with disabilities: the. are less likely to receive adequate medical and social 

support. are more likely to encounter violence and abuse. and they are much more likely 

to live in isolation and povert>- (-4sch and Fine 1998: Quinn 1994: Roeher Institute 1995). 

Personal Consequences of Disability 

Not only do disabilities lead to economic and social disadvantages. disability detracts 

from the "cornplsment of anributes felt to be ordinary and natural" for -'normal" members 

of society (Goffman 1963). Stigma. grounded in the social response to the dilemma of 

difference - as a means of accounting for the experience of discornfort that an encounter 

with someone '~different" may provoke. as a way of rationalizing feelings of animosity. or 

as an avenue for justi@ing and explaining away discriminatory behaviour - activates 

stereotypes according to which "a wide range of imperfections may be imputed on the 

basis of the original one" (Goffman 1963). For those who are disabled. stereotypes 

foreclose the opportunit' to be recognized as an individual (Coleman 1998). instead. 

people with disabilities. possessed of "spoiled" identities. must struggle to reconcile a 

'-special discrepancy between a virtual and actual social identity" that imputes a set of 

stereotypes that are "deeply discrediting" in particular relational settings (Goffman 1963). 

"Deeply discrediting" stereotypes. such as suspicions of fraud, malingering. and 

unworthiness - especially in those cases where the disabiiity is not immediately visible or 

othewise obvious - actually inform human rights law and lsgal decisions about eligibility 

for disability insurance. social assistance, and other forrns of assistance available to 

people with disabilities (Bickenbach 1994), Le., statutory protections are not intended to 
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co\.er those individuals who --fake*' or "exaggerate" their limitations. It is not surprising 

then, as Goffman notes. that stigma arouses sharne. self-doubt. self-derogation in its 

possessor and confers insecunty and uncertainty on even neu. encounter. The desire to be 

rid of stigma is evident in the sstremes to which individuals will go. either to conceal the 

"dsfect" or to *-cure" and othens-ise "master" it (Goffman 1963). Indeed, the current 

litsrature on disabiiit). points out that in an effort to avoid stigma and stereotypes. people 

nith disabilities often object to being labelled as "disabled" and struggle to find alternate. 

more acceptable, terrns (Charmaz 1999: Finkelstein 1993a: Gadacz 1994: Gordon and 

Banishek 1996: Gordon and Feldman 1998; Linton 1998: Russell 1989: Wendel1 1996). 

Where disability occurs in mid-life. usual patterns of interpersonal interaction and 

activity are intermptsd and well-established roles are disrupted without ready access to 

support from simiiarly disabled peers (Meyerowitz et. al. 1988: Quinn 1994). For 

individuals who become disabled as adults and who may themselves hoId stereolpic and 

stigmatizing attitudes towards the disabled. the emotional impact of  disease and disability 

rnay b r  intensified. leading to disavowal of disability. social withdrawal and failure to 

take advantage of potential legal rights and social support networks (Meyerowitz et. al. 

1988: Watson 1998). In their exploration of the role of friendship and social support in the 

lives of disabled women. Fisher and Galler (1988) confirrn that disabled people have 

fewer opportunities to make friends; are required - due to the effects of stigma - to carry 

an unfair share of the burden in social interactions with others: need to confront and ofien 

correct other's negative attributions and assumptions of people who are disabled; are ofien 

forced to ward off inappropriate gestures that non-disabled people extend as '*help": and 

esperience difficulty in maintaining the reciprocity that relationship-building requires due 

to pain. fatigue and limitations on their activities. Once again, the cost of having fewer 

friendships and less social interaction inctude social invisibility, isolation. progressive 



uithdrawal. and a paucirl of inrimate and af iming personal relationships ( Fisher and 

Gallsr 1988: Meyerowitz et. al. 1988). Goffman's ( 1963 ) persuasive argument - that 

stigma efTecrivsl~-. if un~vittingly. reduces the lifç chances of the individual - is patently 

manifest in the discrimination that people with disabilities esperience at the economic. 

social and personal levels respectiuely. 

Tbe Biomedical and Social Models of Disability 

The esperisnce of chronic iilness and the consequences of disability cm be understood 

in terms of two different theoretical frameworks: the individuaIistic biomedical model of 

disability and the social model of disability. In the biomedical model. because the source 

of the disability is located in the individual's impaired body. the medical professions and 

other al lied heal th care practitioners acquire a dorninance in researching. treating. and 

imposing solutions upon those who are disabled or il1 (Linton 1998: Lupton 1997: Oliver 

1997: Williams 1998). In North Amenca up until the nineteenth c e n t q .  and up until the 

shift from the belief in supernarural causes to scientific explanations of hwnan variation 

(Urinzer 1 998). disabilit). was accommodated in each community with varying degrees of 

acceptance and support depending on the nature of the disability. the status of the family. 

the type of community (whether rural or wban). the race. gender. class or personality of 

the individual. the skills of the disabled penon or the kind of role they occupied. and so 

on'' (Linton l998:46). The emergence of scientific or biological explanations for 

disability paved the way for the dominance of the medical profession'' (Albrecht 1992: 

Wendel1 1996: Winzer 1998). 

As the complex health care division of labour grew. especially in the first half of this 

century. '-many health occupations were 'bom' under medical control" (Cobum 

1993 1 3 1 ). The field of rehabilitation medicine is just one of the new health occupations 



that are integral to the "care industr)," or "disability business". In recognition of the 

complrsity of disabili~-. especially in its social consequenccs. the work of rehabilitation is 

coordinated with the efforts of a vast array of other highly specialized disability experts: 

includi ng psychologists. counsellors. social workers. nurses. occupational therapists. 

recreational therapists, and vocational experts who work with disabled individuals to 

facilitate their reintegration into the '-normal" community (Chubon 1993). 

As deviations from the valued social norrns of health and able-bodiedness. illness and 

disabiliij- are assurned to require rehabilitation or adjustment in order to "fix*.. "cure*. or 

othenvise normalize the sick or disabled person (Chubon 1994). Appropriate adjustment. 

indicative of rehabilitation success. involves two dimensions: the physical and the 

psychological. Proper physical adjustment. which is assessed using various fùnctional 

indicators and measures of physicai ski11 (Finkelstein 1998). requires the person with a 

disabilih to pursue the highest possible ievel of independence in perforrning the activities 

of dai l y 1 i ving (C hubon 1 994). Psychological adjustrnent. upon which successtùl physical 

adjustment depends (Charmaz 1999). situates the responsi biiity of '-adj ustment" within 

the chronically il1 or disabled indi~idual '~ (Chubon 1994: Howell 1994; Kendall and Buys 

1 998; SidelI 1 997) and reinforces the belief that success or failure in adjusting to chronic 

illiiess or disability turns on pre-existing personality traits or psychological attributes 

(Davis ! 998: Russell 1989). In this literature, it is reponed that there is a growing body of 

evidence that chronic msdical illness is associated with an increased prevalence and 

incidence of psychiatrie and psychological disturbance (Gordon and Banishek 1 996; Hill 

et-al. 1 992: Howell 1991: Sidell 1997). In other words. anxiety. depression. poor self- 

concept or low self-esteem. and withdrawai fiom intimate or satisQing reiationships and 

social roles. are al1 attributed to the failure of the individual to '-adjust" to the experience 

of illness or disability. It is not surprising, therefore, that much of the psychoIogical 



litcrature on adjustmen~ is oriented towards the practical application of adaptive 

reliabilitati\-e techniques or professional counselling practice (for example. see Gordon 

and Banishek 1996: Gordon and Feldman 1998). Indeed. the research in this area allows 

professionals to mors effectively and efficientlu anticipate and "manage" the problems 

the!. encounter when providing services for people who are chronically il1 (Lenny 1993). 

As critics of the iiterature on adjustment point out, adjustment to disability does not 

merel' involvr individual psychological adjustment to changes in bodily hnctioning. it 

also in\.ol\-es --changes in others' perceptions of the disabled person. in role espectations. 

in social positioning. in her or his place in farnily constellations. and in access to 

educational. economic- and social opportunities" (Linton 1 998:98). The inevitability of 

these other kinds of social adjustments are often taken for granted in the adjustment 

literature (Linton 19%: Russell 1989). Central issues that might affect an individual's 

adjustment. such as the availability of accessible transportation. social opportunities. 

previous education and employment options. are simply not taken into account (Oliver 

199 1 : i 996). Even where it is acknowledged that the severity of the consequences of 

chronic illness are dependent on a multitude of variables that include factors such as age. 

marital status. pre-illness fitness. ethnicity. and education (for exarnple. see Sidell 1997). 

these kinds of materiai conditions and other social factors are not the focus of 

in~~estigation. Resolved into psychological processes such as motivation. denial. attitude. 

Iearned helplessness. and locus of control. the social determinants of chronically il1 

women's experience remain undentood as individual and idio~yncratic'~. 

In the 1960's. the emerging disability nghts movernent called attention to the way in 

which disabled people were oppressed: not only were they denied access to education, 

employment and adequate housing, the manner in which they were "helped" by medical 

professionals was itself disabling (Finkelstein 1998; Williams 1 998). The medicalization 
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critique''. arising initial ly in Marxist perspectives and the liberal humanism that underlay 

the emergence of social movements in the late 1960's and 1970's- criticized the 

professional dominance of the medical system that was taitrn-for-granted in much of 

medical sociology (Lupton 1997: Turner 1987). Indeed- the failure of the biomedical 

approach and the limitations of disease-based rehabilitation in *'solvina' the problems of 

illiiess and disability. provided credibility to the demands of disabled people to be 

included in describing their own experiences and in defining their own needs (Oliver 

1996). The work of Erving Goffman ( 1963). especially on s t i p a  had significantly 

changed the way in which disabilities were thought about. His work also provided 

legitimacp to new ways of researching and wrïting about disability (Coleman 1998: 

Williams 1998). lmtead of the clinical. abstract and positivistic mesures and needs 

assessments (see Oliver 1992: 1996: Finkelstein 1998) that had prevailed previously. 

social scientists laboured to qualitatively undentand the meanings. social processes. 

consequences and significance of illness. and focussed "on disability as an emergent 

property of social relationships" (Williams 1998: 238; also see Charmaz 1994: 1999: 

Frank. A. 1 99 1 a). 

The experience of the chronically il1 body features prominently in the qualitative and 

interpretive research traditions in medical sociology. Chronic illness. understood as 

"biographical disruption" (Bury l982), offers an opponunity to explore the implications 

and meanings of illness and the (re)negotiation of identity in the presence of a disordered 

body" (Buiy 1982: Charmaz 1994: 1999; Howell 1994). Extending beyond the 

boundaries previouslp established by clinical categories. these qualitative analyses 

concentrate on the subjective experience of iliness, loss, changed roles, and stigma 

( C h m a z  1999; Howell 1994). The notion of "embodied experience". here. is not the 

same as the diseased or dysfunctional body at the centre of the biomedical paradigm: 



studies in medical sociolog>- argue for understandings of illness that --break up the 

reductionist medical model" (Charmaz 1999:9). Through the use of  metaphor and 

narrati\.e accounts. the tocus is on the --symbolic and material interactions between the 

individual and sociev. and the interpretive processes whereby individuals constmct 

meaning from their espsriences" (Williams 1 998:BO 1. 

U'hile thsse kinds of analyses attempt "to define a sociological approach to illness 

liberared from the dominance of biomedicine" (Williams 1998239). the? are ofien 

produced espressly to infonn health care reforrn and to support initiatives that promote 

"cornmunit', care" over acute-care models (for example. see Charmaz 1999). This '-socialo- 

understanding of illness in medical sociology is still implicitly stmctured by the 

relevances of medicine: Le.. these studies still concentrate '-on issues of importance to 

professionals and a protèssionai service paradigm". they "assume a congruence of interest 

between the service provider and user and fail, consequently. to analyse opposing 

in terests. inequal it).. and the distribution of power" (Rious 1 994:4). The focus on 

mzanings - the cultural connotations. the symbols and significations - obscures the 

change (for the worse) in the matenal conditions o f  life that accompany chronic illness. as 

well as the broader social and economic relations in which people's lives are embedded 

(Dyck 1995: Watson 1998). While these kinds o f  analyses are a signifiant step in the 

direction of reflecting the realities of chronically il1 and disabled people. the disability 

rights movement and witers in the field of disability studies go yet another step further. 

With the emergence of the social model. the source of the disability shifis from the 

body to the social world; specifically. to "a contemporan social organization which takes 

no or little account o f  people who have physical impairrnents and thus excludes them 

from participation in the mainstream of social activities" (Barnes 1998:73). Disability. 

therefore. is "al1 the things that impose restrictions on disabled people; ranging From 
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indi vidual prejudice to institutional discrimination. from inaccessible public buildings to 

unusabie public transport systems. from segregated education to excluding work 

arrangements. and so on" (Oliver 1996: 33; see also Swain et. al. 1993). If the built 

environmenr and socid arrangements actually generate the barriers and problerns 

associated with disabitity (see Davis 1998; Hales 1996: Oliver 1996: Shakespeare 1998). 

thzn the personal. social and economic consequences of disabiiity are neither natural nor 

inevitable (Barnes 1998; Davis 1998; Finkelstein 1998: Morris 1992; Oliver 1992: 1996). 

Exclusion and marginalization are no longer consequences of an individual's impairment 

or the failure to adjust. Rather. they are the consequences of social discrimination. 

From this more poli tical perspective. the prescriptions of a "nonnalizing society and 

the whole range of professional activities which attempt to reinforce it" are rejected 

(Oliver 1996: 37). This includes rejecting the production of knowledg in the specialized 

applied fields. as weil as the "solutions" proffered by the professional practices of 

rehabilitation and psychological adjustrnent (Lenny 1993: Moms 1992). Because 

disabi I i t y  is social l y produced, the activities of researchers. professionals. policy makers. 

and indsed al1 of that which we consider to be "social" are implicated in the construction 

of illnesses and disabilities as '-problems" (Moms 1992). As the disability studies 

critique points out. the specialized applied fields and the operations of the "disability 

industn" - including the whole host of '?roubled person professions, the schools and 

universities that train those professionals. voluntary fundraising organizations. sheltered 

urorkshops. the industries that develop and produce the technologies that disabled people 

use. and so on - al1 rely on the construction of disability as a social problern requiring the 

spscial expertise of professionals and the intervention of a trained community with special 

knowledge. facilities. extensive funding, and a dominant place in the medical. legal, and 

other social systems of the community (Lane 1998; Moms 1992). In other words. the 



estensi\.r material resources and the privileges of the --disability industry"depend on 

disabled people being detïned as -'in need" (Lane 1 995: 1 56 1. 

Even the structure of the academic curriculum and the way in which "domains of 

knowledge [areJ divided up or clustersd" (Linton 1998: 76) play a constitutive role in the 

construction of partial or distorted understandings of disability. Just as the scientific study 

of --man" as a universal and standard category excludes women and people of different 

races. ethnicities and sexualities. most standard or mainstream inquiries assume 

ablebodiedness as a universal and standard category and fail to include people with 

disabiiities (Linton 1998: Moms 1992). This means that if disability and disabled people 

are studied at all. they will tend to be studied in their particularity or as deviations from 

the nom.  Disability studies scholars are particularly discouraged at the confinement of the 

subject of disability within the specialized applied fields: i-e.. rehabilitation medicine. 

sprcial education. social work. nursing. adjustment psychology. and so on (Asch and Fine 

1998: Finkelstein 1998: Linton 1998). The neglect of disabilit). in the rest of the academy 

is panicularlp unfortunate. Linton argues, because the social sciences - including 

anthropology. economics. political science. sociology and history - "provide the research 

tools and theoretical matenal needed to shed light on disability as a social construct and 

on the manifestations and consequences o f  particular constructions" (Linton 199897). 

In the specialized applied fields. researchers organize their activities according to 

constructed schemes of recognized professional practice that have developed socially and 

historically and speciS; exactly what constitutes the accepted methods, content and 

boundaries of their discipline (Danziger 1 990): established techniques of eliciting 

information. the use of ciinical categories. and measurements of "needs" and "functional 

capacities", pre-deterrnine and structure, ahead of time. what can be known about people 

who are disabled and il1 (Finkelstein 1998; Oliver 1992: Morris 1992). In other words. the 
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production of knowledge usuall>. conforms to professional or academic interests and aims 

and not to the interests and aims of peoples uith disabilities (Morris 1992: Oliver 1992)- 

The failure to disIodg biomedical understandings of disabil in in the specialized applied 

fields is due. in part. to the infrequent opportunities for people who are chronically il1 or 

disabled to occup>- positions that allow them to influence or inform the disability research 

agenda (Meekosha 1998: Morris 1992): "limited educational opportunities. discrimination 

in hi ring and promotion. and inadequate supports for disabirity scholarship" are just soms 

of the reasons that disabled scholars find themselves unable to actively participate in 

research production (Linton 1 998:73 ). 

Refusing the construction of disability as a personal deficit or  a social probiem. 

disabi 1 ity studies scholars have also made inroads into arguing for the construction of 

disability as difference. Disability. in this conception. similar to other bodily based social 

identities such as gender. race and visible ethnicities. is the result of corporeal differences 

that are used to di fferentiate between and stigmatize particular individuals (Davis 1 998: 

Hahn 1998: Lane 1998). In this variation of the social model of disability. discrimination 

and oppression are grounded in social invisibility or nonrecognition. unfairly biassed 

cultural noms.  and disrespect that results from disparaging and stereotypic cultural 

representations". Using an affirmative politics of positive identity. this rnovement uses 

the language of minority discourse. civil rights. equity and equal oppominity. The remedy 

to cultural injustice and social discrimination against people with disablities. they argue, 

require mainly cultural respect and legai protection from the majority (Lane 1998). 

While the social model has challenged the prescriptions of a normalizing society and 

has itluminated the professional and acadernic interests and agendas that structure 

mainstrearn knowledge about illness and disability. it is not without its critics. Criticizing 

the social model fiom within. Mike Oliver (1992) acknowlcdges that the social model 
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dots not necessarily connect with. or explain. the indi\-idual restrictions and individual 

impairments that people with disabi lities experience. Inderci. the pragmatic attempt to 

"idrniitj- and addxss issues that can be changed through collective action". and the 

insistrnce thar there is no necessan; causal relationship ber\\-een impairment and disability 

- ivhich reflects the need to "break the link" between a person's body and a person's 

social situation - makes it  difficult to incorporate and understand the personal experience 

of pain and impairment (Oliver 199638). Oliver notes that "to mention biology. to admit 

pain. to confront our impairments. has been to risk the oppressors seizing on evidence that 

disabiiity is -really' about physical limitation afier ail" (quoting Shakespeare in Oliver 

199658). Therefore. while environmental baniers and social attitudes are prominent 

fenrures in the social model of disability. the subjective exprrience and personal meanings 

of illness and impairment are not (French 1993: Gadacz 1994: Oliver 1996). 

The "minority model" of disability. according to which injustice is rooted in social 

invisibility and cultural disrespect. is similarly criticized b>- ferninist disability scholars''. 

To daim that the disabled body - as a cultural text - merely requires reinterpretation as 

di tfèrence. they argue. neutralizes the subjective experience of pain and struggle and 

obscures the material and historical effects of differences grounded in disability. 

impairment. and even gender (Morris 1992; Thomson 1998: Wendel1 1996). Cultural 

recognition. in this critique. is not suffkient to address the injustices wought by illness 

and disability. The materiality of the disabled or chronicall>- il1 body requires measures 

that ensure the inclusion and participation of people with disabilities in economic 

arrangements and al1 the core services and systems of society in which people without 

disabilities are entitled to participate. 

Another important criticism of the social model of disability. Oliver (1996) admits. is 

its failure to incorporate analyses of the experience of multiple oppressions. Social 



differences. such as gender- sexuality. age. level of abiiity. race and ethnicity are only 

some of the '-other" differences that complicate existing anal>-ses of disability in the 

contest of the social model (Moms 1992: 1993: 1 996: Oli\-sr 1996: Stuart 1993). In its 

insistrnce on scrutinizing and changing extemaIl), imposed restrictions in prevailing 

social structures and social arrangements. sorne connections are forced and others are 

obscursd. For esampli-, "mechanical changes". such as making buiidings wheelchair 

accessible. fonnulating equig policies in workplaces and schools. providing sign 

language inrerpreters at public fùnctions (Linton 1998) and so on. may create the false 

impression that inequities based on disability are not also intertwined with gender. 

and class differences. Criticizing the ideological character of much of the wnting 

produced in the context of the early phases of the social model of disability. disabil 

race 
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studies scholars are increasingly taking up the issues of gender (Thomson 1998: Morris 

1996: Wendel1 1 996). specific types of impairment (Davis 1998: Hale 1998). and 

race/ethnicity (Stuart 1993; Vernon 1 996). 

Social Measures to Alleviate Disadvaotage and Discrimination: 

Accessibility and Accommodation 

The social model of disability and the political organization of disability rights 

acrivists have made significant inroads in changing the physical. social and political 

landscape for people with disabilities (Barnes 1998); features of the built environment. 

social arrangements. legislation. policy and public discourse identified as discrirninatoy 

have been challenged and gradually improved to address the "needs" and reflect the 

interests of people with disabilities. In Canada. the effort to eliminate systemic 

discrimination has prompted the review, revision and formulation of policies to provide 

equitable access for people with disabilities in al1 the systems and core services in which 



other members of Canadian socieh are entitled to participats. Equity for people with 

disabiliries is grounded in the protections afforded by the Charter of Rights and Freedoms 

( 1% 1 ) and othrr human rights legislation (Le.. the B.C. Human Rights Act (Section 3) 

1992 amendment). Unlike equality. which involves ideas ofequal treatment before the 

la\\- or the undifkrentiating application ofordinary rules. equity requires going beyond the 

practictl of deciding what is "right" to deciding what is "fàir" ( Schaffer and Lamb 198 1 ). 

Because ordinane rules. by virtue of their necessarily general character. result in unfair 

outcomes for people w-ith disabilities. equity- requires anothsr set of rules or interventions 

designed to promote a greater equality than would be realized in the course of the 

application of the general rules. This other set of rules about --faimess". which is 

enshrined in human rights legislation. requires institutions to eliminate or modi@ 

prac tices. faci 1 i t ies and services that have discriminato~. efkcts for people with 

disabilities (Albrecht 1992: BCEADS 1996; Gadacz 1991). 

Be\rond policy and legislation. the public discourse about disability has changed as 

well. In Canada. for esample. the federal. provincial and temtorial levels of governrnent 

recognize that people ~vith disabilities. as one of the least advantaged groups in Canadian 

society. are no longer to be deemed passive recipients of services. Rather. as hl1 citizens. 

people with disabilities are entitled 

-'IO participats and contribute to the systems and the 'core' services in which ail 
Canadians can panicipate and to which most Canadians have access. These 
include schools. training programs. postsecondary education institutes. health 
care. workplaces. recreation facilities, cultural programs. transportc?tion. parks 
and other f o m s  of public space" (Federal/Provincial/Temtorial Ministers 
Responsible for Social Services 1998:7)- 

In spite of the influence of the disability rights movement and disability scholarship - 

along with the changes in policy. legislation and disability discourse - the established 



dominance of biomedical concerns and semice deliveq- models have impeded the 

unqualitjed accrdencr of the more politicized social modei cf disability In other words. 

the social model of disability has not replaced the biomedical model of disability. Further. 

e1.m though activists. scholars and polit). maken agree thai the individualistic biomedical 

mode1 is a limited and partial way of understanding disability. it continues to be deferred 

to as the ultimate authone in matters of illness and disease. especially in detemining 

el igi bility for disability-related progranis and assistance ( Albrecht 1992: Lock 1998; 

Linton 1998). Therefore. aiongside a "disability industq-'- organized around medical 

ssn.ices and healthcare delivery. a more social "disabilities apparatus" organized 

around concepts such as accessibility and accommodation has emerged to ensure the 

elimination of barriers to the full inclusion of people with disabilities in the mainstream o f  

social life and. for this study in particular. in postsecondary education. Accessibiliîy. in 

the context of postsecondary education. refers to the institution's legal obligation to create 

geiiuine opportunities for people with disabilities to participate in al1 aspects of university 

l i f k  The duty to accommodate. as one aspect of the dut? not to discriminate. requires the 

institution to take an active part in modifjing those practices. facilities. or services that 

prsvent the inclusion and participation of otherwise qualified students who are disabled 

(BCEADS 19%). 

lmproving accessibility in pst-secondary education includes making changes in the 

built environrnent (Le.. rarnps. elevators, improved s ipage .  disabled parking). providing 

spscialized adaptive equipment to disabled students (assisrive listening devices, laptop 

computers. tape-recorders, voice synthesizers. reading materia1 in braille). and providing 

sprcial support services that are designed to recognize the unique "needs" of people with 

disabilities (Le.. counselling services, full student loans for part-time attendance, and 

dedicated of ices  and/or personnel who mediate on behalf of disabled students and raise 



aw.areness of disability issues on campus). Accommodation. in the context o f  

postseconda~ education. usuallp involves procedurai changes (i-r.. extensions of tirne for 

esams and assignments). modifications or substitutions in teaching and evaluation 

practicçs (i.e.. altemate formats for exams and assignrnents. altemate locations for witing 

esams). and substitutions or deletions in coursework or  program requirements ( Le.. 

substituting or delering field work or practica components). Esactly what constitutes an 

accommodation is a matter of law: courts have the ultimate authority to define the 

mraning of this term and the extent of the responsibility of the institution to provide it 

(BCEADS 1996). In principle. the improvements in accessibility and the legal right to 

accommodation should allow women who are chronically il1 to fully access and equally 

participate at al1 educational levels. including in obtaining a university degree. 

Tkvo questions arise here: the first question is whether or not the "disabilities 

apparatus" - making improvements in accessibility and implementing policies on 

providing accommodation - actually accomplishes what it sets out to do. Because 

education has been identified as an important component of social functioning (Esdaile 

and Wilkins 1989) and is fundamental to resisting the accumulation of disadvantage for 

disablrd women (Lock 1998). it is essential that policies providing accessibility and 

accc~mmodation be demonstrated to actually foster the inclusion. participation and the 

success of women with disabiiities and chronic illnesses in postsecondary education. 

The second question that arises is how to assess the success of such policies in a way 

that uses women's own accounts of their experience and concems without losing sight of 

the structures that make their experience take the shape that it does. This leads me to a 

fuller explanation of my research problematic which aims at bridging the gulf between the 

everyday experience of  chronic illness and the way in which administrative. instructional, 

and organizational processes of the university either facilitate. or undermine, the full 



inclusion and equal participation of chronically il1 women in the higher educational 

process. 

The Research Problematic 

The problem of staying politically engaged while "expioring the darker 

phenomenological waters of people's experiences"(Williams 1998244) is a challenge that 

is identified in a number of critical analyses of the academic production of knowledge 

about ilhess and disability (Barnes 1998: Morris 1993: Thomson 1998). Depending on 

how "esperience" is taken up and used. social processes. dimensions of expenence. and 

interesrs or agendas cm be either illuminated or obscured. For exarnple. 

phenornenological or synbolic interactionist interpretations of the meanings of the 

esperience of iilness and disability tend to conceal the concrete material conditions of life 

and broader social and political practices on which such expenence depends (for example. 

see Bury 1982: Charniaz 1994; 1999: Frank, A. 1991 a: Howell 1994). Autobiographical 

or narrative accounts of experience (Driedger and Gray 1992; Matthews 1983; Morris 

1996: Ricciuteili 1 993: "Women's Education" 1996). while powerfully expressing the 

persona1 struggles of disabled and chronically il1 women. and which are crucial in the 

construction of "counter-images" of disabled people (Gadacz 1 994). confine analysis to 

the particular local setting and stay at the level of the individual (Meekosha 1998: 

Williams 1998). Objectivist interpretations of the exporience of illness and disability 

produce analyses that conform to professional interests and are generally used to manage 

and control the problems that disabilities are seen to "cause" (for example. see Gordon 

and Banishek 1996; Gordon and Feldman 1998). Alternately. expenence can be bracketed 

or ignored. as it is in many of the materialist analyses of disability. including much of the 

disability studies writing in the Ci.K.(Oliver 1996; and in Shakespeare 1998 see in 
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particular. Barnes 1998: Abberley 1998). Proceeding froni a theoretical position. rather 

than an actual position anchored in the local setting and de finite material conditions of the 

e \ . e ~ d a ~ .  Lvorld. these rnateriaiist accounts nonetheless pro\.ide compelling analyses of the 

"big picture" ol'disability. ix . .  analyses of the unequal relations of power that people with 

illtiesses and disabilities encounter and live within. 

ljsing the iheoretical approach known as the social organization of kno\vlrdp. and the 

investigative method knoun as institutional ethnography - as proposed and elaborated by 

Doroth?. E. Smith ( 1987: 1 WOa: 1 WOb: 1999) - this inquiry offers a way to integrate 

these t\vo areas of study - the '-embodied experience" of illness and the systemic 

inequities that disability and illness are seen to produce - into one project of research. 

The inquiry works through interviews and textual analysis to examine how chronically il1 

women themselves know and account for their experience of requesting and obtaining 

accommodation. and how ideals of equity for people with disabilities and policies relating 

to accessibilil and academic accommodation are brought to bear. or are not brought to 

bear. on the everyday problem of chronic illness for womeii who are students. 1 will 

examine how women's ordinary everyday experience of being students. and what they 

know and say about their experience of living and coping with illness. are entwined with 

institutional processes - as organizational policies and procedures that exist beyond and 

prior to the individual's experience but which are also part of the individual's local setting 

(Campbell 1998) - and how these institutional pmcesses actually 'produce' particular 

kinds of outcomes and experiences. 

Smith (1 987) notes that the word "problematic" is usually used to refer to matters at 

the level of theory rather than at the level of experience. The way in which Smith uses 

"problematic" is to indicate a procedure for developing a conceptual apparatus that 

"discloses and explicates" the properties of a particular social actuality (1987:91). A 



research problematic is situated at the disjuncture betlveen the ideological knowiedge of a 

particular phenornenon and the local and particular experience of it. As an example. the 

follon+ing escerpts are taken from the interviews that 1 analyse later on in the thesis. They 

deal with just one srnall aspect of the process of  requesting and obtaining accommodation: 

the reluctance of some chronically il1 students to identifi- themselves as "disabled" and as 

needing assistance or accommodation: 

Nicole : " Dqfinirei): rhere 's a lot of guik Like. why rvotrld / need an extension? A for of it. 
u lot oj-issues like feeling 10-3: came up. Like. did 1 reufiy tteed it? Those [issues]. and 
ulso jttsr usking for it. . . A lot of if has ro do with learning how (O ask for heip. I mean. I 
con rhink abotcr whur my needs are. but ifl can 't or don 'r comrnunicate [hem rhen I won i 
know whar kinds of opporruniries are open - and rhey can 'r read my mind as ro rvhat I 
possibb. mighr need and rhey mighr nor know rhejirsi ihing about my diseuse or my needs. 
Brrr for me. ir was aiso getting over the fear of asking. " 

Corina: " ? j , e Z I .  rhe firsi problern was rhot if rook afmost a F a r  to fina fi'' get the diugnosis. 
So norc rhar I've gor CI label. and [the docror has] put me on medicaiion and So. 
ami giwn me a book on ir. and like ir scares the devil oztr of>ouU So you do whar yoic need 
r O do, " 

Anne: "Mj. poiicy is ro never idenr~fi ir until I really need IO. " 

Jody: "it char~ges an?? sense of selfrhar you may have hud The reaiity is rhai ir reduces 
a-. sense of enririenlenr you have - and you i e  in a box and rhat 's a vety rricky place io 
pu - j7ozi know. il 's hwd ro cal/ yourselfanyrhing where you know [hot ir comes with a 
whole package of oppressions. " 

Lee: "I 've aliva_~-ifilr very relucranr to idenrijj myseff as huving neeak, and I 've alit7ays 
felr mrtch more comjbrtable securing accommodation in let-ms of emergencies. Once. 
when I \vas reuiiy t~ot well and it was ihe end of the terni. I had my docror ivrite me u 
note. I carried rhat note in n?r, bag for a monih - fhinking, rhar if1 have to. this is my 
pcIsspor! ro seeuring ü formai academic accommodaiion. But ihen. I was also siruggling 
ro make sure rhar I didrt 'r acrually use if. " 

Coordinator for the Office for Students witb a Disability: [speaking about the services the 
univenity has available and the Policy on Providing Accommodation for Students with a 
Disability. Le.. the "disabilities apparatus" on campus] "The whole process is rorully 
wlunrary. So people don 't have to disclose. They don', hma to. Some people don'f feel 
rhq~  need ony specific type of accommodation - fhey 're doing justjine - jusf perfecfly 
oka)' . . Depending on the disability, depending on where rhey t e  al with if. Or you have 



sonie peopl~~  who hm-e prohlems wirh deniul. also with no \isihle disabilin und rhcy don5 
rwnr ro hc. rrearrd u i ~ ~ .  dijfcrerztlj: People are at diffëi-CHI phces in rheir lives. cigfirenr 
Icivls o/ntu[ia-ir~: dijgrenr iewls oj'ucceptance with it4ui th- con do. or cunnor do. und 
so or?. .411d rhc end of-the da?: ir S a personal choice. " 

The -'disabilities apparatus" esists objectively as a ser of definite institutional 

processes and semices designed to ensure the inclusion and participation of people wïth 

disabilities on campus. The Policy on Providing Accommodation for Students with a 

Disabi1it'- (rev. 1997) organizes the university's response to chronically il1 or disabled 

students on condition they first identie themselves as --disabled to the university (Le.. to 

the instructor or to the Office for Students with a Disabli~.).  From the point of view of the 

universi ty. this requirement seems to be straightfonvard and self-evident. From the 

srudent's escerpts. however. a whole other set of consideraiions corne into view: students 

esperience feelings of guilt and fear. they may not have a definite diagnosis. they may 

understand accommodation to be an option of last resort. the? rnay want to maintain a 

'-sense of self'. they rnay wony about the oppression and disadvantage that the categoiy o f  

'-disab1ed"signifies. and so on. These kinds of considerations or '*troubles" are not 

reflected in either the Policy. or in the way that the Coordinator speaks about students 

rvho are reluctant to identifi themselves as disabled. From the institutional framing of this 

"problem". the feelings. experiences and practices of reamning of chronically il1 women 

can be subsumed under explanations such as denial, immaturity. and the belief that those 

students who do not use the bcdisabilities apparatus" are "doing fine. just perfectly okay". 

In other words. there is a disjuncture between the administrative practice of providing 

accommodation and the locally situated. everyday experience of chronically il1 women in 

requesting and obtaining the assistance and accomrnodaiion they need to participate in 

obtaining a university education. 
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Bscause the --social organization of the setting is not u+hoIly available to us in its 

apprarance" (Smith 1987:87). a research problematic sseks to make visible. or explicaie. 

the sociaI determinations of the pmicular and local esperience. In other words. this 

inqui? aims at ans\\.enng the question -'how does it happen this way?" Instead of starting 

from the relevances. concepts and topics of sociological discourse or institutional 

understandings. this kind of research inquiry illuminates '-the problematic of the everyday 

world" - as the people there know and live it. It offers the researcher the opportunil to 

see the activit ies. practices. material conditions. and possibilities of the local and 

particular before ihcy pass into the prevailing objectified and ideological understandings 

of them. In the next chapters, 1 discuss in more detail the research paradigm and research 

strateg! that 1 use. 



Chapter Two 

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 
Introduction 

ln this chapter. i esplain Smith's approach to the social organization of knowledge as 1 

have undentood and used it. Although the social organization o f  howledpe and disability 

studies are analsically and theoretically distinct. they share similar origins and insights. 

As 1 proceed in m'. discussion of Smith's approach. 1 will indicate these areas of 

convergence and agreement. I will also point to concepts and understandings that are of 

particular importance in rny own inquiry. 1 will conclude this chapter with a discussion of 

the problem of exclusion and marginalization in the academy: especially as it relates to 

the making and dissemination of  knowledge that reflects the interests and experiences of 

people who are disabled or chronically ill. My larger aim in this chapter is to demonstrate 

how the theoretical approach known as the social organization of  knowledge c m  provide 

an analysis that is congruent with the prescriptions of the social mode1 of disability (Le.. 

focussing on social arrangements and the built environment. and not on chronically il1 

wornen as a group). but which is ais0 able to draw together both the subjective expenence 

of illness and the systemic inequities that institutional processes and practices can be seen 

to produce. into one project of research. 

Disability studies has only recently ernerged as a special ized (and even autonomous) 

discipline and has been farthest developed in the English-speaking countries. pmicularly 

in Britain and the United States. British writers are mainly concemed with materiai factors 

and political power. while their counterparts in the United States focus on history. culture. 

litcrature and other aspects of discourse and meaning (Shakespeare 1998). In spite of their 

differences. however. both the U.S. and U.K. approaches univocal ly reject the 

individualistic biomedical mode1 of  disability and have ernbraced a social o r  consttuctivist 
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approach to disabilit?. instead'". This means that disabilit?. srudies scholarship and the 

social organization of knowledge share simiiar interests and insights. For esample. 

Smith's approach originales in the women's movernent's discovery that. as women. they 

ha3 heen consciousl; and deliberately excluded from panicipating in the formation of the 

intellzctual. cultural and political worlds that they were Iiving in (Smith 1987). Disability 

studirs. like\vise. is both an area of poiitical activie and an academic field of inquiry: 

contesting the oppression and exclusion of disabled people from the mainstream of social 

life including academia. and working to assemble a bod' of knowledge that reflects their 

own esperiences. interests. and ways of knowing (see Da\-iç 1998: Linton 1998; Moms 

199 1 : Oliver 1996; Shakespeare 1998: Swain et. al 1993 ). Both feminism and the 

disability rights movement are part of the broad cultural struggies that emerged in the 

1960's. and which provoked new sites of conflict in academia around issues of 

"difference" - such as gender. race, ethnicity. sexuality. class. disability. and so on. 

Siinilarly. the feminist and the disability studies critiques of the systematically devsloped 

kno~vledge in academia hold that scientific and objectivist approaches suppress and 

silence the voices of those who are marginalized and excluded and are integral to the 

reproduction of unequal relations of power. 

Smith's distinctive social ontology and investigative approach. however. provide what 

I believe is a unique advantage: "a social ontology not of meaning but of a concerting of 

activities that actually happens" (Smith 1999:97). By alivays refemng back to actual 

practices and esperiences that are anchored in definite material conditions "in time and in 

actual local sites of people's bodily existence" (Smith 1999:97). the social organization of 

knoufedge provides a way around the "'macro/micro splitq persistently produced by 

ontologies that cannot maintain a continuity between what people are seen to do and the 

kind of understanding researchers cal1 'the big picture'" (McCoy 1999:27). Begiming in a 
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\\.orld of purposi~x and planned activity. individuals can be seen - in their temporally 

'-concerted sequences of actionm*. "performed by more than one and perhaps sometimes by 

a niultiplicity of individuals not necessarîly known to one another" (Smith 1987: 167) - to 

accivel>. bring into heing the social organization of eveq.da>. life. This includes the social 

organization of the evepday lives of women who are chronically il1 and who are in the 

process of obtaining a uni ver si^. education. 

The EpistemoIogical Use of "Everyday Life" as a Ground of Inquiry 

In traditional sociology. Smith argues. the social worIci is known and explored through 

systematically developed concepts and categories that either discard or render invisible 

the "particularit'* of the individual. their actual situation and site of work. the epherneralih 

of the lived moment. and so on" (Smith 1996: 174). In the social organization of 

knowledge. the knowing subject is embodied, located in her o\vn life. situated in her local 

and particular actuality. her experience and activities happen in definite material 

conditions within constraints and under presuppositions ovsr which she has little control 

(Smith 1999). The strategy of structuring inquiry from the standpoint of people begins in 

the ordinary comings and goings of living as people themselves know it. and can speak of 

it (Smith 1999:96). Based on the assurnption that people are "experts" in their own lives 

(Campbell 1998). that they can speak authoritatively about their directly experienced 

worlds. the researcher takes up those expenences which arise as "conditions. occasions. 

objects. possibilities. refevances. presences. and so on." (Smith 1987:89) as they are 

understood and spoken by the knower. Here, the subjective expenence of limitation and 

pain. and the individual woman's 'work', in terms of time. energy and effort expended. 

are central to the inquiry (Smith 1987). 
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Hotvever. esperience is not the object of the research: esperience. in and of itself. is 

not treated as knoti-ledge (Smith 1999). The experience provides a place to begin the 

inquiry: it prot.ides an entn. point into the social relations. as institutional practices and 

organizational processes that penetrate. organize and order chronically il1 women's 

seemingly persona1 and idiosyncratic experience. The problem of how the --everyday 

world is put together in relations that are not wholly disco~erable within the everyday 

twrld" (Smith 1987:47). locales the determinations of people's experiences outside and 

beyond their local settings in the "social relations that tie the Iocal and particular into the 

generalized and generalizing relations that [also] determine the local and particular" 

(Smith 1 99Oa:?OO). Begiming from the premise that indi\iduals actively produce the 

social relations that the' live. the exploration of people's eteryday worlds can show that 

what they do. hou. they coordinate and plan their activities. actually contributes to and is 

art iculated with the relations that overpower their lives ( Smith 1 990a204). Recognizing 

that "local events are ofien controlled by forces beyond the purview of those acting at that 

sire" ( Linton l998:;j). people's everyday experience protides a way for the researcher to 

show "homr po\ver is esercised. in what official or unofficial activities. by whom and for 

what purposes" (Campbell 1998:96). 

Smith uses the notion of "standpoint" to express the commitrnent to investigate and 

describe "those social. political and economic processes that organize and determine the 

actual bases of espçrience of those whose side we have taken" (Smith 1987: 177). Taking 

sides. here. does not undermine the scientific objectivi~ of the research: rather. it conveys 

the intention to '-create active linkages" with those activists working outside the academy. 

and to produce knowledge that reflects the concems and interests of society's 

rnarginalized and esploited people (Smith 1999). Standpoint does not imply a common 

perspective or worldview. nor does it universaiize a particular experience (Smith 1987). 
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".A sociology beginning in people's everyday/everynight ssperience takes for granted that 

esprriencirs are as \-arious as people are. It does not ssek to supersede this variety by 

constructing a \*ersion that ovemdes al1 others" (Smith 1999:97). Indeed differences in 

esperience '-aise in a matris of evenday/everynight activities and through how- they are 

entered into and coordinated with others' activities" (Smith 1999:97). By exploring this 

concening and CO-ordering of an individual's activities. "the relations that pnerate the 

varietirs of li\-ed esperience" (Smith 1999:97) can be investigated also. The capacity to 

recognize the varieiies of lived experience is especiaIIy imponant for this inquiry. 

Disabilitj.. afier all. is complex: it does not exert an even influence over al1 individuals 

equally and there is no one to one relationship between physical and social disadvantages 

(Russell 1989). In fact. while disability is often theorized as though it constitutes a 

"master-category". disability interacts with other differences - such as gender. class. 

ethniciiykace. or type and sevsrity of disability. arnong others - to produce complex and 

uneven results (Dyck 1995: Russell 1989). Exploring the relations that generate 

differences in the lived experience of chronicall y il1 women. also illuminates these other 

dimensions of an individual's social experience. 

The Development of Contemporary Forms of Orgaaization 

Smith. like Mars before her. insists on a definite. irreducibly material world in which 

actual individuals produce their material lives and make history. although not under 

conditions of their choosing (McLellan 1977: 16 1 ). Following M m .  Smith understands 

social relations as --the actual coordinated activities of actual people in which the 

phenornena of political economy arise" (Smith lWOb:94). As sequences of action that no 

one individual completes. "generalized social relations are definite modes in which 

people's activities have corne to be organized, and they are daily and nightly both 



reproduced and changed as people's local activities articulate to. coordinate with. and are 

determined b!. them" ( Smith 1 WOa:202). These concertai and CO-ordered practices and 

acri~rities. -*in which many individuals unhowm to one another may be active" (Smith 

1987: 133). take place -.reflexively and recursively across space and time" (Smith. G .  

1 995 :X 1. and they --coordinate and CO-determine the worlds. activities. and experiences of 

people entered into them at different points" (Smith 1987: 134). These social relations 

' - h i t u  locallj. situated individuals to the state. the econom!. systems of discourse. science, 

müss media. large-scale organizations of al1 kinds. professional organization. and so on 

(Smith ! 999:9 1 ). These generalized social relations are what Smith calls relations of 

ruling and the- are both invested in. and mediated by. tests (Smith 1974: 1987; 1 99Oa: 

1 990b: 1 996: 1999). Smith writes that, 

[t] he phrase 'relations of ruling' designates the cornplex of extra-local relations 
that provide in contemporary society a specialization of organization. control 
and initiative. They are those forms that we know as bureaucracy. 
administration. management. professional organization and the media. They also 
include the complex of discourses, scientific, technical. and cultural. that 
intersect- interpenetrate. and coordinate the multiple sites of ruling" (Smith 
1990b:6). 

For Smith. relations of ruling is a concept that "grasps power. organization. direction and 

regulation as more pervasively structured than can be expressed in traditional concepts 

provided by the discourses of power" (1 987:3). 

Historically. the organization of the relations of mling and their "dynamic expansion 

are intimately linked to the dynamic progress of capital" (Smith 19875). Capitalism 

creates "an extralocal medium of action constituted by a market process" that increasingly 

takes the place of local govemance. subjective decision-making and other "personally 

mediated economic and social relations" (Smith 1987:s)- Relations of dependence 

between particular individuals in local settings increasingly give way to an impersonal, 



abstracted and independent system of relations among people mediated by money and 

con~modities (Smith 1 99Ob). These same kinds of processes that Smith identifies in the 

de\.eIoprnent of contemporv forms of organization are also recognized bj. disabilities 

studies scholars \\.ho argue that more informal arrangements for accommodating disabled 

people within particular communities have given way to a comples of specialized. 

objectified and technicaI practices in the form of a x a r e  induste-" or "disability business" 

(-Albrecht 1992: Linton 1998: Winzer 1998). 

Estrapolating fiom .Marx-s materiaiist method. Smith argues that contemporan f o m s  

of organization and the emergence of a '-social consciousnsss existing as differentiated 

practices and relations" (Smith 1990b:8), have followed frorn the "developed social 

relations of rsasoning and knowledge extemalized as testually mediated forms of 

organization and d iscourse" (Smith 1 990b:7). These forms of social consciousness were 

present only nascentl in Mars's time ( 1990b: 160). but are analogous to the "functions of 

' knowledge. judgment and wi1I' that Marx saw as  wrested îiom the original 'producer* 

and transferred to capital" (Smith 1999:77). Smith's investigation extends beyond the 

relations and organization of the economy to take up this neu. Ievel of organization in 

which '-the relations of~consciousness and agency" are "estracted" from particular 

individuals in their local settings. and are subjected to "tèclmological and technical 

specialization. elaboration. differentiation, and objectification" (Smith 1999:77). Today, 

"reason. knowledge, and concepts are more than merely attributes of individual 

consciousness, the! are embedded in. organize. and are integral to social relations in 

which subjects act but which are not reducible to the acts of subjects" (Smith 1990b: 160). 

Discourses and ideologies, as fonns of social consciousness. for Smith. can also be 

investigated as actual social relations organized in and by the activities of actual people. 



Tests. for Smith. have a crucial and central role in the organization of the relations of 

ruling. They are --the mediators and bases of discourses and ruling relations that regulate 

and coordinate beyond the particular Iocal setting of their reading or writing" (Smith 

1999:80). The test. in its material aspect. is the "object that brings into actual contexts of 

reading a standardized form of words or images that cm be and may be readseenheard in 

man' other settings by many others at the same or other times" (Smith 1999:7). In 

contemporq society. texts are suficiently ubiquitous to appear to have a perfectty 

ordinary existence. Yst. texts and text-mediated forms of knowledge organize. regulate. 

and coordinate the activities. and indeed. the lives. of people in their diverse local 

settings. Medical knowledge. social policies. and academic regulations are exarnples of 

text-based. text-mediated systems of knowledge. information. communication. regulation 

and control through which the local and particular are articulated to the relations of ruling. 

Textual practices are forrns of social organization that "extemalize social 

consciousness in social practices. objectifjing reasoning. knowledge. memory. decision- 

making. judgement. evaluation. etc.. as properties of fomal organization or discourse 

rather than as properties of individuals" (Smith 1 WOb:? 1 1 ). Smith writes that 

*'[a111 objectitied world-in-cornmon vested in texts is the essential coordinator of 
activities. decisions, policies. and plans produced by actual subjects as the acts. 
decisions. policies, and plans of large-scale organizations of various kinds. The 
primary mode of action and decision in the super-structures of business. 
govemments, the professions, and the scientific. professional. literary and 
artistic discourses is synbolic and on papa or in cornputers" (Smith 199950). 

Oriented to these '-symbolically constructed vinual realities. accomplished in distinctive 

practices of reading and writing" (Smith 1999:50), decisions and actions '-pnvilege the 

testual order of discourse and its textually constituted realities" (Smith l9W6 1 ) over the 

order of the actual: '-the schematic authority of a text" is preferred to the actuality it 
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describes. precisely because it transcends the "disorientation of the direct encounter" 

(Said 1979:93 ). Tests become the "prism" through which the actualities of social. 

economic and political processes are interpreted (Smith l999:36): "a sphere of work and 

inqui- is created ~ v i t h  its owm intemal logic. its agreed upon objects and categories. its 

recognized authorities and referents" (Smith 1999361. As tests transmit their social 

organization into multiple sites. and as they regulate the local activities of increasing 

numbsrs of people. the- acquire authority and legitimac!.. X discursive world in cornmon. 

--estab1 is hes canons of relevance and validity: reproduces j udgments and values. and 

incorporates expenences and perceptions introduced by its participants as themes and 

topics that have become properties of discourse institutionalized in mling relations" 

(Smith 1999:36). 

Identieing the historical development of '*forms of social consciousness that cm no 

longer be adequately conceived as arising in the Iife conditions of actual individuals" 

(Smith l999:'78) is not unique to Smith. Althusser's ideologicdly constituted subject and 

Foucauit's discourse as an intertextual process that displaces authonal intention are two 

esarnples of the shift in understanding consciousness as an attribute of individuals to 

understanding consciousness as the workings of objectifiing organization and relations 

mediated by discourse. For Smith. 'discourse' refers to '-an assemblage of 'statements- 

arising in an ongoing .conversation,' mediated by texts. among speakers and hearers 

separated from one another in time and space" (Smith 1990a: 16 1 ). Discowse includes al1 

--forms of communication and interrelation that are mediated by texts - journals. 

magazines. newspapers. books, television, movies etc." (Smith l99Ob:Z 14). These are the 

distinctive contemporary forms of social organization which intersect with and coordinate 

the different sites of the ruling apparatus, and which intersect with and structure people's 

everyday worlds (Smith 1 WOb: 1999). Smith's use of the terrn 'discourse' originates with 
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Foucault. but in order to avoid "reducing [the subject] to a mere bearer of systemic 

processes estemal to her" (Smith 1990b: 16 1 ). Smith tocusses on the way in which 

discourses are brought into k i n g  as actual cornmunicati\-s and interpretive practices: 

people routinely organize themselves in relation to various discourses. and they take up 

the fonns of subjectivity and agency that these discourses provide (Smith 1999). 

Concepruol and ideological Pracfkes 

Through the practices of ruling the social world is detached frorn the local and 

particular and is abstracted into a conceptual mode that c m  be managed and governed. 

Tlis active "accomplishment" of the work of ruling depends on "distinctively organized 

ways of howing those aspects of the world that are to bs ruled" (Campbell and Manicom 

1995:9). These distinctively organized ways of knowing the social world. including '.the 

ways in which we think about ourselves and one another and about our society ... are 

given shape and distributed by the specialized work of people in universities and schook 

in television. radio and newspapers. in advertising agenciss, in book publishing and other 

organizations forming the ~ideological apparatuses' of the society" (Smith 1987: 17). The 

educational s'stem "that both produces and disseminates knowledge. culture and 

ideology" (Smith 1987: 18) is central in the constitution of --a phenomenal world and a 

body of statements about it" (1 990a:33). These "virtual reaiities" organize and order the 

expression of the local. particular. and directly known into forms concordant with the 

interests. aims and perspectives of the relations of ruling" ( l987:56). 

The established mies. conventions, and methods in the social sciences" are part of this 

ideological structure which creates *-accounts of the world that treat it selectively in terms 

of a predetermi ned conceptual frarnework" ( 1 990a:93). Ideological practices have a 

distinctive circularity within which what can be known is already structured by a 
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predrtermined schema with its sanctioned concepts and categories. Data or facts. culled 

from actual indi\iduals and the everyday world. are then suhstituted as the real i l  intended 

bjv the schema. which then is also used to interpret and anai>-se them. '-An imer coherence 

is rsiablished between the actualib thus presented and tlir statrments that cari be made 

about it. such that the actualit). produced as -what actually happenedlwhat is' can be seen 

to require its own descriptive categones and conceptual procedures" ( l990a:78). 

The disabilit? studies critique draws a similar conclusion: positivistic and objectivist 

methods of inquip. characterized by clinical categories. "needs" assessrnents. and 

rneasures of '-functional capacity" produce medicalized understandings of people who are 

disabled and il1 which. in tum. legitimate and authorire the professional practices of the 

"disability business" or %are industry" (Finkelstein 1998: Oliver 1992). Knowledp. in 

both these \*iews. is irnplicated through and through in relations of power (Oliver 1 992) 

and practices of ruling (Smith 1975). 

Ideological circles are not confined to academia: the? are integral tr, people's everyday 

activities. where the actual is routinely '~ranslated" into absiract conceptual forms and 

categories that render the local and the particular "actionable within bureaucratic. 

professional. or managerial modes" (Smith 1987: 158). Ordinary people routinely 

participate in these ruling practices when they submit to organizational processes that 

make particular aspects of their bodies and everyday experiences visible, Le.. in medical. 

psychologicaI and social work records. in job applications. in applications for loans and 

admission to universities. and so on. Al1 of these textual processes use a pre-determined 

scliema to extract --particulars" from an indeterminate locai actuality that are then 

"uvorked up to intend the categories and concepts through which they are entered into 

organizational courses of action" (Smith 1987: 159). One of the distinctive propenies of 

the niling apparatus is "its capacity to organize the locally and inexhaustibly various 
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chxacter of the actual into standard f o m s  of organizational action" (Smith 1987: 158). In 

the process of practical interchange between "an inexhaustibly messy and different and 

indefinite real world" and the bureaucratic. professional. academic. and other institutional 

contests which controI and act upon it. the appearance of'-'order" is produced. 

I~istitrr fions 

The interdependence of bureaucratic, professional. and managerial modes is expressed 

in Smirh's notion of institution. "Institution" refers to --a cornplex of relations forming 

part of the ruling apparatus. organized around a distinctive fiinction - education. health 

care. law." and so forth (Smith 1987: 160). Institution. in contrast to bureaucracy. 

identifies the intersection and coordination of -'more than one relational mode of the 

ruling apparatus" where "state agencies are tied in with professional foms of 

organization. and both are interpenetrated by relations of discourse of more than one 

order*' (Smith 1987: 160). For example. disability -3s a linclipin in a complex web of 

social ideals. institutional structures. and govemment policies" (Linton 1998: 10). Arising 

prirnarily in the institutional complex of medicine and the rehabilitation industry. the 

discourse of disability is conceptually linked to the institutional practices of law and 

education and is interpenetrated by the relevances of legislation. social policy. 

administrative decision-making processes, charitable fündraisinp professional foms of 

organization. and so on. These discourses are not simply ways of understanding disability 

in various organizational contexts. they are brought into being as peoples' actual practices 

and they facilitate the ongoing coordination and articulation of various institutional sites. 

Smooth institutional fùnctioning depends on al1 members sharhg the same 

vocabularies and work processes that accomplish the practices of niling, Le., developing 

eligibility criteria for particular services, recognizing a legitimate case of "disability". 
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detrmiining what constitutes an appropriate "accommodation". providing a properly 

authorired service. etc. Even women who are chronicall> il1 typically organize 

themseI\.es in relation to discourses of disabilin.. and the? take up the forms of 

subjecti\.i ty and agency they provide. For example. the? may conforrn to prescribed 

medical regimens as "good" patients. they ma' "overcorns-' their iIlnesses b!. developing 

attitudes and coping mechanisms that promote "healthy adjustment-'. or the' may define 

thrmsel\res as disabled in order to take advantage of l ep l  protections and services for 

people uith disabilities. 

The coordination and interchange between different specialized institutions is 

dependent upon the systernatic development of ideologies that provide categories and 

concepts that express the relation of local and personaf courses of action to the 

institutional function (Smith 1987). These categories and concepts. as ways of -'knowing". 

arise in the practical accomplishment of the institutional order and they provide 

procedures for subsuming the actualities of people's everyda! lives. The actual activities 

and reasoning of chronically il1 women in their local settings are g~glossed" by institutional 

ideologies which substitue concepts and categories of a testually-mediated discourse for 

-'actual relations. actual practices. work processes and organization. and the practical 

knowledge and reasoning of actual individuals" (Smith 1987: 163). Typically. Smith 

notes. --work processes are reconsuucted as social or psychological processes. depriving 

them of their necessary anchorage in an economy of material conditions. time and effort" 

( 1987: 163). For esample. disabled student's difficulties at university may be attnbuted to 

the failure to "cope" bÿ faculty. administrative staff, and disabled students themselves- 

"Coping mechanisms". which are part of the lexicon of adjustment psychology. however, 

rnay be more surely related to an individual's social situation. available resources. sources 

of support. familiarity with institutional processes, developsd skills. and so on. 
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The Social Organization of Knowledge and Disability Studies 

The problern of exclusion and discrimination as we espsrisnce it today. both in tems 

of the social organization of knowIedge and disabilin studies- is -'an integral aspect of the 

de\.çlopment of a capitalist mode of production" (Smith 1987: 18 ). According to scholars 

in the field of disability studies. the social process of '-disahling". as it exists now. is co- 

esrant uith industrialization (Abberley 1998: Davis 1998: Hahn 1998: Oliver 199 l ). The 

r a d s  of the disablsd swelled. not only through direct causes such as poor health and 

accidents but through processes of standardization and practices of exclusion: Le.. the 

mechanization of production and the routinization of work excluded those who could not 

perform specific tasks (Hahn 1998): the standardization of the working day excluded 

those who could not keep Pace with the 'average- worker (Barnes 1998: Davis 1998: 

Hahn 1 998: Wendel1 1996); and finally. the design of worksites and cornmodities to suit 

nondisabled workers and consumers excluded those who could not either access or use 

them (Hahn 1998: Roulstone 1998). "As a result. patterns of aversion and avoidance 

toward di sabled persons were embedded in the construction of  commodities. landscapes. 

and buildings that would remain for centuries" (Hahn 1998: 1 77). 

Escl usion. or discrimination. can be theorized fiom a num ber of different perspectives. 

Le.. frorn the point of view of class, gender. race. ethnicity. ability. and so on. In each 

case. even as particular groups are integral to the existence and functioning of a society. 

thcy may sysiernatically be denied opportunities to hlly and meaningfully participate in 

social production and reproduction. Even when they do contribute to the production or 

reproduction of social life. they are nonetheless excluded fiorn "the work of producing the 

forms of thought and the images and symbols in which thought is expressed and ordered" 

(Smith 1987: 18). ln disability studies, much as in the social organization of knowledge. 

scholars take up the probiem of the way in which particular kinds of exclusion are 
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are distributed in an educational system --that both reproduces and disseminates 

knowledge. cuiturs and ideology" (Smith 1987: 18). Smith points out that even as women 

have been escluded from positions of power in the various ideological apparatuses (Le.. 

the educational s>-stem. mass media, communications. etc.). the. have nonetheless 

participated in the making of knowledge and culture. In the same way. disabilih studies 

scholars identic* a long h i s t o ~  of exceptional thinkers and artists who were either 

chronicall>- il1 or disabled, For example. Davis asks. 

'-How many people realize that included in the category of people with 
disabilities are: John Milton. Sir Joshua Reynolds. Alexander Pope. Harriet 
Marti neau. JO hn Keats. George Gordon Byron. Toulouse-Lautrec. James Joyce. 
Vi rginia Woolf. James Thurber. Dorothea Lange. Jose Luis Borges. John Ford. 
Raoul Walsh. Andre de Toth. Nicholas Ray, Tay Garnett. William Wyler. Chuck 
Close and rnany others?" (Davis l998:4). 

As Davis goes on to point out, none of these individuals is known for his or her disability. 

Hz esplains t his phenomenon as a particular "erasure" of' disability when other "stronger" 

caregories are present. This is similar to the "peculiar eclipsing" of women in the 

dominant intekctual and artistic traditions which is accomplished by admitting 

exceptional women to such circles "only by a special license granted to the [person] as an 

individual and never as a representative of her sex" (Smith 1987: 18). In the context of 

disabili- studies. this "erasure" effectively reinforces the mistaken belief that people with 

disabiIities are unable to make significant contributions to traditions of tearning and art, o r  

that people with disabilities are unable to participate h11y in the social life of the 

community. 

The project to challenge and contest their exclusion from the making and 

disseniination of knowledge and culture is not unique to disability studies. Indeed. the 

words "diversity" or ~multicultural" are just two of the t e m s  used to denote various 
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curriculum endeavours that are designed to promotr accrpiaiice and inclusion by utilizing 

gender. race. ethnicit)-. sesuality. class and disability as onalytic categories (Linton 1998: 

Thomson 1998). Of  al1 these categories. disability is the niost unstable category of all. As 

a catqoq.. disability is theoreticail). open to everyone: able-bodiedness is ofien. at best. a 

teniporaq condition. and --as populations age. disability becomes a more likely endpoint 

for an? given indi\.iduale- (Williams 1998243). In spite of rh r  inherent instability in the 

drsignaîion of this category. however. disability and chronic illness tend to be omitted 

froni the '~mulricultural/diversity cumculurn" in higher education (Linton 1998). 

While the \.isibilie of schoiarship labelled as multicultural or diverse is increasing. 

thsre are very few genuine attempts to include and discuss the issue of disability 

(Metkosha 1998): most analyses are confined to the familiar recitation of gender. race and 

class. Even within the r d s  of those who favour a more democratic cumculum - a 

curricul urn that more accurately represents the perspectives and experiences of different. 

ofien escluded. groups - there is debate about whether or not disability is suficiently 

central to the liberal arts or the social sciences to be integrated into the existing 

curricul urn (Thomson 1 998). Fears that the "diversity" agenda will become too incl usive 

"and ti-ill lose its potencp if the category is too elastic" (Linton l998:9O). dificulh 

classif\.ing in which fields and disciplines disability properly belongs. and '-the persistent 

assumption that disability is a self-evident condition of bodi iy inadequacy and private 

mis fortune whose politics concem only a 1 imited minorit>-" (Thomson 1 998 :282). al l 

inliibit scholarly engagement with issues relating to illness and disability. 

Even research in more marginal fields such as feminist studies. queer studies. cultural 

studies. and so on. have failed to recognize disability as a srigmatized social identity. and 

have failed to idenrifi that the same logic that ranks people according to ability is also 

present in discussions about gender, ethnicity and race (Thomson 1998). For exarnple, 
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e\.en tiiough "a large portion of the disability studies literature addresses women's issues. 

women's studies has been slow to recognize disabled women's issues and to integrate 

disabilit?, studies into its ueork" (Linton 1998:90). Given the dedication of feminist studies 

to challenge privilrprd discourses. feminist disability scholars note that it is disappointing 

that thrre is Iittle. if any engagement with disability as an asis of difference that is also 

related to the sescd body2' (Asch and Fine 1998: Linton 1998: Thomson 1998: Wendell 

1 996). The rai lure to include disability within the women's studies' frame of reference is 

ascribed to the perception that feminists - who have strugg1t.d to prove that they can work 

as hard as or as competitively as men - are reluctant to retreat from the advancement of 

'-powerful. competent. and appealing female icons" (Asch and Fine 1988:4). By dwelling 

on the bods  ieminists risk giving credence to expianations of difference that lead back to 

essentialism and biological reductionism (Meekosha 1998). Feminist disabitity scholars 

acknowledge that the demand for equality of opponunity ma- not accommodate the needs 

and capacities of women with disabilities. Chronically il1 and disabled women cannot 

transcend their biology in the way that second wave feminism proposes (Asch and Fine 

1998). 

Mthough feminist thought has ofien ignored the suffering body. there are feminist 

disabiliry scholars who argue that femininity and disability are inextricabty intertwined in 

Western cuiture (Thomson 1998: Wendell 1996; I998). Beginning with Aristotle's 

equation of women and disabled men. the female body - like the "disabled" body - has 

been represented as deviant and deficient. Just as the "Othering" of women's bodies is not 

an inevitable or natural outcome of biological difference. disadvantage does not 

necessarily follow from impairment. Rather. certain bodily configurations - those that do 

not match the noms represented as universal and general - become interpreted as 

deviant. These practices of interpretation - wherein features of an individual's appearance 
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or functioning are singled out and labelied as deviant or dsficient - are social practices 

that are embedded in broader social relations that '-€ender" and --disable" particular 

individuals (Thomson 1998). This line of thinking amongst disabled kminists is 

congruent with Smith's imperative to explore the multiple and sometimes contradictory 

social relations that gender (or. in this case. disable) the particular local historical sites of 

women's esperience ( 1990b). 

Conclusion 

Smith's project is to demonstrate how. in the rational organization of ruling practice 

and in the production of knowledge. unequal power relations become a built-in feature of  

what appears to be "objectified. impersonal. clairning universality" (Smith 1987:4). 

Where Smith points to a "gender subtext" in the ruling relations and in the production of 

knowledge. disability studies scholars point to an "ablist subtext" that excludes people 

with disabilities. Smith's contention is that by confoming to the systematically developed 

concepts and caregories. the established rules and procedures. and by adhering to the 

standards that constitute competent and valid sociological research, the researcher 

produces -objective' knowledge that objectifies its subject matter - people - in ways that 

make them "kno~vable" and. therefore, "manageable" for various professional 

pracritioners (Smith 1987: 1996). Disability studies scholars agree: by using established 

methods for collecting data and established conceptual procedures to interpret or analyse 

it. sven researchers committed to their 'client's' interests are led into producing accounts 

that abstract the experience of disability fiom the social world in which it is produced. and 

that reinforce the objectification of people with disabilities as "targets" of professional 

practices. organizational processes. and social policies (Jongbloed and Crichton 1990: 

Moms i 992: Oliver 1992). For disability studies schotars and the disability rights 
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mo\.ement. the efforts to "medicalize and psychologize the social and private realms" of 

the esperience ot'disabiiity are recognized for what they really are: '-efforts to displace 

conflict. to neutral ize and drain disabled individuals of al 1 potential for protest. and to 

'rehahiIitateS bodies and minds to internalize a specific rationalie upon which social and 

cultural reproduction is supposediy based" (Gadacz 19949). 

U'hile Lvomsn. and chronically il1 women in particular. have been --deprived of the 

mzans to participate in creating forms of thought relevant or adequate to express their own 

esperience" (Smith 1987: 18). the' stiil need systematically developed thought and 

knouledge about the social world and about their disabilities and illnesses that reflects 

their oivn experiences. interests. and ways of knowing. Just as Smith writes about the 

importance of kminist scholarship. 1 would argue that women with disabiiities need "a 

firndy grounded body of theory. of historical. psychological. biological and social 

scientific knouiedge. of methods. of criticism and philosophical reasoning and critique" 

(Smith 1984: 1 0). Chronically il1 women need knowledge that 'discloses connections and 

relations. makes the segregating barriers permeable and thin. forces the questions of 

humanity. of life, of caring. and of the unique person. to become the topics of public 

speecl-i" (Smith 1984: 12). 

Developing a knowledge that reflects the experiences. interests and ways of knowing 

of people with disabilities. however. requires the researcher to start elsewhere than in the 

ideological understandings of chronic illness and disability as they exist in sociological or 

professional discourses. Smith proposes an enterprise to "rnake a sociology that will look 

back and talk back" (Smith 1987:8): to develop for people - and in this case for 

chronically i I I  women - "analyses, descriptions. and understandings of their situation, of 

their everyday world. and of its determinations in the larger socio-economic organization 

to which it is articulated" (Smith 1987:88). InstitutionaI ethnography - proposed and 
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elaborated by Sniith as pan of this enterprise - is a research strategy that focusses on 

people's actual evelday activities and experiences. and which commits the researcher to 

explore. describe and analyse the complex of relations in nehich the subject is embedded. 

from thsir point o f  view. In the next chapter. 1 discuss the three main procedures entailed 

by institurional ethnography. and 1 explain how 1 have used them in my own research 

process. 



Chapter Three 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Introduction 

In this chapter. I discuss the research methodology that 1 use. Discovering the way in 

a-hich broader social. political and economic relations orgnnize. control and $ive shape to 

the local and pnrticular experience is based on a research strategy known as institutional 

ethnography. Smith's ontology of the social as "a concerting of activities that actually 

happens ... in tims and in actual local sites of people's bodil?, existence" (Smith 1999:97) 

directs the resrarcher's attention towards the activities. esperiences and routines of actual 

women in the everyday world. By concerting. Smith means that the activities of individuals 

in their own local settings are not only purposive and planned. they are also actively 

coordinated with. oriented to' and CO-determined by the activities of others in multipie far- 

flung sites which. together. produce a world in common. Esperience. as it is spoken. bars 

traces of the social relations and processes that generate the bases of our experience. Le.. 

that organize and determine the conditions of our action and give form and shape to our 

purpose. The strategy of institutional analysis aims at explicating the generalized bases of 

the individual's esperience. including the experience of oppression. 

The work ofesploring the social involves what Smith calls "explication". as the 

researcher is in\-ited to explore and then make visible how sets of interlinked institutional 

relations generate "the everyday bases of actual experiences. in characteristic ways" 

( 1  987: 176). Sniith's aim is to "disclose the social process from within as it is lived" 

( 1  987: 177). Esplication revises the relations of knowing by always retuming the analysis 

to a standpoint in the actualities of people's lives: providing a means by which "people's 

own good knon-lcdge of the local practices and terrains of their everyday/everynight 
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living*' is estrnded. -.enlarging the scope of what becomes \.isible from that site. mapping 

the relations that connect one local site to others" (Smith 1996: 188). Such an inqui- 

intends to be useful. By showing how the everyday world is put together. and how 

e\.e~rda>. activities and routines actively accomplish the institutional order and bring into 

being those generalizing social relations that stand over npainst us in a relation of 

dominancc and authorih. Smith's sociology provides "niaps" that can be used to "reform 

the social terrain" or IO ..rnove successfully through the actual. physical world the) 

represent" (MçCoy 199958). 

The work of tracing the social relations that organize and order the localiy situated 

esperience involvcs three main steps. Sumrnarized briefl!.. they include: 

1 ) Lise of a generous notion of 'work' that enables the researcher to engage with the ways 

in which people are actually involved in the production of their evecyday world. examined 

with respect to ho\v that world sustains and is organized by the institutional process. It is 

these work processes that -'ideology analyses. interprets. and hence renders accountable 

within the institutional process" (Smith 1987: 166- 167). 

2) Anaiysis of the ideological procedures through which "work processes and other 

practical activities are rendered accountable within the ideological schemata of the 

institution" (Smith 1 987: 1 76). Ideological procedures are constituents of the social 

relations articuiating the actual work processes of actuai individuals to the institutional 

function (Smith 1987). 

3) Lastly. the concept of social relation is used to analyse the coordinated sequences of 

local work processes ka t  articulate to and are detemined b:; the generalized and 

generalizing relations that bnng into k i n g  the everyday world as we know it and live it. 

The individual ' s  locally situated work '3s articulated to such concerted sequences of 
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individuals not necessarily known to one another" (Smith 1987:167). 1 will take up each 

of these three procedures. in urn. and explain how 1 understand and use them in what will 

fol loi\-. 

Institutional Ethnography: Procedures 

The Generous Xotion of ' Work ' 

Rather than starting in the professional or academic literature regarding chronic 

illness. this inqiriry begins in the work and practical reasoning of actual women as they go 

about their studies. While 'work" is considered in i<s usual taken for granted sense - as 

the work of instructors. adrninismtors and coordinators - Smith is especially conscious of 

work "essential to the accomplishment of accountable order. that is not itself made 

observable-reportable as work" (1 987: 163). Therefore. work and its observability is not 

defined by the categones. concepts and functional boundaries of institutional ideology. 

Instead. the concept of work "is extended here to what people do that requires some 

eftort. that the? mean to do. and that involves some acquired cornpetence. The notion of 

work directs us to its anchorage in material conditions and means and that it is done in 

'real rime' - al1 of which are consequential for how the individual can proceed" (Smith 

1987: 165). 

Practical reasoning is also work in the Srnithian sense. Harold Garftnkel describes 

"practical reasoning" as: the temporal concerting of activities: knowing "what to do 

nest": giving evidence of the grasp of "what anyone knows". or cornmonsense; k i n g  able 

to demonstrate the way in which the indeterminate "actual situation" is reordered and 

"untten up" in order to ensure the objective, effective. consistent. completely, empiricaily 
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adsquate. i .eV. *-rational character" of the personal and organizational "use of the rules": 

making \-isi ble the subject's -'system of alternatives". "decision-methods". "information". 

-'choices"as constituents of the sarne practical circumstanccs whsrein the work of inquiry 

is being dons c Ciarfinkel 1971:96-97). The concept of practical reasoning as work makes 

use of what ethnomethodologists cal1 "accountabiIit4.*-. wliich identifies individuai's 

methods of accomplishing the intelligibility. meaning. and orderliness of their actions and 

choices in particular institutional contexts. That is. accounting for one's actions and 

esperience can be seen as both reflecting and intending the categories and concepts of the 

institutional ideoiogy. Once again- the way in which individuais act. interpret or explain 

their actions actually brings into k ing  generalizing institutional processes and 

accomplishes the institutional course of action in the local setting. 

A tial'sis of l nstitutional Procedures und Ideologicrrl Practices 

Smith uses the term "institutional" or "institution'- to reference those processes of 

administration. management. governrnent and professional organization which 'rogether 

organize. coordinate. relulate, guide, and control contemporary societies"( 1 987: 1 53). As 

a --functional cornplex". "coordinating multiple strands of action and knitting local lives 

and local settings to national and international social. economic and political processes". 

institutional processes perfonn the work of ruling (Smith 1987: 154). The coordination of 

institutional processes is always mediated ideologically. Le.. through the use of concepts 

and categories which serve to organize and order the expression of the local. particular. 

and directl:. known into forrns concordant with the interests and aims of the institutional 

function. Members routinely acquire these ideologies as methods of analysing their own 

work and experience in order to make them recognizable within the institutional order. 
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obsen-abili t? thal take up and account for selective aspects of peoplc's experience and 

acti\iry and discount or discard others. The local work process itself remains indivisible. 

but oiil>. pans of it become "observable-reportable' within the institutional order (Smith 

1987). The .'categories and concepts of ideologies substitutc for actual relations. actual 

pracrices. work processes and organization. and the practical howledge and reasoning of 

aciual indi\*iduals. the expressions of a textually mediated discourse" (Smith 1987: 163). 

In other words. institutional ideolopies specifically obscurs some of the work processes of 

actual individuals. These work processes. Smith maintains. become reconstructed as 

social or psychological processes. thus "depriving them of their necessary anchorage in an 

economy of material conditions. time and effort" (1987: 163 ). 

Social Reiatiorrs as Concerted Courses of Action 

Social relations remind the researcher that it is not only '~sensuous human activity" 

that brings the everyday world into king. it is the concerting and coordination of those 

activities. '-or as Marx and Engels put it, the forms of cooperation" (Smith 1987: 123). In 

institutional ethnography. the notion of social relations is used in '*a practical manner" as 

a niethod of looking at how individuals organize themselves vis-à-vis one another (Smith 

G. I99j:X). The concept of social relations. as Smith uses it, expresses "a cornmitment 

not to reduce the social to properties of individuals or to reconstitute it as a supra- 

individual blob" (Smith 1999:7). Social relations. therefore. do not refer to relations of an 

interpersonal variet).. Neither do they ascnbe causal agency to social structures or social 

institutions. Social phenornena and circumstances do not "jusi happen"; they must be 
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activel! brought into being through the concerted and coordinated activities of actual 

indi\.iduals in tiieir different local settings. 

Because tests are *-active constituents of social relations [and] can iterate the particular 

configuration of their organization in different places and at different times. thereby 

concsptuall~. coordinating and temporally concerting a general form of social action" 

(Smith. G. 199524). documents and texts are a particularl! important resource in 

institutional erhnography. Smith uses the metaphor of DFLA as an illustration of the way 

socially organized knowledge that is "invented in one site of mling" is "packaged in 

texts". and which then goes on to both transmit and repiicatr its social organization in 

multiple far-flung sites. regulating local activities and organizing relations arnong 

particular people (Smith 1999:93-94). Textual practices provide the means through which 

the social and physical worlds are represented as the objects of administrative and 

professional action (McCoy 1999). The conceptual frames used to constmct particular 

texts and the interpretive practices required to read and correctly understand them are 

thernselves constituents of social relations and can be investigated as such. 

Methodological Implications 

Crrieralizability 

The concept of social relations is crucial in bypassing one of the problems of 

traditional ethnographies-'4 which. while providing usefül and fmcinating accounts of 

people's lived worlds. cannot "stand as general or typical statements about society and 

social relations" (Smith 1987: 157). Beginning with "the everyday world as problematic 

bypasses this issue. The relation of the local and particular to generalized social relations 

is not a conceptual or methodological issue, it is a property of social organization" (Smith 
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1987: 157). The o r d i n q  talk and o r d i n q  descriptions thar individuals use in accounting 

for thcir actions and experience in their everyda5- lives. --trni l along with them as a 

propeny ot'the rneaning of their terms. the extended social relations they narne as 

phenomcnao* ( Smith 1987: 157). lndividuals routinely acqiiirs and then use ideological 

concepts and caregories to account for their actions and esprrirnces. and to accomplish. 

for themsel\pes. the orderliness and sense of local events and processes. "Insofar as the 

informant is speaking \+<th the terms and relevances of her own life. she brings into the 

researcher's presence the actual social organization of that experience" (Campbell 

1998:60). along with the generalized and generalizing social relations in which they are 

ernbedded. 

Vulidirg' 

The methods of institutional ethnography are not confined to methods of observation 

and inten-iewing. Because of the cornmitment to "an investigation and explication of how 

'it' actually works. of actual practices and relations". methods include observation. 

inienriewing. recollection of work experience. informal conversations. use of personal 

experience. use of archives and textual analysis (Smith 1 987: 1 60- 1 6 1 ). Data collection. in 

institutional ethnography. does not proceed on the ba i s  of a standard protocol or a 

preconceived research plan. Rather. data collection is designed to extend the researcher's 

worki ng knowledge of the subject's local setting and of those relations and processes that 

penetrate and organize it. Because there is no "implication that a social reality is fixed or 

final". issues of validiq always involve "reference back to those processes themselves as 

issues of 'does i t indeed work that way?"' (Smith 1 987: 1 60). Instead of grappling with 

issues at the level of "truth". the products of this kind of inquiry are assessed in terms of 
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whether or not the: make sense. or whether or not they adsquately account for the 

chsracter of the organization and relations investigated (Smith 1987). Validity. for Smith. 

relies on the possibility that others could return to the object ofinquiry and could either 

confirrn that "yes. it does indeed work in that way". or --no. it does not work like that. but 

like this". In other words. validity rneans being able to conduct -'an inquiry oriented by 

prospective questions fiom others" (Smith 1 987: 1 37): an account 'rhat c m  be checked 

back to hou. it actually is." (Smith 1987: 122). 

Quesrions of Sampling 

Smith's social ontology and research strategy, where the ongoing CO-ordering of achtal 

activities accomplished in definite local historical settings is the focus of attention, also 

bypass the traditional sociolopical problem of the representativeness of the sarnple. Smith 

argues thal questions of sampling arise only "as issues of generalizing statements to a 

population" (Smith 1987: 186). In other words. the '-multiple perspectives of subjects. the 

multiple possible versions of the world arising in subjects' experience. create a problem 

foi- s o c i o l o ~  only when our project is to establish a sociological version superseding 

theirs-' (Smith 1 987: 1 4 1 ). Where estabiished methodologies are concemed to construct a 

'ïhird version out of contending venions and thus [constitute] the objectivity of the world 

as a product of inquiry" (Smith 1987: 127), "the problematic of the everyday world arises 

precisely at the juncture of pmicular experience, with generalizing and abstracted forms 

of social relations organizing a division of labour in Society at large" (Smith 1987: 157). 

Experience. as the point of entry into larger social and economic processes, shifts the 

researcher's concern fiom the "case" to the "actual social relations as these mise in the 

articulation of work processes and work organization in one setting to those of others" 
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(Smith 1987: 1 73 ). It is not the goal of institutional ethnography to uncover generaiizing 

concepts. to make general statements about society- or to describe the '-typical" features of 

a population, erc. (Smith 1987: 157- 158). The intent of an institutional e thnopphy is to 

uncovsr thc ordinaq. invisible detenninations of the e v e ~ d a )  world in relations that 

general ize and are generalized. 

U'hile institutional ethnography investigates and explores the complex of social 

relations beyond the scope of any one individual's experience. it does not aim at 

disclosing thsse in their entirety. Such a project is beyond the scope of any one researcher 

or resrarch project. The boundaries of the inquiry are to be recognized as artificial 

boundaries of convenience (McCoy 1999), ailowing the reswcher to focus on particular 

relevant work processes and not on others. in this inquin. 1 focus more narrowly on the 

processes involved in requesting and obtaining acadernic accommodation for students 

who are diagnosed with chronic illnesses such as rheumatoid arthritis. Ideally. Smith 

notes. an institutional ethnography is not intended to be "a solitary pursuit or a single 

fieldwork enterprise" (1 987: 177): instead. it is far better to take up a number of different 

viewpoints '-from which the workings of a whole complex of relational processes corne 

into view" ( 1987: 177). 

The Research Problematic 

Using an institutional ethnographie approach - by working through interviews and 

textua1 analysis - this study explores the way in which the institutional practices and 

processes of the university. especially the Policy on Providing Accommodation for 

Students with a Disability (rev. 1997). regulate and organize the individual woman's 

persona1 experience of being chronically il1 as a student. 1 have chosen to focus on the 
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problem of accommodation because it is the official organizational basis from which 

accessible and inclusive post-secondw education for peopIs with disabilities is intended 

to procerid. As a comples of practices and decisions that are enacted by particular 

individuals in the organizational setting of  the uni ver si^.. the forrnal policies and 

procedures for providing accommodation intervene in and organize the lives o f  women 

who are chronicaI1y ill. The success or failure of these policies and procedures are 

consequential. Denying or extending accommodation can make the difference between 

"dropping out" and succurnbing to the accumulation of disadvantage that disability 

entails. or obtaining an education that can provide opportunities for flexible, professional. 

and well-paid employment. Participating in p s t - s e c o n d e  education also provides the 

means by which chronically il1 women can ultimately participate in the production of  

knowledge that reflects their own interests. experiences and ways of  knowing. 

There are two distinct directions that this inquiry has taken. The first involves 

discovering the actual work processes of women who are chronically il1 as they go about 

obtaining a university education. In the second. 1 have explored the "disabilities 

apparatus" at the University of  Victoria: problematizing the notion of  "accessibility" and 

"accommodation": discovering the actual activities that led to the review and revision of  

the Pol icy on Providing Accommodation for Students with a Disability; examining the 

policy: and discoverhg the range of  services that the university provides for disabled 

students. Thcse two aspects of the inquiry are qualitatively different and have required 

di fferen t data gathzring techniques. The first aspect relies on in-depth, open-ended and 

reflexive interviews, informal conversations, observation. and reflection on personal 

experience. The second aspect involves some archivd research. textual analysis of  the 

policies and procedures of the university, and some inteniewing. 
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Although these data-gathering techniques are shared with other qualitative research 

stra~egies that seek to capture expenences that c a n o t  be meaningfully expressed with 

numbers. insritutional ethnography is significantly different. Linlike phenomenolo~. 

ethnographie tieldwork. participant-observation and other informa1 research techniques. 

collscting accounts of informants' own lives and their personal experiences is not the 

"object" of the research. Observational and interview data merely provide an entry point 

into an analysis of the social relations that organize. regulats and determine the everyday 

life of the informant- Instead of the "customq sociological interest in studying groups of 

people". insritutional ethnography focuses on --institutions as fùnctional clusters of 

extended relations"(McCoy 1999:42). People, themselves. are not the object of the 

research. .Aiso. those people who talk with the researcher. or show how things are done. 

stand in relation to the research as "knowledgeable informants". Campbell writes that 

'rhe key assumptions within institutional ethnography are that people are experts in their 

own lives. are located in different places (social locations) in society and that external 

forces (e.g.. government mmdates, organizational rules) enter and influence how one's 

life is lived and known" (Campbell l998:96). 

Sfarting in the Everyday Lives of Women 

Working with an "insider's standpoint" is one of the key features in Smith's 

sociological enterprise. Here. women are "experts" in their own lives and the everyday 

world is the world that they experience directly (Campbell 1998; Smith 1987). In the 

methodical telling of their experiences, chronically il1 women disclose an *'organizing 

'logicq[that] is located elsewhere than in [their] own activity and experience" (Smith 

1987:96). That is. their taIk "expresses" the social organization and the relations of the 
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uni\.ersit>- srtting. To the institutional ethnographer. the persona1 account reveals the way 

in m-hich the chronically il1 individual's choices and courses of action become bound up 

in and shaped bj. the organizational practices and wider social relations that regulate and 

organize the esperience of illness and disability. 

Speaking from experience is '-a rnethod of speaking thai is not pre-appropriated by the 

discourses of the relations of ruling" (Smith i 997394). For Smith. taik is saturated not 

only \\pith meaning but *+th social relations: "how people taik. the categones they use. the 

relations implicitly posited arnong them. and so forth. and in what is taken for granted in 

their talk. as well as in what they can talk about". gives direct access to the necessarily 

social character of people's worlds (Smith 1997:394). Smith argues that "the way terms 

are used in their original context. inchding their syntactic arrangements, is 'controlled' or 

'governed' by its social organization and that the same social organization is present as an 

ordering procedure in how people tell others about that original setting" (Smith 

1987: 188). In institutional ethnography, the researcher's analysis depends on the 

understanding that competent practitioners know the order of taik required and are able to 

"make sense" in rekrencing the social organization of which they are a part. 

The Research Process 

This research project had three phases. Phases. here, refers more to a way of 

conceptualizing the research process, rather than to discrete stages or sequential steps that 

are anticipated ahead of time. Summarized briefly. the first phase started in the 

-'everyday" world of women with chronic illnesses as they go about the "work" of 

obtaining a university education. This process involved in-depth. open-ended. and 
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esperiencss- their troubles. and their activities. 

In the second phase of  the research. the transcribed inteniews were analysed to 

disco\.er work processes that chronically il1 women routinely engage in. and the 

'-organizing -logic'[that] is located elsewhere than in an individual's own activity and 

esperience" (Smith 1987:96). In other words. the talk and actions of women with chronic 

illnesses "are conditioned" by the actual social organization of their experiences. thereby 

providing an "entry point" into the social relations in which their expenences are 

embedded (Campbell 1998). The work processes that were discovered and followed 

pro~~ided the direction for the final phase of the research process. 

In the third and final phase of the research. the various organizational practices and 

processes of the university - especially the operations of the Office for Students with a 

Disability and the Policy for Providing Accommodation to Students with a Disabtity (rev. 

1997) - were analysed and explicated. Because the goal of this exploration. as George 

Sniith has written. is to --extend my working knowledge of [the university as] a regime" 

(19953 1 )- this phase of the research involved textual analysis of the institutional policies 

and interviews with instructors, administrators, and resource personnel who provide 

assistance to people with chronic illnesses and disabilities. In this phase. I conducted 

three formal interviews (with the Coordinator for the Office for Students with a 

Disability. a service-provider for the OSD, and the Ombudsperson) that were tape- 

recorded and subsequently mscr ibed .  and 1 compiled notes from i ~ u m e r a b l e  informal 

conversations with instructors and administrative staff. The interviews conducted here 

were qualitatively different from those with chronically il1 women: they were oriented to 

extending my own knowledge of "how" the university's disability policy is organized, 
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ho\\ its administrative processes unfold, and hou? policies and regulations are brought to 

bear on particular kinds of problems. 1 also examined the \rarious reports. audits and 

asssssments performed by the universiv during its review and revision of the Policy on 

Prmiding Accommodation for Students with a Disabilin. (rev. 1997). It is in this phase 

tbat the institutional procedures and ideological practices of the university, as part of the 

uni~ersity's "disability apparatus". can be andysed to show how chronically ilI women's 

actions actuall y accomplish and bring into k i n g  the institu tional order. My analysis 

demonstrates how the "order" that is explicated here is that which the research 

participants know and iive. and how it is the sarne '-order" that is referenced and 

expressed in their stones and talk. 

Interviewing and Transcribing 

The overall intention of in-depth interviewin&' was to elicit accounts of chronically il1 

women's routine work processes and experiences of university life. The interviews were 

open-ended and iasted fiorn sixty to ninety minutes. With the interview informants' 

permission, the interviews were tape-recorded and subsequently transcribed. The point of 

enty to the interview itself was focussed around the experience and work of being a 

student: how the work of k i n g  a student is practically accomplished; how the informant 

''kno~-s" and *-understands" what is relevant to her particular case; what the student must 

do to coordinate her action to the temporal sequence of activities at the university; what 

kinds of difficulties arise for the student and how these are addressed. While the 

interviews were stnictured around a narrative account of a typical university term, the 

informants explored the meanings of their illnesses, they provided historical accounts of 

their en@ into the university, they talked about the material conditions of their Iives, their 
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recounted and described their "troubles". 

In the analysis of these interviews, 1 resist interpreting the relative success of particular 

students. as opposed to the more I ~ ~ O U ~ ~ O U S  stniggles of otliers. in ternis of their personal 

attributes and individual cornpetencies. Following Smith. 1 sesk the objective correfates 

of their prikvate espetiences. For exarnple. instead of interpreting the penasive experience 

of anxiety as evidence of psychologicd disturbance, 1 look for the work processes that 

chronicall y il 1 vr-omen are engaged in. Le.. that are necessarily anchored "in an economy 

of material conditions. time and effort" (Smith 1987: 163) and which proceed under 

conditions and presuppositions over which chronically il1 women do not have control. 

Al1 of the formal in-depth interviews were tape recorded and subsequently transcribed 

verbatim? Informal interviews and conversations were recorded much more informally 

in handwritten note fom. Liza McCoy (1999) notes in her review of institutional 

ethnographie research. that interview material is used in tw-O different and distinctive 

ways. In the first. the understanding of the instinitional process gained through the 

interview informs the researcher's writing but the interview- informant does not "'speak' 

directly in the analytic text" (McCoy 1999:46). In the second, excerpts from the interview 

transcnpts are incorporated into the written analysis. allow-ïng interview inforrnants to 

"speak" for themselves. In my use of interview data, 1 have used both of these practices. 

For the most pan. interview infomants have enriched my linderstanding and knowledge 

about the experience of chronically il1 women who are students. As 1 proceed with the 

research analysis in the next chapters, 1 use and incorporate this understanding and 

knowledge directly in my witing. There are times, however. when the voice of the 

informant. '-speaking" in the text". is more effective in communicating a particular point. 
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1 have been Iess concerned to '-distribute" the excerpts cqually amongst the infamants 

than 1 have brsn to choose those '-stretches of tafk" that rekrence particular social 

relations that organize and coordinate the everyday experience of chronically il1 women. 

Quotes. or escerpts, are not intended to "illustrate" the points that 1 make or to convey 

idiosj-ncratic details of particular events: the' are intended to reflect u-omen's tacit 

kno~vledge of the organization of the relations that provide [hem with accessible 

education and reasonable accommodation. These stretches of talk bring into view the 

disjuncture between the locally situated and reflexive knowledge of accessibility and 

accommodation as women themselves experience and can speak about it, and the 

objectitïed and ideological knowledge of accessibility and accommodation as it is 

contained in the official policies and procedures of the university. 

Textual Anaiysk 

"Experience. as spoken. is always social and always bears its social organization" 

(Smith 1999:96). Institutional ethnography starts in the everyday world of experience but 

explores beyond it (Smith 1999). --Beyond it". refers to the social relations and 

organization of consciousness. extemaiized and objectified in texts. Integral to both the 

niling apparatus and to the accomplishrnent of order and intelligibihty in Our own 

evzlday lives. these textually vested fonns of communication and action have a "curious 

capacity to reproduce [their] order in the same way in an indefinite variety of actual local 

contexts" (Smith 1990b:2). For Smith, texts refer to any representation that is relatively 

stable or fixed and that can be reproduced. Le.. pnnted verbal or visual material on paper, 

on cornputers screens and printouts. television, and so on. 
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didogue. presupposes an essentiatly social act between a speakerh-riter and a 

readerhearer using "the virtual space of a world recognized and h o w n  in common" 

(Smith 1999: 128). the text is - more or less - fised and intinitely replicable. and thus 

capable of constituting social relations amongst people not necessarily known to one 

another. across time and space. Detached from the local historicity and activity of its 

making. separated fiom locally situated speakers and w-riters, the text nonetheless 

becomes a dialogue in which it "speaks" to us and we respond. albeit at different times 

and in different places. The materiaiity of the text. its reproducibiiity. and the organized 

practicss of its distribution are fùndamental to the coordination of social courses of action 

though which institutional order, and the relations of mling. are organized and 

accomplished (Smith 1990b). 

The notion of a text-reader conversation is therefore central to textual analysis. 

instructi ng the researcher to direct attention both to the text and the conceptual h e s  

used in its construction. and also to the skills and competencies that it requires of the 

reader. i.e.. the activity of producing the text and the activity of reading it. "Reading is 

not entirely in the text. for at the point of reading. the reader both activates the text and is 

responding to it" (Smith 1999: 145). 

Textual analysis requires the researcher to look for the structure or organization 

underlying the form of words that the text contains (Smith 1999). This means looking 

beyond the fixity or artifice of the text to make visible the socially organized activities 

that produced it: to look for and at the practicd organization of the ideas. concepts, 

symbols, vocabularies, and images that it employs as a means for us to think about and 

understand Our world (Smith l987:54). These aspects of language. contained within texts, 
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have a central and crucial role in the organization of the relations of niling. They act as 

the "carriers of inter-individual organization of consciousness" (Smith i 999: 144). and can 

be in\-estigated "as socially organized practices ... taking place in real time and in real 

places. and using definite material means under definite material conditions" (Smith 

1999:19). Smith's understanding of ideology as practical organization. means that 

through the text we can *'examine who produces what for whom. [and] where the social 

foims of consciousness corne fiom" (Smith 198754). 

Properl y ac tivating or "operating" the text requires that the reader bring particular 

cornpetencies to the text in order to understand or analyse it. The text is produced to 

intend the particular interpretive practices and specific usages of its reading. In other 

words. the text sets an agenda that provides instructions on how to read it and it 

reorganizes or subsumes our prior knowledge. The interest in texts may be various. but 

textual analysis as Smith uses it "must explain how the text as petrified meaning 

structures the reader's interpretation"" (Smith 1 99Ob:Z3) and how its meaning organizes 

the reader's subsequent actions. Asking questions such as: Who it the text written for? 

What does the text do? Who else might read it? Where will it go?. reminds the researcher 

that the text is active. that it is entered into particular sequences of action. 

Conclusion 

In summary: 1 have descnbed and discussed the research stratea of institutional 

ethnography as 1 have understood and used it to explicate the social determinations of the 

particular and local experience of chronically il1 women who are students. In the next 

chapter. 1 set the stage for my analysis by discussing the emergence of "accessibility" as a 

pro blem in postsecondary education. by descri bing the administrative apparatus of the 
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Cnivrrsi~. of Victoria that manages the "needs" of disabled students. and by introducing 

the research informants themselves. Following this. I preseni my findings and my analysis 

of this investigation. MI. work of enquiry. insofar as possible. has been structured by 

Sniith's prescription - to investigate the social relations and ideological procedures as 

actual practices of concre~e individuals. Taking the everyday world as my problematic. 1 

have sought out The ' i ~ s r '  organization generating its ordinaq- features. itç orders and 

disorders. its contingencies and condition. and [I have loolied] for that imer organization 

in the esternalized and abstracted relations of economic processes and of the ruling 

apparatus in general" (Smith 1987:99). 



Chapter Four 

THE ORGANIZATION OF THE "DISABILITIES APPARATUS" 
OF THE UNIVERSITY OF VICTORIA 

Introduction 

In this chapter - corresponding to the two directions that the inquiry has taken - I 

discuss some of the common charactenstics of the research informants and 1 describe the 

social organization of the disabilities apparatus of the University of Victoria. My 

intention. in this chapter. is to begin an analysis that juxtaposes the local and panicular 

experience of chronically il1 students over and against the objectified and institutional 

processes of the academy. By the conclusion of this chapter. I will have acquainted the 

reader with the various social situations of the research informants and 1 will have 

descri bed in detail the disabilities apparatus of the University of Victoria. More 

imponantly. 1 hope to bring to the readefs attention the disjuncture between women's 

expenencr and the operations of the institution. and to cal1 into question the 

cornmonsense understandings of "accessibility" and "accommodation'' in use by mdents, 

facuity. and administrative staff. 

While my prirnay research interest is in chronically il1 women's experiences of 

accessing the disabilities apparatus of the university, in this chapter 1 want to sketch in. 

very briefly. the background conditions of their lives and the varieties of their social 

situations. In general ternis. while their speci fic circumstances and resource conditions are 

unique. the women 1 interviewed also share many of the defining features of the 

expenence of disability. i.e.. in societal relations predicated on the capacities and needs of 

the "ablebodied. physical impairment predisposes very different women, fiom disparate 

backgrounds. to experience the similar economic disadvanmges, social constraints and 

neçative personal consequences that are associated with disability. My aim in this 
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introduction. howe\*er. is not to scrutinize chronically il1 women as a group. but to pay 

attention to those struggles and troubles that chronic illnesses gi\-e rise to. especially as 

the' relate to the experience of pursuing postsecondary education. 

To provide the contest for the development of a disabilities apparatus as part of the 

administrative regime of the university. 1 present an histoncal oveniew of  the emergence 

of accessibility as a problem for poswcondaq- education in Canada. The initial 

institutional interest in accessibility was prompted by the recognition that in spite of the 

grou-th and increase in nurnbers of students enrolled in postsecondary education, some 

groups - women and people with disabilities amongst them - continued to be under- 

represented in the university system. Accessibility is the frarne used by policy makers to 

formulate various "solutions" to problems of exclusion and discrimination experienced by 

particular groups of people. Le.. aborïginals. women. visible minorities. and the disabled. 

Currentiy. equitable access to education and the nght to accommodation are protected by 

the B.C. Hurnan Rights Act (Section 3) (1992 amendment) and the Canadian Charter of 

Rights and Freedoms (198 1 ). In this chapter, 1 discuss the disabiiities apparatus which has 

been instituted as the University of Victoria's organized response to its new legal duty to 

ensure that people with disabilities are afforded genuine opportunities to participate in al1 

aspects of university life. Specificaily, 1 outline the services and resources provided 

through the Office for Students wiih a Disability and the Resource Centre for Students 

with a Disability. and describe, in detail, the Policy on Providing Accommodation for 

Students with a Disability (rev. 1997). Here, 1 use the data that 1 gathered to '*sketch in" 

my own knowledge of the social organization of the university as a "politico- 

administrative regime" (Smith, G. 1995): 1 draw on the university's academic regulations, 

the Policy on Providing Accommodation for Students with a Disability, the numerous 
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audits. reports and studies conducted by the universitfs Intsrirn Committee on Disability 

Issues. and the interviews with the Coordinator for the Oftke for Students with a 

Disability. the Ombudspsrson. and the Equity Officer. 

The Research Informants - Women Students with Chronic Illnesses 

After obtaining approval from the University of Victoria's Ethical Review Committee. 

sis  women with chronic illnesses were interviewed. The women were selected. not as 

representatives of al1 women who are chronicaliy il1 students but as knowledgeabie 

informants who could tell me about their experiences as students in relation to the 

instructional and administrative operations of the university. In this inquiry, my point of 

entry was the everyday work that chronically il1 women must do in order to obtain a 

universic education. S~uctured  loosely around an account of a typical university term. 

the inforrnants talked freely about their experiences. activities and troubles. Each woman 

recounted multiple experiences with requesting and obtaining accommodation: some 

good and some bad. some through formal channels and others through more informa1 

ones. Indeed. one of the informants had never subrnitted to the forma1 institutional 

policies and procedures for receiving accommodation and one informant had only 

occasional ly and informally approached particular instructors or administrators when 

assistance or accommodation was deemed absohtely necessary. While each informant 

had her own particular understanding of  the aims and uses of the Policy for Providing 

Accommodation for Students with a Disablity (rev. 1997). and while each had 

experienced accommodation in completely different ways, they nonetheless al1 depended 

on some form of accommodation to remain engaged in their studies and they ail 
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referenced the university's policies and procedures in their ordi i iq  talk about their 

experiences at the universip. 

.4s the' talked about their experiences. the inforrnants touched on al1 the farniliar 

themes and topics that &se in the academic literature aboui people witb chronic illnesses 

and disabilities: living with the fundamental conditions of an impaired body and the 

accompanying restrictions in ordinary role performance irrevocably altered their 

relationships. work. self-identity. goals and aspirations. -4lthouph these changes were 

usually spoken about as losses. the informants also insisted that chronic illness leads to 

opportunities for change. The decision to pursue postsecondary education was 

foundational to this sense o f  opportunity. While al1 the research informants shared a 

similar sense of positive anticipation with regard to postsecondary education. their 

experiences differed considerably. Some of the women experienced a certain qualified 

success in their chosen courses of study, reporting confidently about their achievements 

and cornpetencies. Others were more circurnspect: learning through trial and error and 

persisting through difficult times and succeeding in better tirnes. Still o then told about 

their frustrations. struggles and failures. Three students were working on their second and 

even third degrees. two had graduated with their Bachelor's degrees. and one was still 

working her way towards her first degree. 

The commonalities in the experiences of chronically il1 women were that they al1 

reported the experience o f  struggle: they suffer from unrelenting fatigue and pain 

throughout the course of the day; their educations take years longer than the "average" 

student; they struggle with sitting for long periods, taking notes. typing, walking across 

campus. and from class to class; they cannot bend o r  kneel when doing research in the 

library; completing assignments and courses requires marshaliing extraordinary resources 



of time and energy and usually results in the exacerbation of the disease process 

afienvards: the? esperience feelings of social invisibili~: they are often lonely and 

isolated because they do not have the time or energy to niake the same social connections 

and friendships on campus as do other students. 

In addition to the ordinary everyday work of being a student the? also had to perform 

the peculiar work entriiled by k i n g  chronicaily ill: keeping regular physiotherapy. 

acupuncture. counselling. and other various appointrnents: lcarning about their bodies' 

liniiiations: learning to relinquish familiar roles and control over the course of events in 

their lives: attending to medication regimes that require '*shuning down" for a portion of 

the day: doing exercises to stay flexible and maintain their mobility; and findly. but most 

importantly. observing a strict economy of time and effort where rest is central in 

preventing the exacerbation of  the disease process and in maintaining the overdl well- 

being of their bodies. 

The process of obtaining a definite diagnosis for most of the informants. was in and of  

itself. an intensive work process: of  self-education. seeking medical assistance, finding 

the best treatment modalities, and so on. The excerpts beiow outline some of the work 

processes entailed by becoming chronically il1 below: 

Anne: "Ir happened quite suddenly. not knowing what ir iws. diagnosis took a while ... C 
seerned like a combination, so diagnosis was a big deal for me. not fiiling any of the 
boxes real well. treatment, not sure fit  was working bui gradually improving over the 
yeurs ... Cfihrn I realized that things were not getting to rcphere I thought they should - that 
things didn 't feei right. didn ' / f i l .  and / needed better ansruers. I went into a great amount 
of~rcsearch on my own and had a lot of contact with the medical system and had a 
faiztustic doctor who fed me to al1 the right people to iolk ro. and go through research, 
and do some rem. So I've been quite involved and have had incredible success because of 
thar extra work that l did Finding out thut. yes, the majority of people fir into the boxes 
but ihen there are all these other results and those are real people. real cases. And what 
do p u  know? Look like l m  one of those. And that look a lot of work and a lot of fime 
away from my degree ... and I con see ihar I was looking healthy and being treuted with a 



ior of skcpricisnr b-v the hcror- .4nd rhen I real ized rhar 1 rrvus being compred ro. for rhe 
Iut-ge Parr. probah[\. a verj* elderb. population rhar rr7us conring throtrgh the door. Things 
likc. ii-ei/. )-ou Tc. my best parienr. yolc 're doing greut- .-l r r i i  r hen - finally when ir cornes 
dO\tw 10 pushing the poinr. r h a r  / can1 walk IO rhar corner. rher-c. S something very wrong 
herc. So -'ES. CIIOSC k inh of 'issues definire fy p layed rhemseiws Our. the who le 
docroj: purienr rrlutionship. which has comequences in irsclf: So I rt7enr along for a long 
fime thinking rhar 1 was doing qear  because I was rold rhm I ~ t ~ u s -  And rhar tneant rhat I 
dich 'r hrwe ro panic guite so much ... because you wanr ro reduce rhar fear so much ... " 

Cori na: M el/ / srarred rnj? course two years ago in Seprernher. So rhat was in 1 998 rhar I 
srrtrrrd the course. And I had problems wirh my hands then. So it uras July before thar. 
thrt 1 srarred having problems. So in September. my forearms were realiy sore, and they 
rholtghr ir rnighr be rendoniris ... I rr7as seeing a G.P. and shc serîr me (O the hand therapy 
clitiic and rhar rvas basically a wasre of rime. So then I wenr ro unother docror who sent 
me ro anorher GP. I changed because I didn 't like whar she r t m  teliing me. So the new 
one sent me ro the Rehab and rhar was a wasre of rime because my han& never changed 
So I quit doing rhar rhen I wenr ro a sports medicine docror and she senr me for al/ kinak 
of resrs. / got X-rays on my hands and blood tests, and ail the stuffrhey do, and they did 
rhc dye test, and slrejigured ir  was some form of arrhriris und-.. Because I did the test, the 
srrengrh resr ro see how much srrength I had, and I didn 'r have any. And she couldn '1 

believe rhar / would have rhar little srrengrh in my hands and rhar 's when she figured 
rhrre was  sornerhing wrong. So she sent me to a specïalisr. Ofcourse I had ro wair 6 
rrronrhs ro see him. . .So. my han& srarred huriing me in Seprember. ir was the nexr July 
rhcrr /final& got a diagnosis. So alrnosr a year ro ger rhe diugnosis ... now we have a label 
and now we how* and he 's pur me on medicarions and srufj So and given me a book on 
il. und srufj: and like it scares the devil our of you. So yozt do whar you need to do. " 

Les1 ie: "the rrqay I was diagnosed was as totally unprofessional as i r  could possibly 
ger.. . sornebodv who did rhe blood resr, sruck my blood in the refiigerator in the universiîy 
hospiral .... and rhe rheumarologisf went o f o n  holiday for 3 weeks. So I didn'r know what 
rsus going on. / didn 'r know VI was going ro drop dead the next day, or there would be 
nothing wrong. So ajer several phone calls to the hospirul. I discovered.. .. jinally I asked 
whar isas going on. and why was it taking so long, so rhen rhrough this process of events. 
rhq- found rhut rhey had somehow srashed away rhis sample. Needless to say. I was 
getting IO rhe poinr ofbeing really irafe, and I felr totully abandoned. You know, I was 
reuiiy scared. .. So with rhis diagnosis, and being treared rhe way I was, and one thing 
thnr just clicked in for me rhar was just so totally, it was like someone gave me the righr 
sel of keys for rhe door rhat was to open ... I took if upon m)~e l j t o  say -- hey, this is your 
opportuniî~: girl, go ro it. Find Our everyrhing and anything aifernarive, whatever works. 
So in keeping well, I had ro think; I made myseva lisr of ail rhe dlxerent alternative 
rherapies and I rried a bunch of them. " 



Jody: "1 M-US 79 when I hud my-first .ynproms. and itl tthe i-errr. rhar I rurned 32 1 le# my 
job.. . and rhar rms rhe bcginning oja 5- 7 year cycle thul W L ~ S  w n 7  difficculr for me 
plzjsicul(i: and ulso emotionaiïj? and spirirualb-. J was no/ weIl mosr of rhe rime. my 
discase  sas not iveil conrrolled. And every rime I smc. u rhcitmurologisr ir  was "ler S give 
jtori unortter drirg ". And J really hated thal. Parr of if becurrse f didn '1 like rhe idea of 
euring a lot of-drugs bur also hecause it was expensive. -4rtd ofcourse. 1 have to pur in 
f i m  und enerav ro rake care of rny health. right, so rhur '-Y u whole other topic. Khat S not 
-fucfored inro (he material condirions of living with a disohilih. is the actual time and 
encra* ir rakes so rhar / can keep doing ivhar ir  is rhar / winr ro do. righr " 

'411 but one of the womsn 1 interviewed applied for admission to university during or 

afier the onset of itlness. Al1 but one returned as -'mature" students: in their niid to late 

twenties. thirties and forties: times where most women elipect to be independent and 

productively engaged in paid employment, childrearing. household management. or a 

combination of al1 three. Two of the women lived at home with parents. one was manied. 

one lived with a partner but had spent the majority of her student life alone. and two of 

the wortien lived alone. The women who lived at home did so out of necessity rather than 

choice. and were aware that while living with parents reduced their isolation and allowed 

them a more cornfortable standard of living. they had forfeited their privacy and sense of 

independence or autonomy. For the women living with partners. social isolation and 

poverty are similarly mitigated. but a whole new dimension of negotiation of roles - 
especiall). gendered roles - and the actual 'work' required to sustain a relationship are 

added to the work of being a student The experience of living alone, for the remaining 

two wromen. was characterized by frequent expressions of loneliness and worries about 

money. and gave evidence of a much more labourious stmggle through university as well- 

The onset and course of i 1 lness. for al1 of the women interviewed, disrupted their 

participation in the paid labour force: none of the research informants waç engaged in 

regular. full-time. paid work. Ali of the research informants. however, performed 

modi fied work of some kind. Three were working in practicum or CO-operative education 
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placements as part of iheir chosen courses of study. Tu-o \\ere engaged in paid-work on a 

casual or part-time basis. and one research informant worksd infrequently as a part-time 

volunteer. Because these altemate forms of  labour-force participation do not lead to 

financial self-sufficiency. al1 of the research informants relied on supplemental or 

altemate sources of income. One research informant depended wholly on student loans 

for financial suppon. One depended pnmarily on spousal support. Another informant 

received a combination of social assistance benefits and parental support. Three received 

disabilicy pension benefits". It is important to note that disabilit). pension benefits are 

calcuiated on the basis on years in employment and level of income at the time of exit 

from the paid workforce. Women whose labour force participation has k e n  intempted 

by chi ldcare responsi bilities. or whose illnesses have prevented full-time e r n p l ~ ~ m e n t  

around the time of transition from participating in the paid workforce to unemployment. 

are seldom eligible for disability pension benefits over and above subsistence level social 

assistance benefits. Grants from the Vocational Rehabilitation p r o p a n  (with the Ministry 

of Skills. Labour and Training) were obtained on an occasional basis by four of the 

informants for expenses such as tuition, books and equipment: three of the informants had 

been awarded scholarships based on their academic achievement: and one informant was 

the recipient of a disability-related scholarship. For al1 of these women the experience of 

chronic illness either occasioned their retum to university and/or influenced their chosen 

course of study. Most were engaged in studies within the traditional occupational and 

professional fields for women. 

.411 of the research informants participated in the research interview voluntarily; 

although almost d l  expressed fears and anxieties that they would be inadvertently 

identified in the write-up of the research findings. Lronically. the same incidents that the 
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research informants. alone and individually. believe to be unique to themselves and their 

oivn experience are shared. albeit in a variety of di fferent \vays and configurations. with 

each of the other infonnants. This is an important point: chronically il1 women express 

ambivalence about disclosing their disabilities and submining to the scrutiny that 

disclosure entails. They know that being defined as '-disabled'-. and judged as properly 

eligi ble for accommodation in the institutional context. has ambiguous and contradictory 

consequences. On one hand. it provides the proper basis for receiving needed assistance 

and accommodation. On the other hand. they know that in the course of the original 

judgement other types of assessment may slip in. The consequences of these other types 

of assessment rnay be highly stigmatizing, and may result in them k i n g  "seen" 

differently: for example. as lucky recipients of particular academic advantages: as less 

competent. less organized. and less intelligent; as a drain or waste of scarce educational 

resources given that their future ability to participate fùlly in the paid labour force may be 

uncertain. and so on. 1 retum to this important dilemma in the analysis chapters following: 

first to explicate how it happens this way: and second. to trace through to the source of 

the dilemma in the construction of the policy itself. 

Accessibility and Postsecondary Education 

Women and students with disabilities are just two of the designated groups that have 

been targeted for special attention in relation to educational and employment equity. This 

is partially due to measures designed to alleviate discrimination against particular groups 

of peopie. eg. the Employrnent Equity Act and Federal Contractor's program which were 

both adopted in 1986 (Jean 1991 ). In pan, it is the result of a focus on growth and 

accessibility that fùelled the extraordinary expansion of Canada's system of p s t -  



secondan education starting in the 1960's (Bellamy and Gupp>- 199 1 : Fortin 1987). This 

expansion was based on a convergence of economic and social policy which proceeded 

on three different levels: first, the evidence in the economic and sociologicaI literature 

suggesting that economic growth and greater social and political equality are dependent 

on higher levels of schooling and the democratization ol'access: second. the willingness 

of the federal and provincial governments. Iike governments of other western nations. to 

make education a top pnority: and third. the increase in the demand for higher education 

and public support for extensive spending in the educational sector (Fortin 1987). 

Federatly. the Charter of Rights and Freedoms. enacted in the 1980's. enshrined the notion 

of "equitable access" and "right to accommodation" for specific groups of people. 

including those with disabilities. The Employment Equity 4ci  of 1986. and the 

subsequent development of a frarnework by the Governent  of Canada to ensure the 

equi table management of human resources for institutions under its j urisdiction further 

encouraged universitirs to implement employment and educationai equiry p r o p m s  

(Carrière 199 1 : Jongbloed and Crichton 1990). The legacy of the expansion of Canada's 

post-secondary education system can be seen in the enactment of more flexible 

admissions policies and the development of short-term programmes. night courses, 

satekte campuses. and distance education facilities. 

While the efforts to increase post-secondary opportunities have k e n z  in the main, 

successful. there have also been sorne marked limitations. As early as 1982. in a speech to 

a conference organized by the Council of Ministers of Education, the Honourable Bette 

Stephensen (then Ontario's Minister of Colleges and Universities) pointed out that 

"while ive have dramatically increased the number of students attending 
post-secondary institutions, access to pst-secondary education remains 
far from equal across dl social and economic groups in Canada .... 



Accrssibil i~ can also be further improved for nari\-e proples. part-time 
swdents. the handicapped. women and those who livs a long distance 
tiom any post-secondary institution" (quoted in Fortin 1987:4). 

In revieu-s of accessibiliv to and participation in postsrcondary education. researchers 

and analysts note that despite the development of opportunities for alternate foms of 

i n\.ol\.ement in post-secondaq education there continue to be disparities in the 

distri bution and use of these alternatives (Guppy 1984). These disparities. they argue, rnay 

ha\-e an opposite effect of accentuating differences between social groups rather than 

reducing them. For example. part-time enroiment. which is an important option that has 

increased opportunities to pursue post-secondq education. tends to be less accepted in 

prestigious institutions or in prestigious programs (Fortin 1 987). Further, while the 

community college system has enabled an increasing nurnber of people with disabilities, 

mature women. part-time students and people fiom less-privilegd backgrounds to pursue 

post-secondary education. their concentration in the college system. as opposed to the 

uni ver si^. system. reveals that cornmunity colleges play a limited role in the 

democratization of higher education (Fortin 1 987). 

The distinction between academically versus vocationally oriented education creates 

other social inequities for those enrolled in community colleges and institute-based 

p r o p m s  of vocational and technical education and training: most notably, the 

reorganization of vocational and technical educaiion to be more flexible and responsive to 

the "needs" of the labour market have resulted in "more narrow. short-term, instrumental 

educational objectives" that may actually limit, rather than expand. an individual's 

opportunities at work (Jackson 199 1 :357). The emphasis on "flexibility and 

responsiveness to industry", Jackson writes, "produces an organization of vocational 

training which fails to satisfi the legitimate needs of workers and addresses only the most 
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short-sighted interests of employers" (Jackson 199 1 :365) .  lnstead of workers with the 

technical expertise to ensure their long-term employment in a competitive labour market, 

vocational training is more l ikly to produce workers "whose purchase on an employment 

future will be through a continuous recycling of disposable skills" (Jackson 1 99 1 :364)- 

Ironically. because community colleges and institute-based programs of technical and 

vocatiorial education and training operate with more direction from the provincial 

governent  than do universities. and because they receive funding from Adult Special 

Education grants for disability services, they have led the way in developing access 

policies and in creating more inclusive environrnents for peopIe with disabilities 

(BCEADS 1996). Universities, unfortunately. fiuiction more autonomously and have 

generally lagged behind, making the inclusion of disadvantaged or previously excluded 

groups - such as women with disabilities - that much more difficult. 

It is also important to understand the context in which postsecondary education is 

delivered. Since the economic crisis of the 1980's there has been a reduction in 

government revenues along with a reordering of social and economic pnorities (Bellamy 

and Guppy 1 99 I ). in the context of new 'economic realities'. where resources and 

budgets for postsecondary education are more restricted. there are also perceived limits to 

the objectives of openness and accessibility. Cntics of the more "liberal" educational 

system have questioned the usefulness and necessity of a policy of opemess and 

accessibility when, at the sarne time that the cost of maintaining the current system 

continues to rise, benefits to its graduates can be seen to decline (Bellamy and Guppy 

199 1 ). "[Rlather than gaining social mobility, [graduates] often find themselves 

underemployed or even unemployed" (Fortin 1987: 1 1 ). In the face of shrinking resources 

and the restructuring of education along the lines of the market system, productivity and 



accountability have more weight than openness and accessibility. In the cument 

-econornic r ra l i~- ' .  the legal obligation to promote equitable access is seen by many 

msmbers of the universic cornmuni- as inherently incompatible with maintainine a 

"quality" of education that emphasizes such ideals as excellence. cornpetition. and 

selrction (Fortin 1987). Organized in relation to the merit principle. these 'ideals' are 

achieved through the application of increasingly stringent academic entrance criteria. 

higher standards of evaluation. and the imposition o f  quotas which. for the most pan. fail 

to recognize an' concomitant responsibilities to disadvantaged people (Hanen 199 1 ). 

Lnivrrsities. as with al1 other pst-secondary education institutes in British Columbia 

must be able to demonstrate cornpliance with both the Charter of Rights and Freedoms 

and the B.C. Human Rights Act. However, as universities are required to formulate and 

implsment policies. procedures and other initiatives aimed at fosterïng the inclusion of 

particular disadvantaged groups. and as instnictors are required to provide reasonable 

accommodation on the pain of creating legal liability for the university. there is a 

concorni tant rise in resistance to the changes that such initiatives entail (Breslauer 1 99 1 ; 

Tancred 199 1 ). While the abstract criteria of social justice may be embraced. there are 

contradictions and dificulties that &se wherever such "ideais" must be implemented as a 

coherent set of tasks and practices within the concrete situations of people's everyday 

lives. Making education more accessible and including previously excluded groups in 

higher education stand to disrupt the existing institutional order of the university. The 

resistance to improving accessibility and inclusiveness is connected to what feminist and 

anti-racist critiques cal1 the "backlash discourse that seeks to protect the status quo and 

the social organization of the academy. 



Thers are a variety of ways in which this backlash discourse or resistance to 

inclusiveness and diversity can be framed. For example. the changes and initiatives 

entailed by policies on providing academic accommodation can be seen as the 

encroachrnent of political and administrative concems into a domain usually reserved for 

acrtdemics (Blackburn 199 1 ); in other words. diminishing facuth's previous autonomy 

and control over the content of cunicula and methods of evaiuation in their various 

disciplines. Epithets such as "politically correct" are ofken used to disparage the active 

implementation of particular initiatives. and arguments about the problem of censorship 

and the freedom to teach as one sees fit may be used to resist legislated or jwidically 

impossd remedies (Blackburn 1 99 1 : Hanen 1 99 1 : Tancred 1 99 1 ). Questions about 

"standards" in canons of scholarship may be raised (Blackburn 199 1 ; Hanen 1 99 1 : 

Tancred 199 1 ). reflecting the assurnption that procedural changes required to 

accommodate disabled students may inadvertently confer particular "unfair advantages" 

for them. Increasingly fierce cornpetition amongst students for limited fùnding and 

enroiment restrictions in particular courses of study. give weight to the argument that 

unethical students rnay claim to be "disabled" in order to gain "unfair advantages" over 

fellow studenrs. 

The resistance of faculty to the inclusion of previously excluded groups itself increases 

the disadvantages associated with disability. As Nancy Fraser (1 997) points out, 

affirmative remedies that seek to correct and compensate for past failures of institutions 

to foster the equal access and full participation of particular excluded and disadvantaged 

groups. usually succeed only in calling attention to and supporting group differentiation. 

That is. they mark a particular disadvantaged group "as inherently deficient and 

insatiable". as "recipients of special treatment and undeserved largesse" (Fraser 1997:SS). 
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W hi le pol icies and procedures that provide senrices. assistance and accommodation for 

people nith disabilities aim at correcting inequitable outconles of social arrangements. the 

process of accommodation itself - Le.. repeated reallocations of "scarce" resources and 

providing special **exceptions" to the o r d i n q  niles - also singles out disabled people as 

targets of resentment. Where many students generally struggle financially. academically 

and physicall? to complete their programs of study. procedural changes and **exceptions" 

to rhr  ordinar?. rules for one group of students may be interpreted as unfair to those 

students who do not have similar recourse. 

This means that for women who are chronically il1 and who are pursuing an education. 

material disadvantage will be experienced in combination with social stigma based on the 

perception that disabled students are inherently different from --ordinary" students: that 

they pose an unnecessary burden on scarce educational resources and are intrinsically 

needy and flawrd. It is within this climate that the measures adopted by the University of 

Victoria. to ensure the fair and consistent treatment of people with disabilities, must be 

understood. 

The University of Victoria - Services, Policies, and Procedures 

The University of Victoria's response to students with disabilities was reviewed and 

subsequently re\ised during the years of 1994- 1997. While the previous policy upheld 

disabled students' legal right to "reasonable assistance". it did not spell out clear 

eligibility criteria, there were no clear procedural guidelines for a m g i n g  the 

accommodation. and a process for appealing decisions was not laid out. As part of the 

process of review, the university's interim Advisory Cornmittee on Issues Affecting 

Students with Disabilities conducted surveys and assessments of disabled smdent's 
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--needs-' in July 1 994. performed "physical access audits" of' the University of Victoria's 

facilities on campus in 1996. pro\ided legal seminars to faculty and instructors on the 

legal rights and Iiabilities of teaching people with disabilities during April 1996. and they 

coinpilrd an in\-entory of policies relating to accessibility and accommodation fiom 

universiries across Canada. The review- process. itself. fol lowed soon after two important 

legal drcisions - the Iiniversi~. of British Colurnbiu \: Berg decision in the Supreme 

Court of Canada" ( 1993) and the Howard v. Uniiursih cfBuitish Columbia ruling before 

the British Columbia Council of Human Rights" (1993) - that upheld the rights of 

disabled students not to be denied services or facilities customarily available to the public 

because of either physical or mental disabilitf'. In addition to demonstrating that 

uniwrsitiss are not immune fkom the operation of the B.C. Human Rights AC?'. and that 

students constitute '-the public" whom the Act is intended to protect. these two legal 

decisions also provided both the impetus and direction for the University of Victoria in 

drafting a Policy Statement and a set of Procedural Guidelines for accomrnodating 

students with disabilities in the academic setting. In June 1997. the policy and procedural 

guidelines were ratified by the University of Victoria Board of Governors as the Policy 

for Providing Accommodation for Students with a Disability (hereafier the Policy). 

As stated in the preamble to the Policy. the University of Victoria recognizes its 

"moral and legal duty to provide academic accommodation" and has put in place services, 

resources. policies. procedures and systems of appeal that are designed to ensure the fair 

and consistent treatment of people with disabilities, enabling their participation in al1 

aspects of university life. The officia1 university policy is situated within a legal 

framework (provided by The Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms. Section 15 (l), 

and the B.C. Human Rights Act, SBC 1984 c. 22) and it lays out a system of mutuai 
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obligations. responsi bilities and procedures (for both the '-iiniversih." and the student) 

designed to pro\-ide "otherwise qualified" disabled studsnrs with "reasonable" 

opporturiities to access and participate as members of the university community. at the 

same time that it protects the university itself fiom unreasonabie expense or -'undue 

hardsliip" and from compromising or lowering academic standards. 

Just as legislation provides the framework for the Polit).. the definitions of "otherwise 

quai i tied student". '-disability". '-undue hardship" and "reasonable accommodation" are 

similarly derivrd from the meanings and uses of these terms in jundical contextsY. An 

otherwise qualified student - one who has already met the relevant prerequisites for 

registration as a student at the University - must be able to dernonstrate "acquisition of 

the body of Iüiowledge or the ski11 normally required for passing a course and/or 

completing an academic program" (LTVic Policy. Section 1 . 1  ). A disability is 

institutionally recognizable only if it results in problems of access. requires modifications 

in regular teaching and evaluation practices, and is medically verifiable (UVic Policy. 

Section 4.2). Academic accommodation, which consists in --reasonable measures". is 

defined as "a modification or extension of university resources. or of teaching or 

evaluation procedures. which is designed to accommodate the particular needs of an 

othenvise qualified student with a disability" (UVic Policy. Section 4.3). 

Accommodations themselves can be accomplished through activities of adapting, 

modifiing. substituting. or deleting components of a particular course, assignrnent or 

examination that would otherwise be discriminatory on the basis of disability, only as 

I one as the st udent meets establ ished institutional standards in accordance wi th course 

requirements. hltemately the university may provide access to matenal resources of 

equipment (Le.. cornputer software, tape recorders, etc.) or extra time in order to 
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compensate disabled students for the difficulties and limitations that their disabilities 

sntail. In al1 situations. regardless of the type or degres of disability. accommodations are 

intsnded to conform to academic principles without causing the university "undue 

hardship". 

Both the concepts of "undue hardship" and "reasonableness" are intended to preserve 

essential course requirements. maintain academic standards. and limit accommodation to 

those activities which do not fimdarnentally diminish the operations of a program or pose 

a financia1 burden suficient to seriously undermine the existence of  a program or  service 

(UVic Policy. Section 4.1). Undue hardship is always defined from the institutional point 

of view and it  constitutes the technical rneans - Le., evidence or  proof of the 'undue" 

effort or cost prohibiting the provision of accommodation - by which the univeaity 

protects itself from legal liability for failure to accommodatc: the university is legally 

obligated to accommodate the disabled student up to. but not beyond, the point of undue 

hardsliip. 

The Respansibiiities and Obligations of Students 

The provision of services and the extension of acadernic accommodation are not one- 

way transactions in which students with disabilities unproblematically receive services 

and concessions from the univenity. in order to receive accommodation, students c a r y  

significant responsibilities. Most importantly, students are responsible for identifying 

themselves as disabled to the appropriate personnel in a timely manner. Timeliness, 

which is not an absolute or essential requirement for obtaining accommodation. 

nonetheless requires that students provide both the instructor and the universit. with 

advance notice in order to plan and arrange services and accommodation. Rather than 
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strugglr alone to "keep up" with a class. the prompt - or timely - disclosure of a 

disability is also intended to facilitate the implementation of strategies or measures airned 

at the full and rqual participation of the student in the class from the outset of the term. 

Timeliness c m  be accomplished in a nwnber of different ways: by indicating the presence 

of a disabilin. on the Universic of Victoria's Application for Admission form: by 

contacting the Ofice for Students with a Disability before registration: by discussing the 

disabil i h  and the anticipated problems it may cause with the insmctor at or before the 

beginning of the term: by notifying the Office for Students with a Disability of a need for 

any alternate testing arrangements at ieast 4 weeks prior to the scheduled date of the 

examination (UVic Policy, Sections 7.1 & 7.2). 

Self identification of disability. in and of itself. is not suf'ficient to justi@ the extension 

of special services and concessions. To be acceptable to the university. self-identification 

must be accompanied by appropriate medical documentation submitted for review to the 

Office for Students with a Disabiiity (hereafter. OSD). Students with chronic illnesses 

wouid be required to provide a detailed report, obtained from a physician properly 

licrnsed to practice in the medical profession, that "outlines the nature of the disability" 

as well as a "detailed explanation of the hct ional  impact of the disability on the pursuit 

of a post-secondary education" (UVic Policy, Section 8.3). The documentation would 

also be expected to provide "explicit recommendations for remedial and/or coping 

strategies" (UVic Policy. Section 8.3) to assist the student and the university in 

determining the appropriate accommodation to extend. S tudents with disabilities are ais0 

obliged to "receive or be receiving appropriate treatment for. or remediation of, his or her 

disability" (UVic Policy. Section 5.1 .(c)). Proper documentation is also required to be 

current. This means that the lapse of time from the initial clinical assessrnent to the 
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requesi for accommodation can be of no longer than two years duration. Also, where the 

student experirnces significant changes in his or her medical condition. either improving 

or deteriorating. and thus significantly changing the type. drgree or frequency o f  

accommodation requested over the course of their studies. further medical information 

would be requested and required at the student's expense. These responsibilities assume 

that disabled students are. or should be, in the constant care of an authorized medical 

practitioner. 

While the university's policies and procedures recognize the student's right to privacy 

and confidentiality. they also reserve the right to verify or confirm the documentation that 

the student provides. even to the point of  the univenity incurring expenses for f i e r  

opinions and consultations ( W i c  Policy. Section 9.1 (a)). Regardless of the findings, the 

universin is not bound by any of the recommendations formulated by the various 

professionals that provide the required documentation. Where documentation or  

requested accommodations are found to be inadequate or inappropriate. the student has 

the option of appealing any decisions to the Senate Cornmittee on Appeals. 

The Accommodation Process 

Where documentation and requested accommodation are deemed acceptable, the OSD 

prokrides the instmctor with sufficient information, in accordance with Freedom of  

Information regulations, to confimi that the OSD is in receipt of appropriate medicd 

documentation and that the anticipated request for accommodation is deemed reasonable. 

The instmctor then has the options of implementing the requested accommodation, 

requesting the assistance of the OSD representative to more h l l y  discuss the 

accommodation, or presenting the reasons for disagreeing with the requested 
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accommodation to the student. Disagreements may be taken to the Chair or Director of 

the i nstructor' s academic unit for review and recommendat ions. Where either the student 

or the instructor is dissatisfied w-ith the recommendations of the Chair or Director. the 

Dean of the Faculty reviews the Chair or Director's recommendation and makes a 

decision. Unless appealed. the decision of the Dean of the Faculty stands. Once 

implemrnted. the student is required to observe any "conditions that are attached to the 

pro\.ision of a reasonable accommodation" (UVic Policl,. Section 5.1 (d)). 

The Office for Students with a Disabifity 

While the Policy on Providing Accommodation for Students with a Disability is the 

textual means through which the university demonstrates cornpliance with its legal and 

human rights obligations. the OSD is the physical locus of the "disabilities apparatus" on 

campus that disseminates the policy and coordinates the various student. administrative 

and instructional activities required for its enactment. Physically. the OSD is a small 

office (with 2.5 employees) that is coordinated from the Office of Student and Ancillary 

S e n k s .  and that operates the Resource Centre for Students with a Disability. 

For students with disabilities, the OSD provides assistance in arranging 

accommodations. information on special programs and services available on campus, 

access to specialized adaptive equipment and software, and other assistance with specific 

problems or concems related to a disabled student's studies (see UVic Calendar 1999- 

2000. Uvic Handbook for Persons with a Disability 1999). The OSD also performs a 

number of important hinctions for the university: distributing the Handbook for Persons 

with a Disability which is designed to acquaint students and faculty with the facilities, 

services and policies relevant to the issues of disability and accommodation; referring 
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disabled students to existing services and deparfments on campus- Le., Student Financial 

Aid Serbpices. the Student Emplo~ment Centre. and Counselling Services: acting as an 

educational resource for the rest of the university by providing presentations about 

disability and accommodation issues to faculty in various departments: and. finally. 

\\-orking towards the elirnination of any environmenta1 or physical barriers to accessibility 

b\- conducting "physical access audits" of the universin/ and prioritizing them in terrns of 

a tive year plan. 

The OSD also operates the government WorWStudy Prograrn. Students-Helping- 

Students (hereafier SHS). which provides eligible disabled students with a maximum of 

75 hours per term of assistance in doing library research. invigilating separate 

examinations. and other services more relevant to visually impaired students (Le.. reading 

materials onto audiotapes and scanning materials for use by blind students). Student 

assistants receive minimal training beyond an orientation workshop, but they provide 

senices in those areas in which they have some experience or wherever they are willing 

to contribute. In general. student assistance prograrns tend to have iimited budgets and 

provision of services is dependent on govemrnent and other fhd ing  being available. At 

the uni ver si^. of Victoria. for exarnple. because note-taking assistance takes up so many 

hours. the SHS program provides note-taking services only where announcements or 

requests made by the instmctor fail to solicit and secure volunteer note-takers in the same 

ciass as the student requesting note-taking services. 

Leaving aside the processes of appeal and the various services and types o f  assistance 

offerrd by the OSD. the main procedures involved in requesting and obtaining 

accommodation for students can be sumrnarized as: 1) self-identifjing as disabled 2) 

supplying the appropriate documentation, and 3) negotiating and arranging the actual 
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accommodation with the instmctor. Each of these three procedures is fhdarnental to any 

type of accommodation. regardless of whether or not it proceeds as part of the formal 

organizational process as outlined in the official universi- Policy or as an informal 

arrangement between the student and instnictor. The first procedure. self-identi%ng as 

disabled. sets the Policy in motion. The next procedure. supplying appropriate 

documentation- provides the means by which the university snsures that only properly 

eligibie students with medically verifiable disabilities be accommodated or provided with 

assistance and/or other services. The third and final procedure. negotiating and arranging 

the actual accommodation with each individual instructor. allows the student and the 

faculty member to --individualize" the accommodation to suit the student's "distinct 

needs ... in a manner consistent with academic pnnciples" (Uvic Policy, Preamble). The 

responsibility of disabled students to actively arrange and negotiate accommodation 

intsrsects with the university's responsibility to maintain academic standards. preserve 

essential course requirements and limi t accommodation wi thin the available resources of 

the universin. to provide them. In other words. the student provides suggestions and 

alternatives for accommodation which may be modified IO the extent that they contravene 

academic principles. 1 wiil retum to these three procedures in the chapters that follow to 

show how they are particularly consequential for chronically il1 women, and how they 

stand to organize their future expenences in significant. and sometimes undesirable, 

ways. 

The Disjuncture: Everyday Experience and the Disabilities Apparatus 

Taken together. the university's policies, procedures and resources constitute an 

administrative disabi lities apparatus that manages the "needs" and "problems" 
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encountered by students with disabilities, usually by providing some form of service or 

accommodation. The services and accommodations pro\-ided through the disabilities 

apparatus are intended to foster the full inclusion and equai participation of students with 

disabilities in al1 aspects of university life. in accordance w.ith human rights legislation. 

The mies and procedures of the Policy are also designed to ensure that academic 

standards are upheld. that the cornpetitive conditions for academic achievement are 

prssrwrd. and that the operations of the academy are not undermined. In other words, the 

Policy lays out a set of procedures - i.e.. self-identification of disability. supplying 

appropriate documentation. and negotiating accommodations with individual instnictors - 

which are intended to reconcile the interests and relevances of the law with the interests 

and relevances of the academy. 

Even by simpl y j uxtaposing the local 1 y situated. everyday understandings and 

experiences of chronically il1 women over against the objective. official understandings 

and processes of the disabilities apparatus. an epistemological line of fault cornes into 

view - there is a disjuncture in how disabiiity and accommodation are understood fiom 

the organizational and personal points of view, respectively. 

Summarized in general terms, the OSD and the Policy are organized as a supplemental 

resource for a disabled student's education; dispensing organizational services, providing 

referrals to other services and departments on campus. and arranging procedural 

modifications which are added ont0 the disabled student's overall educational experience. 

However. for chronically il1 women, disability does not simply require accommodation as 

a sort of "suppiement" to the educational process: the experience of disability is 

intenvoven wi th every single aspect of both their educations and everyday lives. 



The rules and procedures of accommodation are created by the institution and are 

distinct and separate frorn the needs and requirements ofchronically il1 and disabled 

students. Exven though the Policy esists to maximize the opportunities of disabled 

students to fully and equally participate in postsecondaq education. it is also designed to 

reinforce and maintain the organizational operations of  the university. i.e.. to protect the 

universit). from Iegal liability and to maintain the inte-gity of'academic standards. 

Academic standards - which are organized around practices of competition amongst 

students for hierarchically ranked grades, positions in programs with limited enrolment, 

scarce funding. and which are crucial in the credentialing of labour power - require 

students to demonstrate mastery of the sarne body of knowledge under the same kinds of 

conditions. At best. modifications to established practices of evaluation or conditions of 

testing are perceived as a lowering of academic standards: at worst, they are perceived as 

unfair. For chronically il1 women. therefore, ongoing participation in postsecondary 

education hinges on practices understood to be incompatible wi th standards of excellence. 

selection and competition in the academy. 

For the university. accommodation is compnsed of an objective and definite set of 

institutional practices that link up with and are designed to actively accomplish the legal 

d u e  to accommodate as it is contained within human rights legislation. From even a 

cursory description of chronically il1 women's experiences. the process of 

accommodation is not confïned within the boundaries of the oficially sanctioned 

organizational process: accommodation, as it is understood and spoken by chronically il1 

women. has a much more contingent, uncertain, informal and personal character than is 

stipulated by the Policy. Recdling the example in the first chapter, for the univenity, self- 

identification of disability constitutes the first organizationally recognizable step in the 
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process of accessing the university's --disabilities apparatlis": for chronically il1 students. 

self-identification of disability is just one possible end-result in a process of practical 

reasoning. Le.. weighing the relative advantages and disadvantages of identifjing oneself 

as disabled in the institutional context and considering alternatives to engaging the formal 

and officia1 process. In other words. while the univenit: is driven by legal and 

administrative concerns, chronical ly il1 students are driven hy personai and situationai 

necessity . 

Conclusion 

In this chapter. 1 have described the social situations of the research informants and 1 

have traced out the social relations that have given rise to the concepts of accessibility and 

accommodation in Canada's postsecondary educational system- The contrast between the 

organizational and personal understandings of accommodation signais a disjuncture. 

Accommodation is expenenced differently depending on "who knows" and "how one 

hows".  1 explore this disjuncture further in the chapters that follow. 

Specifically. in chapter five 1 take up the work processes and practical activities that 

are required to obtain accommodation for chronicdly il1 women in order to explore some 

of the ways in which the Policy stands to (dis)organize their activities, experiences and 

f u m e  opponunities. In the final chapter. chapter six, 1 analyse the ideological procedures 

through which the work processes and other practical activities of chronically il1 students 

are rendered accountable within the ideological schemata of the university as instances 

accessibility and accommodation. 1 will argue that. in the process of providing needed 

assistance and services to students with disabilities, the Policy also serves to organize and 

order chronicall y il1 women's locally situated and directly h o w n  expenence into forms 



concordant nith the interests and aims of the institutiona1 function for the purpose of 

a c t i ~ d y  accomplishing the institutional course of action in the local setting. 



Chapter 5 

THE EVERYDAY EXPERIENCE OF REQUESTING AND OBTAINING 
ACCOMMODATION 

Introduction 

Having discussed and described the cornmon charactcrïstics of the research 

informants and the key features of the university's disabilities apparatus. 1 now turn to 

focus more specificall y on the everyday experience of chronically il1 women who are 

pursuing a postsecondq education. Specifically. I take up the '-work" that the 

informants do 'in order IO access and obtain academic accommodation. 

Accommodation. as it is spoken and experienced by chronically il1 students, 1 will 

argue. is not a standardized institutional "item" provided to disabled students; it is an 

institut ionai category under which a complex organization of work processes takes 

place. These work processes include, but also extend beyond, the three official 

institutionally recognized procedures required to obtain accommodation (Le.. self- 

idrntifiing as disabled, supplying appropriate documentation. and arranging the 

accommodation with the instnictor). and they are especially consequential in the lives 

of chronically il1 women. In this chapter, 1 turn my attention to how the Policy unfolds 

in practice in order to explore the processes that go on beneath the circumscribed, 

testual 1 y mediated organizational process of accommodation. 

1 argue that in the process of requesting and obtaining accommodation, chronically 

il1 students do not only gain access to much needed services and privileges, they are 

aiso subjected to the broader dynarnics - or social relations - that organize the 

university's Policy in the first place. Specifically. in this chapter. 1 focus on the way in 

which the Policy activates the assurnption that accommodation may confer "unfair 

advantages" for disabled students; 1 show how the individualization of the 

accommodation according to each student's "needs" actually constitutes an onerous 
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set of procedures that may be unfair. and even discrirninatoq.. for chronically il1 

ivomen: and- finally. 1 show how. in the course of determining whether or not 

chronically il1 women are properly disabled within the mandate of the Policy - and 

u.hether or not accommodation should be provided - other normative. diagnostic and 

prognostic judgements and assessments slip in to accompany the unfolding of the 

original judgement. Taken together. the procedures required by the Policy and the 

actual unfolding of the Policy itsel f can be seen to undermine full inclusion and equal 

participation for chronically il1 students in the educational process. 

Whilt: i t  may be tempting to attrïbute these negative consequences to improper use 

of the Policy. or to the intentions or personalities of particular individuals. 1 will argue 

that the' are "built in" features of Policy. Even where accommodation proceeds 

inforrnally. outside of the organizationally sanctioned process. 1 show that the socid 

relations that organize the Policy - along with the interests and relevances that 

underpin and structure it - are routinely expressed in how chronically il1 women speak 

about the experience of requesting and obtaining accommodation. in other words. 

regardless of what chronically il1 women do. or fail to do. the social relations of 

accessibility and accommodation organize and give shape io their experiences, 

pract ical reasoning and understandings. 

Accominodation as 'Unfair Advantage' 

In contrast to the objective set of institutional items that constitute accommodation 

in the official Policy for Providing Accommodation for Students with a Disability 

(rev. 1997). the way in which chronically ill students speak about accommodation 

brings into view some of their unique requirements and the range of their problem- 

solving strategies: audiotaping assignrnents; videotaping assignments; obtaining 
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assistance from the OSD for speciai grants for computers and other equipment: usine 

the senices of note-takers and transcribers: dividing examinations to take in two 

separate time periods: having portions of an exam deleted (i.s.. doing two instead of 

thrss essay questions); taking exams in rooms that have tàcilities for the student to lie 

down or rest during them: salvaging portions of course u-ork completed in one term 

for submission ar a tater date: requesting disbursement of scholarship fûnds in a way 

that makes the least possible impact on long tenn disabifity pension benefits; tape- 

recording lectures instead of taking notes; requesting thar field work courses or 

practica be replaced with theory courses or other electives: requesting extensions of 

timr: and part-rime enrollment in full-time programs of study. 

There are other less obvious foms  of "self' accommodation upon which students 

also dcpend. For exarnple. in order to conserve energ). and remain engaged in their 

studies. most of the interview infomants report a process of withdrawing fiom. or 

1 imi ting sociai relationships. Renegotiating the performance of household tasks - such 

as cooking. clraning. shopping - was another strate= comrnonly discussed. Some 

informants talked about the need to be willing to sacrifice health and well-king in the 

short term in order to complete an assignment or course. These gains would then be 

"paid for" in periods of recuperation and rest during the breaks between ternis or 

semesters. In each case. these accommodations take place in particular contexts. 

within definite material conditions. The "costs" of these accommodations, therefore, 

vary according to whether or not the informant has a secure social network, whether or 

not they live alone or with others, and whether or not they can afford to take a tenn off 

or are able to recuperate within the requisite amount of time. 

Seeking accommodation is not confined to the activities of students: in the 

interviews with the informants, faculty members were also instrumental in creatively 



assisting chronically il1 students continue in their studies. Some instnictors penonally 

arrangrd workplace modifications on behalf of students in practicum or field 

esperiçnce placements. Others assisted students in gaining financial support and 

entrancr into particular programs of  study. in a couple of cases. faculty even provided 

students with foms of sheltered employment. Whils these various types of 

accommodation O\-erlap. 1 focus on those that c m  be considered "academic" in 

In the excerpts below. the informants talk about the experience of requesting 

accommodation: 

Jody: "Sojirsr of all. I went to the Grad Advisor and appeuied to her on the busis of 
ml. disubili~: I W m  I said was - I have a chronic illness. I 'm older than mosi of the 
orher sludents. I huve a disability of pace. and i need yoli to recognize that and treat 
me eqzritably. And what I got back was a line about - well. Ive need to create a level 
pluyingjield for al1 of the students. And I said ro her - when you live wirh a disabil& 
rhrrr is no lewl piayingfield. mosr of the time we 're nor even on the field - and I said 
- / don ' r  wanr fairness, I want equity And she didn 't understand rhe difference. She 
kept-falling back on - we have to treat everyone the same. we have to be fair to the 
orher srudenrs us well. 

Conna: " The problem was that I was having a hard rime tping. .. So the only thing 1 
corrld corne z~p with MUS taping. for me to tape my assignments ... And that worked for 
one course ... And then I came up against the next professai- who just said. jlar out - 
1Vo! hO to the fuping It S not fair to the other srudenis- " 

Nicole: "There are some teachers who are really fair, and rhen rhere are others that 
arrn 't. .4nd they constantly use the rhetoric of having to do what is fair for the other 
stzrdents. Fou know. rhey keep saying that. And I would say - well. those other 
srziderzrs don 'r have a disability, and those other students don 't face this whole mess, 
you knoit: And rhey still come bock to the same issue of fairness, you know. They jus1 
dot1 'r u)zderstund. the awareness isn 't there. " 

Lee: " The problem of getting accommodaiion always seems to be weighed against the 
need ro instill competitiveness and toughness in the students. And the nugging 
suspicio)~ t har accommodations somehow undermine the quality of education, like 
you 're getting sornething for nothing " 
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In eacli of these escerpts. the informants provide a glimpss of those social relations 

\vhich organize the Policy on Providing Accommodatioii for Students with a 

Disability. The rnost stnking feature of their talk is the rrcurrent notion of '-unfair 

advantage": the belief that accommodation may result in an "unfair advantage" for the 

disabled student: that accommodation may thwart efforts to maintain a --level playing 

field" for al1 studrnts: and. finally. that accommodation may lower academic 

standards. These reasons for refùsing particuiar opes of accommodation are not 

arbitrarily invented or imagined by chronically il1 women. Indeed. they are 

methodically refemng to the ongoing resistance of facul? to the encroachrnent of 

iegal and administrative concems into the academic domain. My analysis discloses 

how in their talk. -pieces' of the social organization of the university around practices 

of cornpetition can be seen. 

The preoccupations with avoiding unfair advantages. and maintainhg a "level 

pla>-ing field". which are repeated in al1 of my interviews and informal conversations 

with instructors and administrative staff providing university-related services. reflect 

the organization of academic achievement in ternis of competitiveness and 

cornparison arnong students in the same course of study. Here. skill. speed, logic, 

calcuiation. mastery of a particular body of knowledge. and other competencies need 

to be '-measured" or evaiuated in the same conditions, and at the same time, in order 

to produce verifiable results that can be ranked hierarchically. and that can be used to 

reliably infer the level of achievement of the students enrolled in a particular course. 

Meeting institutional standards and demonstrating acadernic achievement or 

individual merit is fundamental to processes of evaluation through which decisions 

about schotarships or allocation of financial resources and eiigibility for entrance into 

particular prograrns are made. Institutional standards also confer legitimacy and 



autliorit!- to a student's credential. Because many students grnerally svuggle 

financiall>.. academically and physically to complete their programs of study. 

procedural changes and *-exceptions" to the o r d i n q  niles for one group of  students - 

esprciall>. those whose disabilities may not be visible or otherwise obvious - may cal1 

into question both the fairness of the accommodation and the legitimacy of the 

student's claim. 

The Coordinator of the OSD spokc about this explicitly: 

"-4 j 7 ~ .  non-risible disabi l i~  is more of a problern. Thur S rrtïe. And. 1 guess somebo& 
conrrs in und - 1,-dl. you know - rhar person l ooh  perficrlv normal and a lot of people 
\<,il/ he sirrprised. And rhe person cornes in and says - I haw a disability, I con'! put 

przpm in on rime. And fmm the point of view of rhe professors who are thinking - 
o k q .  rhej? 'd like ro trust yuu but rhey would like a bit more evidence or something like 
thcil. There 's uZu*o~s rhe issue of fairness ro the orher studenrs that cornes into play. 
.4 17d ~nfOr~~mure/y. peuple are ~here who are (laughs) cheuring, in ierms oftrying to 
ploit rhe sysrern. Buf. i f ' s  not a perfect world so you wiU u f ~ q v s  have people who are 
q i n g  ru rake advanrage of the sysrem. " 

In the excerpt above. the Coordinator of the OSD takes for granted the assurnption 

that accommodation provides an advantage for the student and that it Iowers the 

academic standard to which other students, without disabilities. are held. Further. in 

his talk, he shows how iess obvious. or "invisible". disabilities are more likely to 

acrivate the assurnption that students may fraudulently daim disability in order to 

"take advantage of the system" and thus gain access to the advantages that 

accommodation is believed to confer. This suspicion is structured into the Policy's 

requirement that students who identify themselves as disabled must also submit 

appropriate medical documentation in order to "prove" the disability and legitimately 

request and obtain accommodation. 

The "fact" that students may cheat means that instnictors and administrators must 

assume what Zirnmerman calls '-an investigative stance" in which "king 'sceptical' is 

a way of displaying a hard-headed cornmitment to establishing the 'facts of the 



matter'(as againsi the [individual's] mere daims)" (Zimmennan l969:33 1 ). The 

Coordinator of the OSD understands that the process of inquiring further may turn up 

ini'ormation that mns counter to the student's own account of the situation. Fierce 

coinpetition for grades. scarce funding. positions in prograrns with limited enrolments 

al1 increase the iikelihood that students may attempt to gain an advantage over their 

perrs. Claiming disability is one way that students may extend deadlines. be allotted 

additionai time to wi te  an exarn. be permitted to use particular types of  equipment. 

and so on. This understanding justifies displaying the "active assurnptions of the 

in~cstigative stance" as evidence of '-a recognizably adequate" process for ensuring 

the faimess of the requested accommodation to other students. and the con for mi^ of 

the accommodation to acadernic principles. Regardless of whether or not the 

assumptions made by the OSD - or instnictor - are proven to be mistaken, the 

'3nvestigative stance" is always relevant because it is established and reasserted in the 

daily. routine practice of deciding who is eligible for accommodation, and what kinds 

of accommodation should be provided. 

This sceptical stance is especially salient for women who are chronicdly ill. 

Unpredictable periods of exacerbation and remission and the experience of pain and 

fatigue - al1 characteristics of chronic health conditions such as rheurnatoid arthritis - 

are difficult to gauge and measure objectively. Changing symptoms disrupt the more 

coinmonsense understanding of disability as a fixed. or constant. physical condition. 

Chronicaily il1 women ofien appear to others as "perfectly normal". For exarnple. 

when asked to talk about the most dimcult aspect of being chronicaily iil. these 

informants expiained: 

Anne: "1 ihink the rvhole issue around understanding the change of if, how it changes 
all the time. The volatiiity of symptoms m k e s  it so dlfferenl today than the next dq. 

know. when I heur comments - Weil, do you really need those crutches? Because 
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are included in human rights legislation. Protection covers only those physical 

attributes or conditions which cannot be changed and which - with due 

accommodation - u-ould not be relevant to the individual's overall functioning 

( R ickrnbach 1 994). The assumption of what Bickenbach calls voluntarism holds that 

thsre can be no discrimination where the social response to the physical attribute or 

condition is not unwarranted. irrational, and unfair. Bickenbach characterizes "the 

moral and plirical foundation of social policy for people with disabilities" as a matter 

of determining when the disadvantages a person with a disability experiences are 

socially produced handicaps and when they are "unavoidable concomitants of 

disability that fall outside the range of misfonunes to which society has an obligation 

to respond" (Bickenbach 1994: 1 14). 

Where an individual is seen to have control over the disability. or where the 

disability is not seen to be irnmutable. the social obligation to satisQ those needs is 

diniinished. Indeed. as the reasoning fiom this assumption follows. to satisfi the needs 

of those who are malingering. fiaudulent, undeserving. or  who have brought particular 

conditions upon themselves. is to --dilute or perven the benefits provided by ami- 

discrimination legislation" and <O trivialize the human rights protections for those who 

are ' ~ n i l y  disabled. but genuinely capable" (Bickenbach 1994: 1 19). As an example, 

human rights cases in both the US. and Canada have heid that people fired or denied 

jobs or promotions due to obesity "will have no remedy unless they can show that 

their condition is the result of an illness or other medical condition ovet which they 

have no control" (Bickenbach 1994: 1 15). U.S. veterans with alcohol or drug induced 

disorders have similarly been denied benefits. 

The preoccupation with "capturing the true 'target population' - those whose 

conditions of dysfunctioning are biomedically verifiable and 'substantial' enough to 



disqudi @ the fiaudulent and malingering" (Bickenbach 1 994: 1 20) - within the 

juridical system. aiso organizes how the Policy is activated and implemented for 

chronically il1 students in the educational system. Suspicion and scepticism. therefore. 

are not characteristics of unenlightened or biassed individuals. but are "built-in" 

features of the institutional practice of providing accommodation. Further. not only 

are the activities and reasoning of institutional actors - faculty and administrators - 

thus organized. so too are the activities and reasoning of chronicaIIy i i I  women. 

Where chronically il1 students reflect on the concept of '-unfair advant@-. h e ~  

recognize the flawed logic that produces it: they point to the selective way it treats the 

material conditions of their lives and the way it conflates accommodation with a c t d  

benefits and advantages. The informants also speculate about the .-causes" of people 

holding this mistaken assumption: i.e.. an instructor may be unable to differentiate 

between fairness and equity. preferences or biases of particular instructors. Iack of 

a~vareness of disabi l i q  issues. and so on. Even though chronically il1 women 

esplicitly identifi- the faulty logic behind this reasoning. the notion of  "unfair 

advantage" nonetheless still finds its way into the talk of chronically il1 women who 

use this same concept to interpret their own experiences and activities. For example: 

C orina: " M'el/ p>-oct-ust inarion is o big problem for me unyway, und sometirnes I find 
mj~sel fai~ondri t  !f'I'nz j u s  using this as an excuse, if1 have a legitimate reason to 
pr-ocraslinate noacv. " 

Leslie: ' .A lot vfrirnes during rny B.A.. there was a lot oj-guilt. L i k  why would 1 need 
UH extcmion. -4 lot oj'it. u lot of issues like feeling la?) came up. Like, did / realty 
necd if? ... Hal-ing corne fiom a farnily that, you know - we 've worked hard for where 
we 're ai. So rhese are realiy conjîrsing rimes, too. Like even now, I guess it S been 
dirrgnmed for uhozrr Qeurs ar~d it 's still diffcult, there s still denial in thot. There S 
pur[ of me rhar doesn 'r rvant to ztse those concessions unless il 's absolutely 
necessary. 

Lee: " I  do rhis thing, you h w .  where I'm always asking myself- Could I have gotten 
itp eurlier? Could I have stayed up t@ng longer? Am I really that tired? 



The escerpts above show the way in which chronically il1 wornen organize themselves 

in relation to thc concept of accommodation as '-unfair adtantage". Not only do the 

inIbrmants express feelings of guilt and anxiety over using any form of assistance or 

accommodation. the. also scrutinize their motives and acti vities to ensure that they 

are aligned w-ith the intentions of the Policy. Even as they talk about the disadvantages 

the? face in the classroom and on campus, these informants can be seen to actively 

take up a sceptical stance in relation to themselves and. as a result. they c m  be seen to 

actively limit their use of accommodation in the academic context. In orher words. 

even the directly known experience of chronic illness - along with the experience of 

pain. stniggle. and limitation that it entails - is subordinated to the way in which 

disabiiit!. can be h o w n  in the institutional context. When they speak about 

accommodation. the informants take up a subject position from within the ruling 

relations of the university: one that invariably limits their use of the Policy and which 

undermines their full participation in the academy. 

"Work" and the Individualization of Accommodation 

Where chronicaily il1 students identify themselves as disabled and present the 

appropriate documentation or "proof' of disability. they must still perform the work of 

individually planning, arranging, and implementing the accommodation, usually in 

each course and with each instmctor. While these processes are not ordinarily 

considered ro be either observable or reportable as 'work' in the organizational 

context. these tasks ofien take time. effort and even expertise- While providing 
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documentation and the indi\.idualization of accommodation are understood - from 

the institutional point of view - as a means of providing an accommodation that 

addresses each disabled student's unique "needs". 1 will show- that these work 

processes actuall!. serve to protect the institution from the u-rar and tear of making 

continual adjustments and readjustments. In other words. while accommodation 

appears as an instance of the institution acting in the interests of the individual. the 

rules and procedures o f  requesting and obtaining accommodation also conserve and 

maintain the institution. 

The issue of documentation is both complex and contentious because. while it is 

required by the university as a basic precondition for accessing services and obtaining 

accommodation. it is experienced by disabled students as a violation of the nght to 

privacy. and as an unnecessary burden of time. effort and money (BCEADS 1995). 

Further. it is premised on the suspicion of student dishonesty. In part. providing 

medical documentation is seen to resolve the problem of the "unfair advantage" 

discussed eariier. Here. supplying the appropriate documentation gives evidence of the 

geiiuineness of the individual's claim. and hence. their --deservingness" for 

accommodation. The documentation "stands in" for the student's actual embodied 

esperience. and verifles. through the activities of other professional "experts". the 

objective existence of the disability. 

It also represents the student's part of the mutual obligation in working towards 

reaching an acceptable accommodation: the activity of O btaining documentation is a 

simultaneously the fùlfilment of the student's responsibility to act, and a test of their 

'-actual need". Submitting to a physical examination, and justifiing and explaining a 

request for accommodation - both to a physician and to the instmctor or Coordinator 

of the OSD - involve a sacrifice of privacy and the dedication of actuai resources of 



t i~ne and energ' which. as a "lest" of the individual's nsed for accommodation. ha 

the appearance of an '-ordeal". As Foucault uses it. the rrguiated mechanism o f  the 

ordeal sets fortli a '-physical challenge that must define the truth" (Foucault 1 977:4 1 ). 

Estending the metaphor of  the "ordeal" to the problem of disability and the obligation 

to supply the appropriate documentation: if the studeni is not "tmly" disabled. then the 

inconveniencr. the wasted time and effort. the loss of privacy. and the process of  

supplicaiion are not unjust: *-but it is also a mark o f  exculpation" if the student --truly" 

is disabled (Foucault 1977:4 1 ) .  

Once docunientation has been supplied and the need for accommodation deemed 

reasonable. the student must still negotiate and arrange the accommodation with each 

indi~~idual instmctor: 

h icole: " / did have to rey uesr accommodation. and if S inreresting howr each reacher 
itus so im-iiridttal.. . one of rhe things rhat I found was thar ifthere was someone rvho 
irws disabled it7 the cluss before yozr, rhen your teacher rrutomaticafiy assumed thai 
!YI l r  r-eq ir ired rhe same accommodations that the other persan did. So, somstimes fhat 
i~.oitid it -ork r.c.i~: ven. ~tvll. htrr no nvo people ivirh arrhriris are rhe same. jus[ as no 
ni-o people are rhe same wirh AIS. .4nd gyou M a  reacher who reaily couldn '1 

pr-ocess rhar port ic.eren 'r the same as rhut person then o u  ran into conflict, you ran 
irrr o rlzis big bur-rkr becuzisr you hud to try and educaie as o u  were going along and 
uisn e i n g  ro h ~ '  seen US an individual and no[ rhis other pcrson who might have been 
hi-ighrer. or more cr~.urii*e (kltrghs). or a raiker. or whafever. but nof you .-. " 

Les1 ie: "Su u-ir h some insrrucrors I 've found that I can du assignments in di,$firenr 
media ami / corrld \*ideorope wirh a classmare one of my assignments. With another 
ckiss / uudiorupcd /hem. Those are really new composition straiegies for me. and fhey 
do tuke rinze urld rhq. do rake parience. I've had some insrructors say - no wuy, there's 
t7o ncgo riarion /w-e.  ir 5 uguins f policy, we don 't knoir ho M. ro mark if. because if 
ciuestfr follou. rhe ^pical unii.ersit~- srrategies and policies. And they were noi helpful 
Ur oz/. " 

Corina : " Mur really srruck me as odd is the facf rhar orher people musr have the 
sume pro hlem it-irh jînding rhe righr kind of accommodation. I'ou h o w ,  where if 
~t+orkr for rhe srirdenr and doesn 'r mess things up with rhe professor. I know other 
people rnzrst huw the same problem andyer there S no communicating it. II 's like 
e veryone keeps ro rhemselves wirh rhar knowledge. " 



Jod'.: "1 'ru lerrt-ned. you kno~r-. I rcouldn 'r hmv gone in UV u pan-tirne srudenf. I'dgef 
it7 C I ~ I  IIWU ~ C ' L I ~  it-ilh ii. / C i  ,gel in us ajitll-rime srudmr and rhen I'd deai with if .  Now. 
I 'iv hcromt. quire polit icalij- San? in terms oj: you kno M.. rnunoeui7ring myseIf around 
u/1 rhis hzrreaucruric crap ... And I nzusr say. rhey 've hem genuinely accommodaring ro 
nrc. per.sur.ral!\.. on the basis of q. disahilig.. The-v 've niudc ir easier for me ro jim 
commenrrurr ou iihar s rhe mosr importanr ihing. whiclt is grrring inro my siudies " 

Although each informant provides a different explanation for the experience. al1 

rder to a simi lar exchange between the individual and the institution: where the 

studeni. as an applicant. presents her wants or "needs" for the items and privileges of 

the university's services. Typically. the individual is diwggregated into program t e m s  

as a set of referrals to be made or equipment to be provided. The simple precept that 

siniilar cases bs treated similady. however. stops k i n g  simple at the point of 

institutional action. As the excerpts above show. the routine implernentation of the 

rules and procedures of accommodation have different material outcomes for different 

students: sorne are rewarded. others are penalized. 

For the informant in the first excerpt. the "individuality" of each instmctor appears 

as the cause of the unending stmggle to find an acceptable accommodation. For the 

second. the problem consists in the instructor's lack of familiarity with evaluating 

coursework in an altemate medium. The third assumes that she has not yet discovered 

the correct or proper kind of accommodation. The fourth anributes her success to her 

own competency in "coming up with a plan". Finally. the tifth informant has become 

"organizationally literate'"': she is able to use her knowledge of how the university 

works to present her own -'needs" and wants in a way that conforms to the interests 

and agenda of the university. In each instance. chronically il1 students are engaged in 

actual wfork processes, Le.. of education. leaming to work in alternate media, seeking 
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better t'.pes of açcommodation~ -.coming up with a pian" for accommodation. and 

--tiianoeuvnng through the bureaucracy". 

The success of the institutional encounter does not hinge solely on the personai 

cliaracteristics or skills of the applicant. Rather. it depends on the social position of 

the applicant. the viable alternatives available to the applicant. and the degree of 

complementari~ between the '-needs" of the individual and the services and privileges 

o ffered bu the institution. Those individuals whose inrercsts and agendas most closely 

coincide with those of the institution are accommodated successfÙlly. Altemateiy. 

those indi\iduals who have other resources. or who are able IO adapt their own skills 

and capacities- will also eventually reach agreement on accommodation. As "work". 

the negotiation of an accommodation is anchored in definite matenal conditions. ft 

takes place in ' real time'. Student 's resource conditions are especially consequential 

for the success of the institutional encounter. Those students whose resource 

conditions were limited tended to be less successfül than those with abundant 

resources. Indssd. during times when the disease process was exacerbated. inforrnants 

supported by spouses or parents were able to retake courses. take terms off. forego 

grants. or drop out of their studies mid-term without experiencing senous financial 

consequences. Informants dependent on student loans or fixed incomes were not so 

fortunate. 

It is important to remember that public policy, of any kind, represents the 

cornmitment of important resources, not as single "moment of decision" but. in a 

continuing pattern or network of distributions and allocations that must be sustained 

over time (Schaffer and Lamb 198 1 :a). The limits of organizational resources to 

provide services and accommodation are already anticipated in the concept of "undue 

hardship". The decision to accommodate proceeds mainly on the basis of precedence 
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n,here the uni\-ersin. is familiar with. or has already encountered. the numbers and 

kinds of accommodations that students with disabilitics might request. As they 

negotiate and mange accommodation with individual instructors in their parricular 

courses. the acrual requirements and "needs" of chronically il1 students are 

subordinated to the kinds of accommodations and seneices to which the institution or 

the instructor is already habituated. -4s such. the Policy and the practices of 

accommodation are intended to be responsive to the "nssds" and requirernents of 

di sabled students. but on1 y insofar as the resources and established practices of the 

uni\.ersity al Io\\. 

The pro blem for chronicall y il1 students arises as their "needs" and wants are seen 

to differ from the institutional items and privileges that can be routinely offered. 

Unlike students whose disabilities can be accornmodated through a one-time 

espenditure of funds (i-e.. srudents who simply need access to a building. or who 

require a piece of specialized adaptive equipment), chronically il1 students require 

accommodations that disrupt the smooth organizational flow of the university. The 

institutional barriers to inclusion and participation are less physical and more 

organizational in character. Thus. for chronically il1 students. accommodation also 

requires ongoing interaction with institutional actors (Le.. facule and administrative 

staff) in order to continually adapt the item or service being offered. 

Depending on the differences between students. and the way in which each 

individual instructor takes up and uses the institutionally organized concepts and 

categories. the Policy is activated and unfolds with varying degrees of success or 

usefulness. The Iack of "fit" between chronic illness and the organizational framing of 

disabil it); gives rise to the extra "work" that is needed to negotiate and arrange 

reasonable or acceptable accommodation in every course and with each instmctor. 
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These ~ a r k  procrsses are understood b!. the university as the "individualization" of 

accon~niodation to suit each disabled student's "unique needs". In practice. however. 

this indi\.idualization appears more as means of shifiinp the  responsibility for change 

tfom the universih to the student. 

For Foucault. 3ndividualization appears as the ultirnate aim of a precisely adapted 

code" ( 1 977:99 1. The individualization of accommodation effectively 

companrnentalizes decisions about academic accommodation to particular situations 

and sprc i fic students and instructors. Therefore, the more di fficul t procedural changes 

entailed by academic accommodation are never "shared" amongst the disabled student 

population or among faculty in the  way that physical changes to the landscape. or the 

acquisition of specialized adaptive equipment can be used by many disabled students. 

The ind i vidualization of accommodation also forecioses the setting of genera1 

i nsti tut ional rules of precedence. Companmentalized to speci tic students or situations. 

general procedural changes and modifications to teaching and evaiuation practices are 

unlikely to become widely accepted or taken for granted as ordinary everyday 

practices. In other words. individualization omits academic accommodation frorn the 

established institutional agenda. U'ithout general familiarie as to what b'counts" as 

reasonable or acceptable. both students and faculty embark on an institutionai 

cncounter that is novel and uncertain. This is why. in the excerpts above, studenîs talk 

about being denied accommodations previously deemed acceptable and vice versa. 

Because institutional decision-making tends to proceed o n  the basis of rules of 

precedence and established institutional agendas, individualization is also a means of 

preventing "loopholes" and avoiding the unnecessary espenditure of institutional 

resources. By performing the "work" of putting forward suggestions for 

accommodation, providing alternatives, and actively negotiating the accommodation 
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students are required to continually adapt themselves to the institutional items and 

sen-ices. Li ke\vise. faculty also perform the "work" of engaging uith the students. 

considering the student's suggestions. and perhaps even modifjing or changing their 

ou.n tenching and e\.aluation practices. Together. the coordination of the work of 

srudenrs and ficulty protect the university. as an institution. from the "critical impact 

of rhe wear and teaf of continuai adjustment and readjustment (Schaffer and Lamb 

198 1 :8 ). Where students must adapt themselves to the institutionai items and services, 

the esisting social organization of the univenity is preserved and maintained. 

At the same time that individualization of accommodation requires students to 

'work' - Le.. the work of petitioning the instructor. negotiating and securing an 

acceptable and reasonable accommodation, providing education on issues relating to 

illness. and enduring the heightened visibiiity of their bodies or coursework - it also 

reinforces and brings into k i n g  the institutional order. in cornpliance with the 

university's legal obligation to accommodate students with disabilities. By simply 

requesting accommodation. regardless of whether or not the accommodation is useful, 

or whether the individual subsequently drops the request. or develops ways or  

"games" for handling them. the chronically il1 student is always participating in the 

realization of an institutional course of action that "counts" on behalf of the 

uni\.ersi~.'s public display of good citizenship. 

Chronic Illness And "Other" Judgements And Assessments 

1 have already shown that the Policy is stnictured around the assumption that 

accommodation may provide an "unfair advantage" for some students, and that 

unscrupulous students may fraudulently c l a h  disabilin; in order to "take advantage of 

the system". In this section of my analysis, 1 pick up from this discussion to point to 
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the other \vaYs in which the Policy may stand to (dis)crrganize the experiences. 

activities and future opportunities of chronically il1 womsn in particular. ofien 

undesirable. ua>.s. 

Taken together. the fulfilment of the mutual responsibiiities of the universil and 

the students in relation to the Policy also set in motion a whole set of assessing. 

diagnostic. prognostic and normative judgements of the individual who has identified 

as disabled. These other judgements. which --slip in" to accompany the unfolding of 

the Pol icy. incl ude assessments of the disabled individual's --deservingness" of 

accommodation. valuations of the severity and implications of the visible symptoms 

of the dkease. predictions of whether or not chronically il1 women will be capable of 

producti~~e or full employrnent in the future. and appraisals of chronically il1 women's 

suitabilin- for their chosen professions. These kinds of assessments and judgements 

are not intended to be part of the provision of services and accommodation and they 

generalll. proceed either unintentionaily or covertly on the basis of the expenence. 

practical reasoning. and understandings of the assessor rather than those of chronically 

il1 women. 

The politics of requesting accommodation - of being an applicant - are very 

significanr here. The practice of application or requesting accommodation is highly 

reguiated within the context of the Policy. There are formal rules and processes that 

must be followed. However, even where the request for accommodation proceeds in a 

less formal and more personal way. the applicant must still demonstrate or identi- 

herself as a member of a group that is institutionally defined. The applicant "cm find 

[her] self allocated in effect to a stereotyped group like [disabled] or [chronicalty ill] 

which suffers from the imposition of prejudice but which is inescapable to the very 

extent that application and access are worthwhile" (Schaffer and Lamb 198 1 : 107). 



N:hilo the informants depend on some form of accommodation to remain enrolled and 

sngaged in their studies. the process of requesting and obtaining that accommodation 

makes them pcculiarly visible in unanticipated ways: 

Cori na: * '  I kno M. I don 'r look like I need it, and in class. I know ihat the professor 
~-cal/j .  11-urchecl me. j+ou know. to sec f l  could wrire. or how much I wrote. which 
m~r& ii realk awkwurd for me. =Ind rhen he rnarked me vea& hard too, so I gor a 
~-crrlij. /OM- mark in rhar course and rhar didn i help marrrrs " [and later] " Well, I guess 
l t o ~ *  / approuch professors has changed sornewhat. Amial/": I had to do rny 
pr-ucricltm and I didn 't knorv then 1J-r w s  going to be able to do if, how I was going ro 
mur7uge ir. Bur r didn 't tell them. nhead of time. rhar I hud a healih problem. And I 
d i h  'r real-* need an)? speciai accommoda~ions, jusr extra rime and help wirh the 
~~'pir tg"  

In this first excerpt. the informant learns that by insisting on a particular type of 

accommodation, she has made both herself and her work more visible to the 

instructor. While she must master the rules and conventions of a new medium in 

which to present her coursework and assignrnents, she is also aware that her claim of 

disability is treated with scepticism and suspicion. 

The informant then goes on to explain how, subsequent to this original experience, 

her approach to accommodation has changed. She no longer identifies herself as 

having physical difficulties ahead of time. Without the visibility involved in self- 

identifI ing as disabled. she makes arrangements for help more infomally. In her 

practicum. for example. while she still receives an extension of time and the actual 

physical assistance of a transcriber. these activities do not proceed within the 

authorized organizational procedures of accommodation. She is no longer k i n g  

scrutinized or judged. The cost of proceeding in such a contingent way, however. 

becomes evident later in the interview: with deteriorating health, the informant must 

weigh the relative disadvantage of disclosing her disabil ity against the possi bility that 

poor work performance might be interpreted as a problem of competency. 



For the nest informant: 

.-hne: 111 rernzs qf'labelling. I rhink ugain. I've been carq5ri tchen I say rhar I have a 
di'iubiiirj.. / wuir rrnrii / reaib. need ro. And I have irseJ rhur rerm because if makes 
.wBnse. .4mi  il ~ 1 1 . ~ 0  conveys rhe need /n some w : q s  [YI i ~ u ~ ~ c ~  done rhar. rhen sometimes I 
gel lhis pzczled look. ).ou know. nut sure $l'm srraight up. or $ [ I n  rrying fo pull one 
cnDer. // \t*usn T un issue when my heaZrh rius a /or rvorsc. bltr ir S more of a problern 
11011' 

This escerpt shou-s the informant's reluctance to identic- hsrself as a member of the 

institutionally defined group: she waits until the situation warrants the disclosure. She 

also rei-eals the wa:? in which others' reactions to her daim of disability are organized 

by how closely she approximates the concept of "normal". Her previously severe 

iiniitations in mobilig- and her previously extensive accommodations were not 

questioned. However. like the previous informant. the unpredictability of her disease, 

and the relative invisibility of her symptoms. now legitimate a sceptical stance 

towards her claim of disability. The underlying disabilih has not disappeared - she 

continues to li\.e with the conditions of an il1 body - but with virtually invisible 

symptoms, the informant knows that normative judgements about her "desewingness" 

of accommodation are more likely to be a "problem". This excerpt, and the one 

previous to it. show how the problem of chronic illness consists largeiy in its 

unpredictability . Periods of remission and periods of exacerbation disrupt the 

institutional frarning of disability as a fixed and constant category and corne to 

constitute the =rounds for suspicion and doubt as to the student's deservingness of 

special consideration. 

Nicole: -'i ri7as in my rhird year and I had darn good grudes. I was pulling A 's and A 
minuses. and rhc o n b  reason I'm mentioning rhis is becouse I missed school, when my 
arrhriris was bud, you know. I didn 'r have stellar attendance. And usually, when you 
miss so rnicch yoou don 'r gel top grades, ri@? So. I didn 'r rhink too much about it but 
I wus u~tuoliy. not usked, but told, that I had to go and see the Acting Dean of my 
deparrrnenr. I went in ta see her and was totali'y dumbfounded. 1 thought - oh my god, 
i rnusr have fora& bombed a test, or. sornerhing had gone irfrong. She proceeded to 
~ s k  ~ h y  J rhought would m a k  a good [professional in rnyjiew. And for 15 minutes 



Sad!.: " i f  Then I applied for grad school. and / gor IO rhc inlc.n:iew stage. I had this 
Jisfincr impression rhar he 'd ma& the decision beforr /go/ in the door, rhar 1 would 
grr in. hecuusc I jrrsr felr so cornforrable and I basicallj. sar rhere and ralked abour my 
ilfi.. . .4)qwaj: /te rewaled ar one point - much larer - rhar he had wondered rvhether 
or no[ /  as pk.siccr-7 up ro being a graduate srudenr nrzd had some serious doubts 
ubozr I m_i. ahilir~. 10 complere the program because of rhur- " 

The above excerpts give evidence of the vulnerabiiity of chronically iiI women to 

practices of scrutiny. evaluation and judgement that go beyond the original 

determination of disability. In the first instance. the informant's disability is 

interpreted as a contraindication to her fûture professional goals. In the second. the 

informant talks about how a prognosis of her health - made by her graduate supervisor 

- almost foreclosed her educational opportunities. While the original judgement 

about whether or not the student meets the institutional definition of disability always 

take place in accordance with strict rules (Le.. the rules and procedures of the Policy), 

these other types of diagnostic and prognostic assessrnents and judgernents do not. 

And while the? are not intended to be punitive, these kinds of assessments and 

judgements are the practices in which discrimination and exclusion are grounded. A 

diagnosis. here. is not simpty consignent to a stigmatized or stereotyped identity, it 

represents a definite and concrete set of organizational courses of action. where on the 

basis of "knowing" the diagnosis. the informant's eligibiiity and future progress in 

academia are called into question. While it is generally accepted that medical 

pract i tioners should be accorded greater authority in recognizing and describing the 

condition and limitations of the student's body, here faculty and administrative staff 

themselves can be seen to believe that they too have diagnostic and prognostic 

authority over students disabled by chronic iilness. 



Chronicall>- i 11 students. themselves, are aware of the possible consequences of the 

documentation of their disabilities in their student records. For example: 

.Anne: i llud LI universir). scholarship. and one or nvo sc-hoIc~rships relared to disabiliw 
isstces. .-1rtd I CI/SO had some funding when needed rhrozrgh u programme. the 
i-ocaliottul rehuh programme ... (and later. in regard to the setting up of 
"accomniodations" in her CO-op work placements) [rhe stuff in the department] were 
prourrh-c in sert ing up r q *  CO-ops. rhey 'd send a letter 10 CO-ops soying we have rhis 
slrdcnr. und I gor a grear [errer huck seing. yes. we ' I I  ntakr specia2 
ucconlnto~iuf jorrs! " 

Inceniewer: " ltëre you ever concerned about. when ihqr did the co-op. about being 
idrntified us u studenr with a disability? " 

Anne: " lés. / have acruah'y. In terms of contacting someone. say when you 're 
uppli~ing for jobs at a luter stug~. and fthey see somerhing thar triggers a rejection of 
sorne kind. / suppose 1 do wonder about thut, und I do have concern about keeping 

rrud qf records about those things, Yeah. for sure. yah .  Sometimes I/eel very 
puranoid wurious about al1 that documentation being out there. I mean. ifthe 
mu bif i ~ ,  pro blern becornes particularly bad, and obv io ld~~  visible. then worrying 
uhoul the docttmentuf ion is poinrless. The disobility is obvious. But when things are 
on the mend. ... I've actual[v asked for advice around rhar in terms ofseeking work 
und ng. generul policy is to never ident f i  it until I 've had a chance to tell them what 
rncrrrers abour rhe decision being made" 

While special accommodations arranged in her coop work placement and 

disabiIity-relatrd scholarships have fostered this informant's participation in her 

program of study. they have also lefi a "paper mil" that leads back to her medical 

histop-. This student worries that the documentation "out there" may "trigger a 

rejection of some kind" when she applies for employment in the future. 

The university recognizes that while identifLing oneself as disabled is voluntary, 

the process also has the potential to be intnrsive and stigmatizing. Consequently, there 

are steps taken to ensure the confidentiality of disabled students documentation. 

Coordinator of the OSD: " When a student has a concern around their documentation, 
WC ais0 pur a note in the Ietter [to the instmctor] saying - please remernber. all this 
informarion is ro be kept confidenrial, und so forth. We i.e dealing with professionak 
foo. on the other hand. and I think faculty ulso have had training about student >files 
and what srudenr 's f les  in the department are used for. und they 're probably kepr 
under lock and key. .. And fsomeone phones me (laughs) asking me information about 



rhis un J tl1i.s srztdenr. I don 'r do rhar mer  the photte. / 'li uuit and as& the srirdenr to 
.vip u release o f  injbrmarion form. so rhere 's a faircl. srringmt policy around rhar. " 

1 n12n.i ewcr: "-4 rc students caurio ris ubour releasing d2i;;renr kinds of information? " 

Coordinator of the OSD: "lr i,aries. Some of [hem cortldn i care less (laughs). And 
or her-s ur-e \7en: venv cautioirs. The). rnighr say - I don 'r ic-anr my information to be 
~iisrribtcretl - or- - / don '1 wunr you ro wrire u lerrer ro m- proj; /'II talk with him if 
iwc-cssuc.. Thur '.Y-fine wirh me. Bur sotnerimes you ger LI cotzcern about rhar. 
pro fissors phorle me back and ~.otrld rea- like ro kno~i. a hir more ... Well. we also 
hcrive p o p k  ir-irh chrnnic illnesses - AiDS or Hep C - und rhey reaffy don 't feel 
corn for r ahlu M. irh hming rhar around. " 

Here. although the Coordinator says that some students '-couldn't care iess" about the 

confidentiality of their documentation. it becomes apparent later on in the interview 

that these students are those whose disabilities are visible and obvious. For student's 

wliose disabilities are less visible. or are highly stipatizing, as in the case of 

psychological or emotional diffïculties. AIDS and Hepatitis C. confidentiality 

becomes crucial. These students. as the Coordinator of the OSD discloses. actively 

make use of the protections in place to protect their privacy. However. there is a 

troubling assumption that is made in this excerpt. i.e.. that faculty and staff are al1 

professionals and will always make sure that they protect the confidentiality of the 

documentation of the student. An interview with another informant shows the limits 

of such understandings of professionalism. 

Past Service-Provider in the OSD: "Nor allprofessionais are bound by the same 
ei kics.. . i r  s nor u pro blem in rhe counselling departrnenr. ir  's lock and key. But once 
ir S serlr oui ro rhc deparrrnenrs. rvho keeps ihar? Who sers rhat? What are rheir rules 
~ ~ b o l i t  shnring ir!firrnarion arnongsr ihemselves? ... l toldyoir about the insfrucior who 
uslied the class trherher or nor rhey thou& ir fair thar one student was getting ail 
fhesr accomrnodurions. And mv supervisor 's response rctas - wel! thut was just one 
professor. rhaLv un anomaly. Thut wus the only one w e  heard about. And r h r  's 
unconscionablc.. because some of that information rnay have real conseguences for . . srtrdents. 

While the work practices of professionals such as counsellors are organized around 

and governed by the concept of "confidentiality". the work practices of other 
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prokssionais. such as instructors and administrative staff, are not. The assumption 

that ail professionals wiI1 be bound by the same ethic ignores the way in which 

concepts such as privacy or confidentiality have different meaninps and different uses 

in diftkrent organizational contexts. While the concept of confidentiality cuts across 

an). number of disciplines and professional practices in the context of the organization 

of the uni\?ersit'-. its precise meaning in each of these contests cm only be determined 

in relation to \\:ha1 panicular individuais. as practitioners. cm be seen to  do Wth it. 

Signing a confidentiality agreement is little protection against the inadvertent 

sharing of interesting or unusual information. and it doesn't prevent what is known in 

one professional or organizational context k i n g  used to make decisions in others. 

These decisions. as to who is eligible for admission to a particular propanme. who 

shouId receive scholarships or other funding, and who receives a letter of 

recommendation, or the like. may al1 be stnictured by prior knowledge of. or 

information about. students' disabilities. Especially where disabilities are believed to 

make a student's fiiil-time and consistent involvement in a particular programme, 

course of study. or employment opportwiity uncertain. or where requirements to 

provide accommodation may be seen as onerous? it is impossible to ensure that such 

knowledge is either suspended. or not taken into account in decision-making 

processes. 

Conclusion 

In chapter four. 1 explained the disjuncture between the persona1 and 

organizational understandings of accessibility and accommodation, respectively. In 

this chapter, 1 have explored the work processes - including those that are not 

observable or reportable as student's "work" - that are required to obtain 
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accommodation. 1 have also pointed to some of the unintended consequences of usine 

the Polit!. that are experienced bj. chronically il1 students. 

Sprcificall~~. 1 have s h o w  hou. the university's need to determine the eligibility of 

disabled students for accommodation legitimizes a sceptical or investigative stance 

tonards them. Because chronic illness is characterized by unpredictability. varying 

symptoms. and uncertain course. this scepticism and the assumption that students may 

be tr)'ing to cheat are especialIy salient for students with chronic illness. 1 have dso 

argued that the individualization of accommodation may actualiy constitute an unfair, 

onerous. and even discriminatory process that undermines the full inclusion and equal 

parricipation of chronically il1 students in the postsecondan; educationai process. 

FinaIl).. 1 have argued that in the course of the original j u d p e n t  about whether or not 

an indi vidual is properly eligible for accommodation, other kinds of diagnostic. 

prognostic and normative assessments and judgements are inadvertently made. These 

practices of assessing and judging. 1 have argued, organize the experiences and future 

opportunities of chronically il1 women in particular. ofien undesirable, ways and they 

can be seen an integral part of those practices which actively accomplish the 

discrimination and disadvantage experienced by people with disabilities in generai. 

In the next. and final. chapter. 1 will show that accommodation is what Smith calls 

"ideological practice" and 1 will argue that the disabilities apparatus, itself -of which 

the Policy on accommodation is a centrai feature - is part of the administrative regime 

of the university and it operates primarily to articulate students with disabilities - in 

al1 their varieties and with al1 their different "needs" - to the overall institutionai 

function for the purpose of accomplishing the university's legal obligation to be 

"inclusive" and nor to discriminate against students with disabilities. 



Chapter Six 

ACCOMMODATION AS IDEOLOCICAL PRACTICE: 
THE DISABILITIES APPARATUS 

Introduction 

In this final chapter. 1 conclude my analysis by showing how accommodation 

works as an ideological practice. In the previous chapier 1 started with the experience 

of the e\repday - as it is known and spoken by students disabled by chronic illness - 

in order to esplicate the assumptions and social relations that structure and organize 

the Policy. In this chapter, 1 turn my attention to the ideological procedures through 

which the work processes and practical activities of chronically il1 students. faculty 

and administrative staff are rendered accountable within the ideological schemata of 

the universit>.. 

Specifically. 1 will show how the disabilities apparatus. through the Office for 

Students with a Disability (OSD). constmcts both disability and accommodation as 

textual products of administrative practices. First by producing disabled students' 

'-needs" out of the surveys. assessrnents and physical access audits conducted by the 

universitu. Then bj- providing students and faculty with an interpretive schema 

through which legitirnate instances of disability and accommodation cm be 

recognized. The Coordinator and administrative staff who work in the OSD may be 

committed to assisting disabled students remain engaged in their studies. They are also 

professionals who clearly think of  themselves as providers of a caring service to the 

students who approach their office. Accommodation. itself. is a crucial process that 

allows chronically il1 students to participate in postsecondary education. My aim in 

this analysis. however. is to show how accommodation becomes a ruling activity. 

Dsspite their good intentions, both faculty and administrative staff corne to know 
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chronically il1 students and what would be "relevant" action from within the discursive 

frame pro~bided b>. the Policy - which is part of a ruling practice (Campbell 2000). 

The work of the OSD. 1 argue. consists main]? in articulriting disabled students - in 

a11 their \-arieties and with al1 their differing '-needs'. - to the overall institutional 

function. It produces an institutional order out of the conflicts. disagreements and 

resistance that characterize the work of providing accommodation. The Policy - as a 

textuaIl> mediated relation of niling - also coordinates the activities and decision- 

making processes of the university with the activities and decision making processes 

of the medical system. It is this latter process that contradicts the taken for granted 

assumption that a "social" disabilities apparatus constitutes a genuine alternative to the 

dominant biomedical mode1 of disability. 

The Ideological Practice of Accommodation 

The concept of "disability" is a lynchpin in a comples ueb of institutional 

detinitions. though which eligibility for social assistance. disability pension benefits, 

accommodation. and so on. are made (Linton 1998). In other words. the concept of 

disability is a constituent of a complex of relations articulating people with disabilities 

to the specialized functions of the ruling apparatus (Smith 1987). Disability and 

accommodation. as organizational categories appearîng in university policies and 

regulations. are not categones of a natuml kind; that is. the experienced phenornena 

are not the same as the organizational categones. Rather. these categones are the 

means by which an idiosyncratic and personal experience of bodily impairment can be 

art iculated to the administrative and bureaucratic relevances of the university for the 

purpose of activating an organizational course of action (Smith 1974: 1987). It is 

through the work of the OSD - as the physical locus of the university's disabilities 
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apparatus - that specific discrete '-needs" of disabled srudents are identified in order 

to plan and coordinate the various student. administratiw and instructional activities 

required for the Policy's enactment. 

Disa biliw and "Needs " 

During the period of time that the old disability policy \vas reviewed and a new one 

was drafied (between 1994- 1997). the University of Victoria's interim Advisory 

Committee on Issues Affecting Students with Disabilitiss conducted surveys and 

assessments of disabled student's "needs". systematically collected and evaluated 

disabiiity policies from other universities across Canada and performed physical 

access audits of the University of Victoria's facilities on campus. While this process is 

normally taken for granted as a process of identifjkg disabled students' "needs". it is 

analyticslly an administrative project of disaggregating a disabled student's actuality 

into manageable parts. The resources of the university - including the services and 

forms of assistance to which it was aiready habituated - provided a schema for 

--discovering" disabled snidents' "needs". For example. oniy established snidents who 

were already participating in postsecondary education were involved in the swey .  

This means that the '-needs" of individuais unable to access or remain engaged in 

postsecondary education were effectively excluded. 

Canvassing disability policies from other Canadian universities ensured that the 

institutional categories and concepts used by the University of Victoria in its new 

disabi 1 ity policy would be aligned with the categories and concepts used by other 

Canadian universities. The process of harmonizing the University of Victoria's new 

disability policy with disability policies at other Canadian universities is not simply a 

means of benefiting from the experiences of acton in other organizational sites, it also 



provides a glimpse into how mies. routines and ordinar-y everyday work processes in 

ont: local setting become coordinated and standardized across different institutional 

sites. The physical access audits were of panicular importance because they provided a 

means by which the university could demonstrate immediate cornpliance with its duty 

to accommodate. Through a one-time expenditure of funds - used to rnake changes to 

the built environment such as building ramps. improving signage. making washrooms 

wheelchair accessible. acquinng specidized adaptive equipment. and so on - the 

university is able to provide concrete accommodation to not just one. but potentiaily 

many students with disabilities. 

Bslow is a schema adapted from Smith ( l990a: 1 52). that will help me show how 

students' lived actualities are transliterated into an account for organizational action 

(Le.. arrows A-B-C-D). The lower arrow fiom D to B suggests how categories of 

"need" arise in relation to the interpretive frame that the Policy provides. 

1 Activation of the tcxt I 

ht: tt\pcrir.nce of- 
Ilnrss and fatiguc, 

ay to day stmgglc. 
nablr: to perform 
rdinap dail) 

kncoding 
identification of 
"needs" for: 
special adaptive 

-) Pquiprnent access to 

àciiities. counseling cornmodation to 
services. financial nder the w e  of a 
assisrance office. 
altematr tening 
rormat, extension of 
deadlines. etc. 

A: is the student's actuality. B: provides the "codes" or "needs" that are selectively 

taken up from that lived actuality and which are necessaxy for determining the 

student 's eligi bi lity for accommodation, at C. The student's "needs" are formally 
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recognized through the interpretive schema that the Poiicy provides (at D), and they 

form the basis of the decision about what organizational course of action will be 

selected at E. 

It is important to note the circularity of the uni\ersity's ideological practice of 

meeting disabled students' 'meeds". The decision to re\.ieu. and revise the disability 

policy followed ctosely from two important legal decisions that both upheld the rights 

of disabied students to obtain reasonable accomrnodati~n'~. Thus. le@ necessity 

pro~.ided both the rationale and the framework for identifjing disabled students 

"needs" in the first place. During the time that the universi-. collected and interpreted 

its survey data. it was actually selectively treating disabled students' lived actualities 

in terms of a predetermined framework. by transposing them into the institution's 

categories and concepts. The data, thus ordered, becarne the administrative and 

constructed reality intended by the schema and the schema interpreted the data (Smith 

1990a). 

Because the university's process of providing acconimodation draws on students 

liwd esperience. the Policy c m  be said to incorporate the interests of students with 

disabilities. When disabled students become applicants for the items and services of 

the uni ver si^.. however. their actual conditions of life and their differing resources, 

capabilities. alternative choices. and social realities are ignored and rewritten. The 

subjectivity of the student is cancelled as she takes up a discursively organized subject 

position as an applicant. The Policy helps to construct a set of institutionally defined 

"needs" that may or rnay not correspond to the student's actual demands. For example, 

in one situation. an informant was awarded a disability related scholarship for a period 

of a Far. Due to the exacerbation of  her illness, she was required to take a leave of 

absence during the second term of her studies. Because there were no provisions to 
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deièr the scholarship. she was required to forego the remainder of the scholarship 

funds. The actual demands and requirements of this student were thus subordinated to 

the rulrs and procedures that governed the disbursernent of scholarship fùnds. 

Arficrrluting the Individual to the Institutions/ Function 

Physicaliy. the OSD is a small office (with 2.5 ernployees) and it depends crucially 

on existing semices and departments in the university such as Student Financial Aid 

Senfices. the Student Emplo-ment Centre. and Counselling Services: 

Coordinator of the OSD: " We rry ro work as much as possible wirh the exisring 
departments. 1 dan 'r believe in recrearing our own iittic-financial aid oflce. and such, 
jor srtrdents ~ Y r h  disubifiries. Whar is nice, is that under- Srrrden~ Services you have al1 
r hese or her departmenrs: you have Financial A id, you hme studenf counseZZing, 
emplo~?rnenr O ffce. rhe Zearning centre - we 're in the sunze building. .. We 're a s m d  
office physicaf fy. but I also think thar it 's the best modd ichere you work wiih the 
orher people in rhe orher deparrrnents and bring their mvareness up " 

The OSD not only performs the work of recognizing particular discrete "needs" of the 

disabled student, it also refers. or articulates, them to those services and programmes 

that the- are seen to require. M i l e  the outcornes of such work processes as '.assessing 

the neeas of students with disabilities" appear to address the unique circumstances of 

each student's individual situation. such "needs" assessments are already organized by 

the availability of specific existing services and programs that the university offers. 

Outcomes of assessments are always directiy linked to the --problems" that can be 

identified and are elaborated within the official organizational processes. "Solutions" 

are always directly linked to the services and programs that the university can already 

provide. These senrices and programmes. themselves. are organized around the 

identified needs and requirements of the general student population. 

Once again. there is a peculiar circularity, and also a contradiction, that arises in 

the work of the OSD in refemng disabled students to other university services and 
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programmes. Rather than meeting the unique meeds" of'disabled students. the 

activities of the OSD can be seen as working in two distinct directions: in one 

direction ir isolates and names some of the particular "problrms" and "needs" - 

financial. employment. or psychological problems - of that part of the student 

population who are defined as disabled: in the other. it authonzes particular senrices 

and programmes to be the holders of the *-solutions" to these problems. There is '-an 

imxr coherence" between the problem of disability thus represented. and the solutions 

that can be applied to it. "such that the actdi ty.  produced as 'what actually 

happened/what is.' c m  be seen to require its own descriptive categories and 

conceptual procedures" (Smith 1990a:78). 

U'hile the OSD intends to maxirnize the learning opponunities of disabled 

students. it can only ever do so in terms set by the organization of existing services 

and prograrns. which are themselves organized around the concept of the average. and 

not disabled. student. Hence. the OSD can only attend selectively to the problems that 

may be encountered in the everyday lives of students with disabilities. Howevei in 

their work of facilitating the absorption of particular disabled students into the overall 

organizational structure of the university, the OSD can be seen as accomplishing the 

accessibility and inclusiveness of the university. in cornpliance with legislation and 

other juridical processes. without actually requiring any significant overall 

organizational change. 

A telling example of how this process of articulation happens - i.e., how identified 

'-needs'. suggest their own solutions - c m  be seen in the close working relationship 

between the OSD and the counselling centre: 

Coordinator of the OSD: "I have a background in counseZZing, but I am not a trained 
CO rrnse1,'or. Bur I know very well when I in talking with srudenrs and I can see thut, I 
don 't know, rhey have a problern wirh srress, or personal problems, I will refer hem fo 
one of rhe counsellors. And it S nice being in the same office. I can actuaZZy walk them 



oivr thu-L' and iittroduce them. " [and later in the intenisu.] "depending on the 
disabili~: d e p ë n h p  on where -vou are with ir - or yorr haw some people who have 
pi-ohlrrns wirlt deniai - people are in direrent places in rheir lires. dgferent levels of 
mutririh: diffèrent levels ofacceptance with what you curt ùo or cannot do. and so on. 
BJ, rhe end oj'r hr da): i f  S a personul choice " 

The close relationship between the OSD and Counselling Services. and the 

frrquenc). with which the Coordinator of the OSD talked about the i m p o m c e  of 

being able to refer disabled students for personal counselling. may also point to the 

wa). in which the work processes of chronicaily ili students become b*reconstructed as 

social or psychological processes. depriving them of their necessary anchorage in an 

economy of material conditions. time and effort mm (Smith 1987: 163). Here. the 

distress. anxiety. frustration. and fear experienced by disabled students are seen by the 

Coordinator to be more surely related to their psychological attributes and emotional 

characteristics than they are to their objectively existing difficulties and strained 

resources. 

The importance of personal psychological counselling was also echoed by the 

research informants: al1 but one accessed some fonn of counselling, Le.. at the 

university's Counselling Services. private counselling, or counselling provided 

through the Arthntis Centre: 

Jody: IKhen I srarted to see A counsellor. I would leove wiih these huge insights and 
wus beginning 10 see myselfdiflerently.. I think I was sturting to m u r e  and also to 
deal with what / had ro deal with around rny losses ... " 

Co ri na: "And go ing For counselling] helped too. I saw [the counsellor] individu* 
and ivent through a stress management course. and I went ro the educational 
wrkshops roo. And some of it was helpful. " 

Les lie : "And my [physician] actually said - well things like this are usualiy connected 
ro something else - and because it s w e d  early, rhere '.Y a chance of it progressing or 
no!. and ifyou work on your emotional stufl it could be gone in fhe years. So I kzep 
muking a point of working on that and being assertive ... " 



Lee: **One qf the rhings I rhar 1 cerruiniy experienctrd ar rhc iiniversi~-. and rhat I know 
orher people ùid wus when Ifir-sf srarred going there. I ucccssed CoztnseZZing 
Seri.ices. Ir i c . m  a rc.hole new en~ironment. a new adverrrurc for me. it ruas new, the 
iihole rhing. I i w s  scared I hadjusr gorren cr lor berfer ~ l n d  ; wonred ro sorr of ger 
some husi.~-#or where I was and wherc I was going. you knmt-. rhar sort of thing- And 
j.o il kno w. rhei-e wasn 'r an-v unders f unding about the issue.\ ~hur I was conrendhg 
~i-irh. There \i-usn 'I on)? ut ail." 

The close relaiionship between the OSD and Counselling Semices is a socially 

organized relation where the different services play complementary roles: the OSD 

attends to the accessibility of the physical environment and the accommodation of the 

disabilin.. and Counselling Services takes up the "problems" that are lefi over. While 

these problems ma). result from the mismatch between the students "needs" and the 

uni versity 's '-solutions". they become interpreted - as demonstrated in the excerpt 

from the Coordinator of the OSD above - as "personal problems". and the failure to 

properI y manage stress. More important1 y' the central role of counselling locates the 

responsibility for change within the individual. Counselling can only ever take up 

those issues that are already situated within its frame of reference; and counselling is 

seldom political. Through the practice of refemng students with "problems" on to 

counselling. the "problem" remains located in the individual. and the social 

deterrninants of the experience of distress remain invisible. 

The Conceptual Framing of Disability and Accommodation 

The Coordinator for the OSD also indicates that it is the OSD's goa! to "bring up 

the awareness" of other people in other departments. Accordingly, the Coordinator of 

the OSD. along with the Equity Oficer, also provide educational presentations about 

disability and accommodation issues to faculty in various departments. These 

presentations cl&@ for faculty the kinds of dificulties and issues that disability 



entails and the lirnits and extent of their lep l  obligation to provide reasonable 

accommodation. 

Coordinator of the OSD: "E\*ey. deprrmenr has their. o:~m culture. rheir own rvays of 
coi~dzict ing business. bur rhey are a l  subjec~ ro rhe sanw rrrziversir). policies. So when 
il cornes ro providing accommodation. rhere is no choic*~. bFe1l. for a 101 of 
depcrrtnzents ir hus ro do. I guess. wirh artit udes. beliejs. wirh educar ion.. . So when we 
go to rhejaczrl~- meetings and rime presenr an hour. or one und a havhours on 
acconrrnodarions. nor onlit for studenrs bur also for stujf - hecause we have an aging 
-facrrb. (lairghs/. )*ou know. ir brin@ ir home a bir c h e r  ro !hem. We have a 201 of 
thrnz. like me. who wear eye glusses. sense of hearing is hecorning a probiem, or 
people who are srarting ro use scooters, orfind rhar rhc srairs are becoming u bir 
more dv$cult ro go through so the eievator becornes more of a necessi& .. Bur for 
stzrderrrs. I i*e$ound t h  having a policy , and I mean cicar guidelines as ro whar is 
fhr n q -  to proceed now. quite open solves any problems ri& away- " 

Here. the Resource Centre "teaches" faculty about accommodation as it is textually 

mediated through the conceptually organized rules and procedures of  the university. 

These educational seminars c m  be seen as drawing al1 the various "players" of the 

university into the same "ideological circuit": where the legal obligation of the 

university provides an interpretive schema through which the actual "problems" that 

its members - as administrators. instructors and support staff - might encounter with 

disabled students can be "shaped up" to "fit the various bureaucratic responses" of the 

universi~p (Smith l99Oa). Being able to properly implemenr the rules and procedures 

for pro\iding accommodation depends on al1 of the participants using the same 

termi no logies. methods and procedures for recognizing. descri bing and acting upon 

the student's situated and embodied experïence of disability. 

The "clear guidelinesT*. or proper interpretive schema. assists faculty, 

administrators and students aiike to properly recognizs and attend to what is relevant 

in the institutional context. in order to realize a particular institutional course of 

action. By transposing the actuality as it is expenenced into the categones and 

concepts that the institutional processes provide, in accordance with the rules and 
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procedures of the Policy. the cornpliance of the university u-ith provincial and federal 

human rights legislation is also actively accomplished. The intentions of particular 

departments and particular prokssors may differ. as indeed they do. However, by 

attrnding to the same categories of persons. and by confonning to the sarne rules and 

procedures for providing accommodation- each department and each instnictor 

activeIy bring into being the institutional order of the university. 

There is another point to be noted in the above excerpt. Because concepts and 

categories depend on shared understandings and shared vocabularies. the commondity 

of the experience of physical or bodily vulnerability (i.e.. !5e aging process) can be 

called upon and used to show faculty how to recognize what disability is and what it 

entails. -4rguabl y. as disability studies witers point out. such "ease of intuitive 

knowledge is really another aspect of discrimination against people with disabilities" 

(Davis l998:2). The over-extension of the category of disability - that everyone can 

imagine what it is like to be disabled "because everyone has some limitations or 

imperfections" - may lead to the underestimation of  the swuggles of people with 

disabilities who have not only their physical conditions to contend with. but a h  the 

rnany "socially constructed obstacles in their lives" as well (Wendel1 1996:66). 

Yet. from the institutional point of view, encouraging its members to draw upon 

their own cornmonsense understandings of bodily limitation as a rneans of imagining 

the experience of disability. also fosters the development df a template for practice 

that has the administrative or professional point of view built-in to it. Faculty and 

administrative staff may experience the aging process. physical limitations and even 

disabilities bu t  by virtue of their positions as paid and. therefore, protected members 

of the organization. they do not share the sarne vulnerabilities, the same disadvantages, 

or the sarne restricted life possibilities of most disabled students. 



Policies as Coordinators of  Activities: Ruling Practices 

The Polit). on Providing Accommodation for Students with a Disability is a 

structured framework which links up with. and realizes the legal obligations of the 

university and the srate to disabled people as they are expressed in the Charter of 

Rights and Freedoms and the B.C. Human Rights Act. The various rules and 

procedures that characterize the university's policy on accommodation are an 

organizationally structured sequence of distinctive processes that only loosely 

correspond to the actuality of people's everyday expenence of requesting and 

obtaining accornmodation. They impose an organizational order on what would 

otlienvise be a discontinuous and contingent flow of evcryday activities, decisions, 

and practices of reasoning. However. these policies and pr~cedures cannot simply be 

understood as constituents of organizational processes. they are also concrete 

organizers and coordinators of people's everyday activi ties: 

Om budsperson: " The universip gers al1 of its authoriol from legislarion. The 
University of I ïcroria. like everjT orher universiîy in the province, gets its authority 

from the Universih- .4 ct. which is a piece of provincial legislaiion. So whatever 
aurhoriry the universiry hm. has ro be somehow founded in some section of that Act. It 
aOo rnlrsr he consisrenr with provincial legislation ... Similurfy. once you get into the 
Diziversih itseiJ M V  have a structure which is basicah'y a bi-par- kind of split: we 
hare o Board of Governance which is essentially responsible for anything to do with 
mon-. und a Senurr which covers anything to do with academics. Now that S really 
sirnplisric. bur rhar 's rhe split. So let 's s q ~ f o r  example rhar either the Senate or the 
Board of Governors develops a policy, that policy does govern every unir on campus, 
in theor). Bur. I mean. ro acruaKv make it work, you hme ro have cooperutionfi.om 
euch of rhose dtflerenr mirs. " 

Coordinator of the OSD: "ln the book there is a detailed version of the Policy. But 
fiom experience kughs)  f know rhar people hare to read rhc policy document, so 
we 've prepared a kind of handour that we give f o  the studenrs and it explains the 
policy in a nutshell. Ifind thar rhis is quite useful for srudenrs and faculty. So quire 
ofien we send ir to facuhy. In September we '21 do a major mail-out to everybody so 
people are or leasr aware of what the process is. So you see. it 's both for faculty und 
students ... Whenever rhere is a requesr for acadernic uccornmodation, say for extra 



rinw 017 un c-wtn or u need to ,i*rite rhe exum in a qrtier locorion.,.we ulways wrire u 
!erre)- ro rhe instrzrcror. explctininp rhar rhis srudenr has u disabilir)?. thal rhey 've 
mgi-srered wirh rhis O fpce. rhar rhey 've ppresenred doctrrnenrur ion. and 1 encourage 
srir&ms ro gcr a copt. - o f  - ir andpresenr ir ro the prof thcnrseir.es. ivhile I make ir clear 
rhu ri-r will send u copjr as well itt rhe in-house mail ... so it-c need about a week in 
udi.uncr. ar leusr. norificarion. The professor has to sign a reiease-form for the srudeni 
so rhuf we ger rhr exam. There is a fuir amount of coordinurion here. Bur sometimes. if 
is rrzre. I gel a cul/-kom a projessor saying - p u  kno~. .  l ' n 7  nor cornfortable with your 
rqztesr. / beliere ir is compromising die iniegrity of the ctci-riculm. And rhar '.Y where 
[hc. poliq- has helpcd a lot. has made a difference. becuzd-se 1 sa): - you know ihere 's a 
proce.7.7 in piace hue.  ifvuu Te not cornforrable wirh rhc reyuesr ... jirsr of al! you have 
to rulk ro rhe srudenr and explain your concerns. Thar is rhc-firsr step. Ifrhe studenr is 
nor huppj: or does not accepr your reason. they also haw ro appeai the decision ... and 
so on. 

In the excerpts above. the organizing capacities of legislation, the institutional 

functioning of the educational system. the organization and social construction of 

universi5 rules and procedures. their enacunent at the ievel of the department. the way 

in which they are taken up at the level of the individual îàculty member. and 

consequences for the individual student al1 come into view. Each level is characterized 

by activities and decisions of actual individuals, each in their owm local settings which 

are anchored in definite matenal conditions. At the sarne time. these decisions and 

activities do not come about as the personal and idiosyncratic preferences and actions 

of individuals working within the institutional cornples- but are enacted by them as 

features of the social organization of the university seninp. As such, the decisions and 

activities of actual individuals actively accomplish the "ruling practices" of the 

institutional complex regardless of whether or not they agree with each other, or share 

similar intentions and motivations. The university's policies and procedures are 

intentionail y designed to produce an institutional order out of the conflicts. 

disagreements and resistance that characterize the work of providing accommodation. 

This is especially apparent in how the responsibilities of the "university" are 

characterized in the Policy. Where policies and procedures refer to 'rhe university'', al! 
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individuals involved in the provision of university-related services are included. Le.. 

facult>.- administrators. counsellors. or other support staff (Policy on Providing 

Accommodation for Students with a Disability. Section 6.1 1. Yet. -rhe university" 

impliss a cohesiveness within the category that does not actualIy exist. In the system 

of appeals. which provides a mechanism through which ro --settle" disagreements 

about accommodation between instructors and students. the differences between the 

relsvances of administration and the relevances of instruction become more apparent. 

While the provision of accommodation ostensibly takes place in the classroom and in 

the processes and practices of teaching and/or evaluation. the '-legal and moral" duty 

to provide accommodation lies with the university as an institution. The activities of 

both students and faculty. therefore. are coordinated and organized by the 

administrative relevances of the Policy which are designed to produce an institutional 

order. 

For example. even where a student has satisfied the conditions of the Policy - that 

is. the student has identified herself as disabled, her documentation is determined to be 

acceptable. and the requested accommodations appear to be reasonabie and 

appropriate in relation to the student's chosen pro- of study - the instnictor may 

not have participated in planning or approving the proposed accommodation, and may 

not wish to. There are practical reasons for these kinds of responses. M i l e  some 

instructors regard the provision of accommodation as an opportunity to refine and 

improve the overall quality of their practices of instruction and evaluation, others rnay 

resent interference in their established methods of teaching and evaluating (Young 

1996). Some report that the work of planning altemate strategies of evaluation or 

working with unfamiliar media to be an onerous and time-consuming process. Many 

are unaware of disability-related issues. Still othen find that increased class sizes 



sr\,erely cunail the arnount of tirne that can be spent on cach individual student. 

making students with disabilities a drain on their scarcr resources of time and energy. 

Tliese institutional constraints within which faculty must provide accommodation are 

also consequential for chronically il1 students. 

However. regardless of whether or not faculty are amenable or resistant to 

pro~iding accommodation for students with disabilities. and regardless of whether or 

not students find such accommodations to be usefui, by adhsring to the orgnizational 

procedures as outlined in the official policies. the proper institutional course of action, 

i.e.. providing reasonable accommodation. is realized and the university actively fulfils 

its legal duîy to accommodate. Further, by securing reasonable accommodation 

through the Policy on Providing Accommodation for Students with a Disability. the 

activities and tasks of the student. the student's physician. the administrative and 

suppon staff in the OSD. the instmctor, and whoever else cornes to be involved in the 

process. are al1 coordinated and concerted through the realization of the institutional 

course of action in the local setting. 

This panicular coordination of knowledge and action - by individuals not 

necessarily known to each other. noi sharing the sarne expertise. and not situated in the 

same local setting - simultaneously makes disabled students' "needs" manageable and 

ful fils the uni~~ersity's legal duty not to discriminate against students with disabilities. 

As an ideological practice. the Policy does away with the organization's capacity to 

interact with the chronically i l l  student as an individual. She becomes an aggregate of 

"needs" to be satisfied through the services and priviieges that the university has to 

offer. Depending on the student's actuai demands or the way in which the faculty 

member "takes them up". the accommodation can be genuinely useful or it may be 
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insfkctive. Regardless of the outcorne, however. the student is understood to have 

been '-accomn~odated". 

Conclusion 

The study presented here uses institutional e thnopphq to close the gap between 

analyses of the '-embodied experience" of illness and analyses of the systemic 

inequities that disability- c m  be seen to produce. Using the everyday experiences of 

chronically il1 women who are postsecondary students in this particular university. I 

have attempted to explicate some of the broader societal processes which penetrate the 

local setting and which stand to disadvantage chronically il1 students. My initial 

intrrest in this subject maner was kindled by the discrepancy 1 observed between the 

struggles of chronically il1 students to remain engaged in their studies and the widely- 

held assumption that the university's new disability policy not only "solved" the 

probIem of equity for disabled students. it also conferred advantages and benefits that 

were unfair for other students (Young 1996). 

My decision to focus on wornen was prompted by the cal1 in disabilities studies for 

analyses that dismpt the homogeneity of the category of -'disability" by including other 

axes of difference. i.e.. of gender. race. type of disability. and so on (Moms 1991 ; 

Wendel1 1996). Women are more likely than are men to be affected by chronic health 

conditions (Moms 1991) and they are less likely - due to childcare responsibilities or 

working in traditionally female-dominated, low- status. low-wage service sector 

positions - to receive disability pension benefits above subsistence level social 

assistance benefits (Asch and Fine 1988;  qui^ 1994). For wornen, therefore, 

disability is ofien complicated by poverty. This means that postsecondary education - 

with the opportunities for more professional, flexible and well-paid employment it 
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provides - is especially important for women. Even though 1 have chosen to start 

from the experiences of women. much of my analysis \vil1 be relevant for chronically 

i l 1  men. 

In the first chapter. 1 introduced the two main theoretical approaches to the 

problem of disability. In the more dominant biomedical model of disability. disabled 

individuals are studied in their particularïty, usually as objects of other's professional 

practices. The social model of disability. which argues that the biomedical approach is 

intertwined with and part of the discrimination and oppression experienced by 

disabled individuals. shifis the obligation for change fiom the body and activities of 

the disabled person to the built environment and social arrangements which are al1 

organized around noms of "able-bodiedness". 

As 1 pointed out. the disability rights movement has been successfUl in having the 

social. rather than biomedical. model of disability adopted as the basis for anti- 

discrimination policies within Canada's legal. educational. healthcare, economic and 

other social systems. The Policy on Providing Accommodation for Students with a 

Disability (rev. 1997). developed by the University of Victoria, is typically considered 

to be part of this more social response to the exclusion and discrimination experienced 

by disabled people. However. while the Policy enunciates a nonnative theme of social 

justice for people with disabilities, the concrete tasks and practices it entails - 

especially the medical criteria for eligibility - reinforce and sustain individualistic 

biomedical understandings of disability as well. Even though it is intended as a social 

solution to the problem of exclusion and discrimination. the Policy also explicitl y 

replicates the social relations of medicine within the local site of the academy. This is 

not simply a matter of the universi- "borrowing" concepts and categories fiom 

medical discourse. By requinng students with disabilities - especially those with less 
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obvious or --invisi bie" disabilit ies - to provide appropriate medical documentation. the 

institutional processes of education are coordinated with and made dependent upon the 

insti tutional processes of medicine. 

For people uith disabilities. medicine is part of the "ruling apparatus". Both 

medical kno\vIedge and medical practices are stmctured through and through by ruhg 

relevances. Through the implementation of the Policy. the social relations that 

characterize the professional practice of rnedicine - where the physician is the 

"expert" knower and the patient is the object of knowledge - are reproduced in the 

academy . Thus. the embodied. direct1 y-known experience of c hronic illness is 

subordinated and subdued to the categories, coding procedures. and conceptuai order 

of medicine. 

This coordination of the academy and the medical system is particularly 

conseqlrential for chronically il1 women. Wornen are more likely than men to be 

affected by chronic illness and within the context of healthcare. women and women's 

health care needs are ofien discountcd or ignored (Lock 1998). Because pain and 

fatigue - the most cornmon symptoms of chronic illnesses such as rheumatoid arthritis 

- cannot be objectively measured. these kinds of complaints are ofien disregarded or 

are subordinated to "visible" evidence that the physician can observe. "[Tlhe 

subjective experience of illness does not stand in a one to one relationship with 

measurable pathology" (Lock 1 998:56), and the process of diagnosis is ofien 

protracted and cornplex. It is therefore troubling that at the heart of â "social" response 

to the problem of discrimination. medical practitioners c m  still be seen to have 

aut hority over the bodies, understandings. and experiences of chronically i Il women. 

As my analysis discloses, far from moving away fiom a biomedical approach to 

disabil iiy. the policies and procedures actually reinforce and sustain the resiliency of 



medical \va>?s of knowing. Indced. the universis's policy depends for its very 

kgitimacy and authorin. on the objective knowledge of medicine and its 

indhiduafistic biomedical understandings of disabilit>-. 

In chapters two and three. 1 introduced Smith's sociology and the research strategy 

k n o w  as institutional ethnograph).. iMy intention was to show hou. Smith's approach 

could provide an analysis congruent with the prescriptions of the social mode1 of 

disabil$. while at the sarne time combining two usually separate areas of study - 

analyses of individuals in their local settings and analyses of institutional relations - 

into one project of research. Rather than objectifi women disabled by chronic illness. 

or to study them in their particularity as deviations fkom the "nom", my aim was to 

shed light on some of the institutional processes in the academy that may disadvantage 

chronical 1 y il1 wornen and (dis)organize their future opportunities and student careers. 

In its broadest sense. my analysis discloses - for chronicaliy il1 students - how their 

own locally situated experience is inextricably bound to regimes of ruling (Smith, G. 

1995). 

Smith's approach is especially usefùl in providing an analysis that adequately 

accounts for the differences in outcornes that people with disabilities experience. As 1 

discussed in the first two chapters, disability does not exert an even influence over all 

individuals equally and there is no one to one correspondence between physical and 

social disadvantages. By exploring how differences in experience arise - i.e., through 

ho\v students' everyday activities are entered into and coordinated with the activities 

of others - other dimensions of an individual's social experience were also 

illuminated. For example, by exploring the "work" processes of chronically il1 

women. particularly those activities not ordinarily observable or reportable as their 

work. it was necessary to take their material circumstances and resource conditions 



into account. Instead of resolving the differences in material outcomes into the 

ps).chological characteristics of the informants. it was possible to explore the relations 

that generare differences in the lived experience of chronically il1 women. 

Smith's approach provides a unique way to investigate what she calls '-the 

relations of ruling". For Smith. texts and text-mediated forms of knowledge organize. 

regulate and coordinate the activities of people in their diverse local settings across 

space and tirne. The University of Victoria's Policy on Providing Accommodation for 

Studcnts with a Disability (rev. 1997) is a good example of a textually mediated mling 

relation that organizes. regulates and coordinates the activities of students. faculty. 

administrative staff. physicians. lawyen. policy makers. and so on. Designed to 

reconcile the relevances of human rights legislation with the interests and relevances 

of the academy. the policy can be seen to produce an institutional order out of the 

conflicts. disagreements and resistances that characterize the process of providing 

accommodation. By activating the Policy. the work processes and activities of 

students. faculty and staff al1 actively accomplish the university's legal obligation not 

to discriminate against students with disabilities. The provision of "accessible and 

accommodating postsecondary education", I argued. is a text based and ideological 

practice. That is. the subjective and everyday actualities of chronically il1 applicants' 

lives were transposed into the ruling categones and relevances of the Policy. That 

process accomplishes the ruling enterprise of "no discrimination" for the university, 

but as an account it departs from what the informants know about their own 

experiences and the workings of their lives. 

This is not to Say that accommodation never operates in the interests of disabled 

students. Chronicall y il1 students depend crucially on sorne form of accommodation to 

access and participate in postsecondary education. Yet in spite of the good intentions 
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of policy-makers. faculv and administrative staff. acconlmodation depends on 

objecti1.e administrative - or ideological - practices that subdue the subjectivities of 

chronically il1 \vomen to the institutionai accounts that -'stand in" for them. The same 

procedures that are integral to accountable administration and organizational decision- 

making. also operate to subordinate what chronically il1 uomen rnight know or say 

about their o ~ m  esperiences. My analysis exposes and describes -'built in" flaws 

arising fiom the conceptuaiization of accommodation as a text mediated niling 

practice. 

The argument that disadvantage and discrimination ma- be consequences of 

institutional measures designed to produce fairness for particular disadvantaged 

groups contradicts the taken for granted assumptions that lof@ ideals can be legislated 

and that good rules will always have good effects. Yet the abstract criterion of social 

justice must always be understood as a set of coherent tasks and goals that are enacted 

in the actual local settings and circumstances of people's everyday Iives. Even though 

thzy are organized and implemented in the interest of producing faimess for excluded 

and disadvantaged groups. equity policies (such as the Policy on Providing 

Accommodation for Students with a Disability) are necessarily bound up in relations 

of mling. By interrogating the inadequacies of these policies. and showing how 

apparently beneficial practices may tum out to have negativr or unintended 

consequences. researchers provide a place to begin to engage in oppositional work. 

They allow professionals, and those who are ordinady objects of other's professional 

practices, to choose what kind of stance to take. and what course of action to follow, 

and thus disorganize the "ruling project as originally conceived" (Campbell and 

Manicom i 995 : 1 1 ). 
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AFTERWORD - TO ACCOMMODATE OR NOT TO ACCOMMODATE 

In the telling of their experiences. chronically il1 siudents reveal the way in which 

identifiing as disabled and requesting accommodation may stand to (dis)organize their 

act ivities. ssperiences and future opportunities. Indeed. the implementation of the 

rules of accommodation do not necessarily operate in the interests of chronically il1 

women. Informants who secured accommodation on a more contingent and informal 

basis tended to have more success: they were not scrutinized or subjected to the same 

assessments and j udgements that c haracterized the experience of those who became 

forma1 applicants. Students who avoided formal institutional encounten a h  

minirnized the "work" required to stay engaged in their studies. 

While the practical implementation of the Policy can be seen to produce inequities 

for students who are chronically ill. it does not necessarily follow that chronically il1 

students shouid be advised not to use the services of the OSD. The problem of chronic 

illness as a disability is already largely invisible in the organizational context of the 

university. For example. while there was no shortage of informants with chronic 

illnesses, the interviews with institutional members (Le.. faculty and administrative 

stam failed to yield even one example of students with chronic health conditions such 

as rheumatoid arthntis. Instead. they used examples of learning disabilities or 

emotional and psychological disabilities to parallel the problern of invisibility. To 

illustrate the problem that absences and unpredictability might cause, they used 

exarnples of accommodation for religious observances. For examples of stigma and 

concems about confidentiality. the experiences of students with AIDS and Hepatitis C 

were used. Chronic illness. in other words, failed to fit the institutional framing of 

disability. If chronically il1 students continue to choose noi to identie themselves as 

disabled. they contribute to their social invisibility and they reinforce the notion that 
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chronicall:. il1 women have little of significance to offer the academy. Acknowledging 

the participation and achievements of chronically il1 students is important. However, it 

is questionable ~vhether or not these broad aims rnight bs accomplished through 

attention to the universitj.'~ disability policy. 

While the university's Policy enunciates a normative theme that is intended to 

realize the ideolog' of human rights. it relies on a logic of rules. procedures. standards. 

and actions to do so. Where outcomes are demonstrated to be inequitable. the 

emphasis is usually placed on the quality of the process. As already discussed in 

previous chapters. the process of requesting and obtaining accommodation usually 

produces ambivalent results for chronically il1 women. Thus. improving the quality of 

the process would tend to strengthen the same standards. rules and procedures that do 

not operate in the best interests of chronicdly il1 students. This means that al1 efforts 

to improve and streamline the implementation of the Policy. including strengthening 

systems of appeal in order to reform and improve accessibility. will tend to reinforce 

procedural remedies. which are themselves deteminants of inequitable outcomes. In 

any case. chronically il1 students seldom have t!!e requisite resources of time and 

energy to be able to consider appeal a reasonable option. Even the activities of the 

university's Ornbudsperson - as an "insider" that can initiate action fiom within the 

institution withour requinng the mobilization of the chronically il1 student - are still 

confined to monitoring and "policing" the existing policies and procedures of the 

university. Unless the underlying assumptions and social relations that stnicture the 

Policy are challenged and transformed. al1 efforts at streamlining and sirnpliQing the 

process will strengthen the same administrative approach to "managing" chronically il1 

students' "needs". 
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Genuine measures to improve equity for chronically il1 students would seem to 

coiisist in changing the fundamental position of chronicall? il1 snd disabled people 

themsehes. On a general societal level. this would invol\v scrutinizing the social 

relations which structure the allocation of social positions. i-e.. improving income 

replacement programs that are calculated below social subsistence levels. changing 

"al1 or nothing" disability pension rules that penalize modified foms of labour force 

participation. and so on. 

In the context of postsecondary education. irnproving the position of chronically il1 

women would entai1 a focus on measures that improve opponunities for disabled and 

chronically il1 women to participate. Afier dl,  postsecondary education - which 

provides the means to well-paid, flexible. and more professional employment - is an 

especially important social determinant of health. It is also a crucial component in 

resisting the accumulation of disadvantage and downward mobility that usually 

accompanies the onset of chronic illness and disability. More importantly. chronicai!y 

il1 women should have the opportunity to participate in the production of a body of 

knowledge that reflects their own experiences, interests. and ways of knowing. 

Accommodation. as it is currently framed in the context of the university, consists 

rnainly in meeting disabled students' institutionally defined .'needs". To accomplish 

the goal of improving the position of chronically il1 women and foster their 

participation in the academy, accommodation would need to remove the obstacles that 

stand in the way of chronically il1 women k ing  able to negotiate their own demands. 



1, The United Kations definitions of impairment. disabilin.. and handicap (UN 1983: I.c. 6- 
7): --Itnpairwzer~r: An. loss or abnormalip of psychological. physiological. or anatomical 
structure or function. Disubilin.: An' restriction or lack (resulting from an impairment) of 
ability to perforrn an activi~. in the manner or within the range considered normal for a 
human being. Handicap: A disadvantage for a given individual. resulting from an 
iinpairment or disabili~,. that limits or prevents the fulfilment of a role that is normal. 
depending on age. ses social and cultural factors. for that individual". 

2 .  Apart from anthropological analyses of the way in which the body functions as a surface 
upon whic h --the marks of social status. farnily position, tribal affiiiation. age, gender and 
religious condition can easily and publicly be displayed" (Turner 1991:6). and apart fiom the 
use o f  the bod!. as a metaphor for the body politic or for social systems. and illness and 
disease as a metaphor for disorder and dysfunction, the body and the experience of disability 
have remained marginal in social theory and in sociology overall (Turner 199 1 ). 

3. The one notable esception to the absence of illness and disability in social theory, prior to 
the 1960's. is Talcon Parsons' theorizing about the -'sick role" (Parsons 195 1 ). Briefly. 
Parsons' structural functionalist rnodel provided a framework for understanding illness and 
disability as evidence of instability or disharmony in the overall functioning of society 
(Turner 1997). However, while the "sick role" exempts the individual fiom the obligation of 
fulfilling '-normal" social roles and absolves the patient of responsibility for his or her 
condition. the '-sick role" also enshrines the authority of the physician and the medical system 
by requiring the patient to follow only medically authorized pathways to healing (Turner 
1987). In this parad ip  the patient is subordinated to the ultimate authority of the medical 
system and must accept an obligation to become well by complying with an authorized 
therapeutic regime. The importance of Parsons is that he introduced into social theory and 
social analysis a phenornenon that had previously k e n  limited to the domain of medicine. 
The concept of the -*sick role". as a particular social role. provided a "powerful instrument for 
the analysis of cuiture" (Turner 1987:58), and brought into the foreground the whole question 
of responsibility for illness and the sociaI response to disability. 

4. The 1 980's ushered in at least two d ifferent epidemiological sh ifis of profound 
significance. Not only was the general population aging and hecoming more susceptible to 
illness and disability, but "[elvery study. no matter what the measure, showed tremendous 
increases in both the general rates of disability and the specific rates of disability-related 
chronic disease conditions" (Zola I994:59). These increases do not indicate a simpiistic rise 
in '*organically based disturbances" of the body's structures and processes. Raiher, because 
"the biological and the social are interactive in creating disability"(Wendel1 I996:35) the 
increzse in d isabil ity also reflecrs social factors such as accidents; injuries; lack of prenatal 
care: dangerous or inadequate obstetrical practices; the deprivations of poverty; poorly 
enforced occupational sa fe l  standards; environmental degradation and contamination; and 
the changes in espectations of perfomance or increases in the "pace of life" that exclude 
people unable to meet expectations of "normal" performance ( Wendell 1996). 

5. Rheurnatoid arthritis has an uncertain origin, is unable to be predicted with any accuracy, 
and is also dificuit for professionais and medicine to control. In spite of medical advances in 
patient treatment and care, there are no known cures for rheumatoid arthritis and many other 
artliritis-related conditions. As weli, doctors, with the help of pharmaceutical and other 
medical researchers, focus attention '-on cures and imminent cures, on successful life-saving 



medical interventions" (Wendel1 1998269): they take little icterest in. and are relatively 
unequipped to help patients with the less glamourous. more persistent chronic conditions that 
cannot be eliminated or '-cured". 

6. This would include juvenile rheumatoid arthritis. lupus. scleroderrna and myalgic 
encephalomyelitis. 

7. Roughly sevene-ftve percent of those affected with rheumatoid arthritis are women 
(Arthroscope 1995). 

8. Because the rneaning of disabilin for men challenges al1 that is seen as synonymous with 
the traditionall? masculine ideal. Le.. being virile. strong, ph>-~icall>~ able and independent. 
rehabilitative efforts were initiafly directed primarily towards restoring the masculine ideal 
for men. For disabled women. where the feminine ideal was deemed to include such 
attributes as passivi~ and dependence, the effort to promote u omen's productivity and 
independence was deemed unnecessary and redundant (Asch and Fine 1988; Russo and 
Jansen 1 988). Rehabil itation, therefore. is not only structured by a clinical biomedical 
orientation. it also has what Smith would cal1 a "gendered subtest". which has developed 
historically and has become a -'built-in" feature of its operations. 

9. While medical and rehabilitative interventions have irnprcned the overall quality of Iilë for 
man>. people with chronic ilinesses and disabilities. its effects have not been uniformly 
positive. The "culture of rehabilitation" may actively ignore or deny the benefits of 
adjustment that take place outside of the sphere of their professional expertise and influence 
(G. Frank 1988). "Successful" adjustment is usually equated with anempts to more closely 
approsimate the '-normal" population, or is equated with using the prostheses and appliances 
supplied by rehabilitation or occupational therapists regardless of whether or not these are 
useful for the disabled person (G. Frank 1988; Linton 1998). 

10. For women who are chronically ill, and who are unable to \\.ork a fbll complement of 
hours in any case. there has ken.  and continues to be, little incentive for panicipating in 
vocational training or returning to modifled work (Canada Pension Plan 1994). 

1 1.  There is evidence that disabled women are much more likely to internalize negative 
attitudes, feelings of inferiority, and stereotypes, seeing themselves as burdensome and 
unwanted (Asch and Fine 1998). Once economically and physically dependent, disabled 
women are also thought more likely to be emotionally unstable. emotionally needy and bitter 
(Kent 1988). While man' able-bodied women complain about the sexual objectification of 
their bodies and the oppression inherent in the traditionally "feminine" role as nurturers for 
husbands. lovers and children. women with disabilities face a "rolelessness" and social 
invisibility as sesual beings and nurturers (Asch and Fine 1988: Quinn 1994; Thomson 
1 998). Women with disabi lities are descri bed as internalizing societal projections of 
themseives as dependent. unproductive, passive, and needy to the point that they remain at 
home with parents. even as adults. As Asch and Fine point out, however, research indicates 
that while disabled boys are encouraged to go out and meet the world, disabled girls are ofien 
sheltered and protected from it, undermining their capacity for independence and autonomy 
later on (Asch and Fine 1988:8). Further, the alternatives to living at home with parents often 
include debt. substandard housing, exverne poverty, and social isolation (Asch and Fine 
1988: 1998) 



1 2. The social meanings attributed to d ifferent disabil ities are b> no means constant or static: 
the) L.ary over time and across different cultures depending on tlie roles that are available for 
people with disabilities and i llnesses ( W inter 1998). Reasons for institutionalization have 
chaneed too: in the earlg Christian era many disabled people nere cloistered as objects of 
pien. and good works. wrhile in the seventeenth centuq institutionalization served '20 protect 
soc ie~ .  from the physically. intellectually. and socially de\.iant and dependent persons in its 
midst" (W inzer 1998:99). 

13. The dominance of the medical profession in matters concerning illness and health, 
hone\ er. \vas an active accomplishment that occurred only towards the end of the last 
centun (Coburn 1 993). In Canada. medicine was granted direct or indirect control over the 
contest of care and over other health occupations. In effect this created a "monopoIy for 
medicine" (Cobum 1993) where the medical profession acted on behaif of the state to control 
health care. Later. this monopoly for medicine was reinforced through the restriction of the 
activities of other occupations and of the public, i.e., 'rhrough the all-inclusive definition of 
medicine in the Medical Act, through making certain drugs only available through 
prescription by a physician. through restricting the role of public health institutions etc." 
(Coburn 1993 : 1 30). As the complex -'health care division of labour grew. mainly in the 
hospital, many health occupations were 'boni' under medical control" (Cobum 1993:13 1). 

14. Psychological adjustment requires the person with a disability to develop values, beliefs, 
behaviours and goals that promote optimal functioning in maintaining a sense of control, 
rnodifiing daily routines. deaIing with role changes, maintaining a positive self-concept. 
handling physical discomfort. complying with prescribed regimens. dealing with social 
sti,gna, grieving losses. adjusting to altered social relationships. and maintaining hope and a 
sense of normalcy despite an uncertain future (Chubon 1994: 156). 

15. Further. the anribution of success or failure to the disabled or chronically il1 individual, 
adds the burden and sti-ma of psychological failure to women already compromised by 
ph>.sical impairments and limitations and resmctions on their activities ( G ,  Frank 1988). 

16. The shift in sociology away from the biomedical mode1 was further fuelled by the impact 
of Foucault on social science in general (Turner 1997). Challenging the Marxist 
conceptual ization of power as a macro-structure, Foucault saw power as exercised between 
two limits: '-a riglit of sovereignty and a mechanism of discipline" (Foucault 1980: 106). 
Interhvined witli knowledge. power engenders apparatuses of knowfedge and a rnultipiicity of 
new domains of understanding which exercises its coercive force in tenns of disciplinary 
tecliniques. The knowledge/power relation is productive: for esample. the common 
denominator in the proliferation of the forms of knowledge and institutions that characterite 
what we know as the "social problems" apparatus today ( Le.. psychologists, social workers, 
and so on)  is the discourse of medicine, which in its circulation has produced new categories 
of persons - the insane, the criminal, the sick - who subsequently become subject to various 
"disciplinary techniques7' (Foucault 1980). Hence, power becomes "dispersed, 
heteromorphous, localized" (Foucault 1980: 142), and operates on the bodies of individuals in 
the conduct of everyday life. Discursive practices, "embodied in technical processes, in 
institutions. in patterns for general behaviour, in fonns for transmission and diffusion, and in 
pedagogical forms which. at once, impose and maintain hem" (Foucault, quoted in Fox 
IW7:36). exist independently of any authorial intention or human agency, and they can never 
be reduced to particular texts or practices. 



Foucauit's interest in "local techniques and strategirs of power". which focus on the 
'-interrelation betwecn the imperatives of bodily management espressed at the institutional 
level and ways that individuals engage in the conduct of eve~.day life" (Lupton 1997: 1 03), 
provides an ideal terrain to explore the problems of the"disordered" body in relation to 
institutions and power. However. while Foucault's analyses of discourse. power and 
gcn-emance have informed both medical socioloey and the "tentative emergence of the 
sociolom of the body" (Turner 1997: ix). there has k e n  little attention to the problems of 
chronic i l  lness and disabil ity (i.e.. see Featherstone. Hepwortli and Turner 1 99 1 : Petersen and 
Bunton 1997). With the exception of writing identified explicitl as disability studies 
scholarship. the use of illness or disability as categories of social analysis in this sociological 
1 iterature remain unusual- if not rare (for exception. see A. Frank IWOb). 

17. One of the important features of this literature is that it takes up the experience of pain 
and suffering and acknowledges an important, yet often invisible. dimension of the 
experience of chronic illness: it provides a vocabulary in which the experience of living with 
impairment and uncertainty can be expressed. 

18. See Nancy Fraser's ( 1997) essay '*From Redistribution to Recognition: Dilemmas of 
Justice in a ' PostsociaIist' Age" for insightful commentay on the limits of identity-based 
claims that become disconnected from ciaims for distributive justice. 

19. Feminist disability scholars point out that the minority model of disability fit5 better with 
impairments where there is no intrïnsic deficit and where a strong cultural tradition 
organized around that difference thrives (Thomson 1998; Wendel1 1996), Le., the experience 
of deafness. in  and of itseif. does not involve pain or suffering of any kind. and Amen'can 
Sign Language provides deaf people with a language and culture as rich and diverse as any 
other Iinguistic minority (Lane i 998). They also point out that like other political 
movements. the disabil i~ rights movement is dominated by men - both as theoreticians and 
as holders of important organizational posts (Morris 199 1 ). Disabled men. they note, are less 
likely to suffer from chronic health conditions and more likely to have impairments - such as 
spinal cord injuries - that are not accompanied by chronic symptoms of suffering and pain 

20. Like the social model of disability. and similar to the postmodern and poststructural 
critiques of more mainstrearn social analysis, the approach known as the social organization 
of knowledge "stands on the fundamental premise that the social world has no existence 
independent of the activities and understandings of social actors. including the understanding 
and activities of researchers" (Jackson 1991). This means that disability "cannot lx 
abstracted from the social world which produces it; it does not exist outside the social 
structures in which it is located and independent of the meanings given to it" (Oliver 
1992: 10 1 ). Because d i sab i l i~  is socially produced, the activities of researchers, 
professionais, policy makers, and indeed al1 of that which we consider to be -'socialw are 
impi icated in the construction of il lnesses and disabilities as "problems" (Morris 1992). The 
conventions of objectivity. Smith argues, that is, "the theories. concepts. and methods of the 
discourses in which we participate as intellectuals constitute the objectified standpoints 
through which we are related to the world as if we stood outside it" (Smith 19%: 173). By 
assuming a d iscursively constructed position outside tirne and space, unproblematically using 
the systematically developed categories and concepts for understanding the social world, 
sociology *-subdues al1 forms of consciousness to its own dominating system of 
interpretation" (Smith 1 999:98). 



2 1. Research that is done using the established objectivist metliods of inquiry. commits the 
researcher. from the outset. to a determinate social relation - i.e., that of professiona1 and 
client - which is structured b~ the relevances of the social scientific and professional 
discourses that produce it t Smith 1975). Here. the researcher. as the "expert". defines. 
categorizes and scrutinizes the object of study in ways that conform to professional or 
academic interests and ainis. Cjnequal relations of power benceen the researcher and the 
researched characterize much of the work in medical sociolog?. adjustment psychoiogy. 
rehabi l itation. nursing. social work. and so on (Jongbloed and Crichton 1 990; Morris 1 992; 
Ol i \  er 1992). 

Because researc hers organize their activities accord ing to constructed schemes of 
recognized professional practice that have developed socially and historicaliy and that 
specif't exactl~ lvhat constitutes the accepted rnethods, content and boundaries of their 
disciplines f Danziger 1990). the knowledge that tliey producc is never neutral: it is ahays  
produced with particular actionable ends in mind (Smith 1975 ). The emphasis on objectivity 
obscures the vested interests and biases of the researcher. and is just one way of sidestepping 
the necessarilj. social character of research and the knowledge it produces (Oliver 1992). 
Oliver (1992) argues that tnost knowledge about illness and disability is produced in the 
interests of professional practice for the purpose of managing and otherwise controlling 
disabled and chronically il1 individuals. 

32. W ithin an objectivist research paradigm, the researcher usually seeks to identify and 
esplain universal laws of causation by using a "scientific" method which is "understood as a 
universal procedure involving the testing of theories by reference to -factsq' (Morrow 
199457). Within a constructivist paradip. on the other hand. the social world is not 
governed by universal lakvs. but by social organization. Natural order. or -*realitiesq' of a 
systematic kind. do not lie waiting to be discovered through inquiry and investigation; such 
'-realities" are constructed as a condition of human existence (Outhwaite 199691 ) and are 
continually brought into being and sustained by people's ongoing everyday talk and activities 
(Shotter 1993). In sociology, as Smith (1975) explains. the **facts" and factuat accounts 
which are constitutive of s o c i o l o ~  as a science, are social constructions. Empirical data are 
produced through activities of observing. counting note-taking. measuring, recording, and so 
on. Analyis is then acti\.ely accomplished through the appIication of conceptual procedures - 
imposing a temporal organization. and assigning descriptive categories and a conceptual 
structure. as an interpretive schema - upon '.what actually happens" (Smith 1975258)- AI1 of 
these activities depend on sociall>. organized processes that are mediated by language, 
technology and previousl> established knowledge as to what counts as k ing  observable, 
measurable and rele\rant (Smith 1975). These other more fluid. indeterminate, and contingent 
social processes that underpin the practices of research, however. disappear in the final 
presentation of the --facts". Mainstream disability research, for the most part. has proceeded 
in the same \va>.: techniques and technologies of eliciting information, the use of ciinical 
categories. and measurements of '-needs" and "functional capacitieso', predeterrnine and 
structure. ahead of tirne. w tiat can be known about people who are disabled and il1 
(Finkelstein 1998; Oliver 1992; Morris 1992). In the applied fields of study, disability 
becomes a "causal" agent or a predictor variable that leads to the study of disability in a 
deterministic manner (Linton 1998). 

23. Just as the social category of '-woman" turns on a particular bodily configuration and 
functioning. so too does the social category of "disability" (Thomson 1998). While the 
disabled body cannot be conflated with the female body, Thomson ( 1  998) argues that in 



theorizirig gender. ferninism offers insights and lessons for theorizing disability: 
" Borll- fenlinisrrr and rhc irirerrogurion ojdisabifih I ont underrukirrg challenge exisring social 
refurion.s: borh rcsisi ihu ;~iierpreraiions of certain bodify cor!figrrrarions andfirncrioning as 
diwiunr: 601h q~wsrioj~ the w q s  rhat porzicularih or di#2renc~l is inresred with rneoning.. 
ho rh exarniirc~ [Ire enf;~rcen~en~ q f wiiversa/i=ing norms: both inrerrogate the pal itics of 
appearoncc: hollr e-ydorc~ rhe poliiics of naming; and borh pcrrliljlure in posizive ident i~ .  
polirics " (Tliomson 199828 1 ). 
In terrns of feminist issues, the interests of women with disabilities are aligned with those of 
ferninists in struggles "for comparable worth. to an end to job segregation by sex and for an 
end to ning disabilin.. pensions and [other] social s ecu r i~  bcnefits exclusively to earnings" 
(Fine and Asch 1998:254). For disabled women, equal access to education. to employment. 
and to economic security depend on work with both disability rights and feminist groups 
(Asch and Fine 1998254). 

23. 1 reiterate here the ways in which an institutional ethnography is different from a 
traditional ethnography. In anthrapolow and soc io lo~ .  a traditional ethnography remains a 
fieldwork enterprise that confines the researcher to the local setting under investigation. 
Traditional ethnography focuses mainly on description and interpretation that is able to 
convey an understanding of the language, practices, concepts. categories, rules, beliefs, etc., 
of the local sening (Van Maanen 1988). The continuous flow of events. activities and 
interactions that characterize the local setting becorne reordered into the concepts and 
categories that ethnographers ty-pically employ for the purpose of rendering the account 
reportabie as an ethnography. Likewise. the realism. or naturalness, of the traditional 
ethnograph>, is accornplished by employing particular writing conventions that intend the 
production of the ethnography as a natural, authoritative and reportable account. Even where 
there is agreement that the ethnography is faithful to the culture. institution, or situation that 
it reports about. questions of generalizability to other local settings and other populations 
remain. In contrasr, an institutional ethnography is not confined to the local setting, it does 
not impose a particuiar preconceived order on the data. and it does not aim to discover 
hpical features of a particular population or local setting. 

25.h is important to note here that interviewing, in the contest ot'this study, means reflexive 
interviewing. This kind of interview process is similar to the qualitative interview process 
that is esplained by Steiner Kvale. He writes that in a qualitative research interview the 
researcher "attempts to understand the world from the subjects' point of view, to unfold the 
meaning of peoples' experiences. to uncover their lived world prior to scientific 
explanations" (Kvale 1996: 1 ). This notion of interviewing is also similar to accounts of 
interviewing techniques tliat are typically deployed in phenomenoiogical analyses cf 
experience, although an institutional ethnographie interview is less concerned with the 
informant's intrapsychic processes and issues of meaning than it is with what the informant 
actually does and the practical reasoning that informs those actions. 

My study of various constructivist approaches to interviewing and developing 
interview questions has been useful in elaborating a more adequate understanding of how to 
go about doing a reflrxive interview. A reflexive interview tvpically proceeds like a normal 
conversation but has a specific purpose and structure, organized around a specific theme of 
mutual interest (Kvale 1996). A context for the interview is provided by means of a briefing 
before and a debriefing afierward. The quality of reflexivity irnplies that the questions 
involved in the research should have personal meaning and significance for the researcher as 
wel l as the research informant. Personal experience, from this point of view, "is a rich and 



relevant source from ~vhicn to derive. and in terms of which to argue. [sociological] issues" 
(Bannister i 98 1 : 195 ). Not onl?. should reflexive interviews be democratic and cooperative. 
the?. should dra\\. on. and make esplicit. the personal experiences of the researcher as well as 
the personal experiences of the research subject. Bannister esplains that reflexivity "points 
intransigentlj. toward the rieed for [researchers] to see their [research] as part of life and pan 
of society. aiid thereby to acknowledge and make explicit its moral and political significance" 
(Bannister 198 1 : 195). A reflesive interview is characterized b>. mutuali~. and a shared 
comrnitment to understanding. 

Massarik explains a similar kind of interview. a phenomenal interview. that permits a 
more free-form mode of communication that aliows iterative opportunities for review and 
clarification (Massarik 198 1203). In a phenomenal interview. h e  writes. '%hile an important 
ernphasis remains with esplication ... of the interviewee's world, the dynamics of the 
interviewer are explicitly part of the process" (Masserik 198 i 204). Further. the product of 
this kind of interview becomes "a document revelatory of botli interviewer and interviewee, 
chronicling the process and content of their evolving exploration ....[ it] shows the ups and 
downs. detours. intenuptions. apparent irrelevancies. etc. witll substantial fidelityT' (Massarik 
i 98 1204). While the institutional ethnographie interview is not used in the same way as a 
phenomenological interview, both types of interview attempt to get at the'actuality of the 
everyday. given in direct and immediate experience, independent of and prior to explanations 
that transpose the actuality into the pre-givens of a theoretically designed discourse. Both 
interview processes also proceed in similar ways: aiming to produce knowledge '%hich is 
itself in and of the social" (Smith 1999:97). 

26. It is important to note that transcripts are not 'rhe" solid empiricai data of the research, 
they are constructions produced in the translation fiom an oral to a written mode of 
commuriication. Transcription from one context to another "involves a series ofjudgements 
and decisions" ( Kvale 1 996: 163) where the rules of spoken language no longer appear 
coherent or conform to accepted language use in the wn'tten form. Kvale makes the valuable 
observation that the intended use of the transcripts should govern the degree of detail used in 
transcribing the interviews and the amount of effort used in transforming the conversation 
into a literary forrn. Accordingly. for this research, interviews were transcribed verbatim 
inc luding false starts, abandoned sentences, and laughter, but without attention to the lengh 
of pauses, tonal variation. fiIlers such as 'you know", "ums" and --ers" or any literary 
reconstruction. As a reflexive interview, where the dialogue is a mutual and shared 
production. both the questions and answers were fully transcribed. 

27. Here, the reader should be aware that the interview excerpts are intended to be heard 
ratlier than read: frozen and fixated as text, the words may seen disjointed or may take on a 
solidity not intended in the ongoing flow of a conversation. 1 have addressed this problem, 
and protected the confidentiality of the informants, by making slight stylistic revisions and by 
omining any identiving information from the excerpt. 

28. Investigating interpretive practices, as properties of social relations, requires methods of 
testua1 analysis which "explicate the active power of the text as it is realized or activated by 
the competent reader" (Smith 1990b3223). By invoking a panicular rnethod of reading, and 
by knowing how to rnake such a reading, the text "unites reader and writer as practitioners of 
an extended social relation" (Smith 1990b:223). A competent reader knows the correct 
interpretive practices and schemata relevant to the reading of the text- These too are built into 
social relations and can be made visible for analysis. The researcher, likewise, as a competent 



reader must draw on her -'insideras knowledge" of the relations of kvhich the text is a part. 1 
use rn!. own --insider-s knowledge" as a student, and my previous professional, administrative 
and personal esperience as a resource for this inquiry. I have also had to leam. through 
interviews and reading. how to operate the relevant conceptual practices that characterize the 
uni\.ersiry as an institution, with which I was not familiar. 

29. Receiving disabil ity pension benefits adds an important dimension to the experiences of 
chronically i l  l women. Because working - even on a volunteer or part-time basis - may 
contravene the rules of eligibility and disqualiQ disability pension recipients from receipt of 
continued benefits, those informants receiving such benefitr ridmitted reluctance in reporting 
their work and educational activities to their private insurers or government administered 
income replacement programmes (Le.. Canada Pension Ptan). Likewise. because scholarships 
and monetary awards may be seen as taxable incorne and, hence- as warrantable grounds for 
reducing benefits. informants also reported hesitation in full>. ciisclosing their additional 
incorne. Receiving both benefits and income. as the informants themselves expiain it, creates 
a dilemma: on one hand, the inability to independently financially support themselves makes 
cont inued receipt of benefits crucial for day to day economic survival; on the other hand, 
because these benefits are set at the social minimum, they also depend on extra income to 
al leviate the effects of poveq. Further. they report that they also depend on the sense of 
acliievement and accomplishment that usualIy accompanies the performance of meaningful 
work. Because not reporting income or work-related activities may be interpreted as a 
criminal offense. desiding whether or not to report additional income or work-related 
activities provoked considerable guilt, anxiety and fear for those informants receiving 
disability pension benefits. Ansiety and guilt were not confined to disability pension 
recipien ts. a1 1 in formants receiving any kind of assistance report worry and anxiety over 
whether or not they were perceived as suficiently "desewing" of disability-related gants and 
scholarships. 

30. In U~rivcrsih of British Columbia v. Berg ( 1  993), Berg, who suffered from depression, 
was accepted to a graduate program in nutritional science. Based on her mental condition and 
behaviour. she was denied a key to the faculty building and a rating sheet; both customady 
available to other graduate students in the program. A rating sheet. completed by faculty on 
behalf of the student. was required for consideration for a Canadian Dietetic Association 
hospital intemship. Berg was denied entry into the dietetic internship program. The B.C. 
Human Rights Council found that the decision to refuse entrance to the intemship program 
was based on the university's refusal to provide a rating sheet when it was first requested. 
This is an example of direct discrimination on the basis of mental disability. 

3 1 .  In Horvurd v. Universiry ofBritish Columbia (1993), Howard was a deaf student with a 
degree in PsychoIo= who wished tu obtain a graduate level degree. Pfior to commencing he 
informed the university of his need for a sign interpreter. No funds were available through the 
Vocational Rehabi 1 itation program which only provides fund ing to assist students obtaining a 
first degree. The university did not provide either the hnds or the interpreter services that 
Howard required to complete his graduate degree. Howard. therefore, discontinued his 
studies. The B.C. Human Rights Council found that sign interpieters are an accommodation 
required by deaf students to enable them to use the universis's services. Failure to provide 
an interpreter places a burden on deaf students not placed on others, and has an adverse effect 
on their opportunities to become educated. The council concluded that the university had 



failed ro prokide xcommodatioii to the point of undue hardsliip 

32. Thesr t u  o legal decisions also provided illustrations of the two types of discrimination 
that are recognized under the B.C. Human Rights Act: direct discrimination and adverse 
effect discrimiiiation. Direct discrimination results from the application of any university 
poiic~. rule. or decision tliat treats the disabled person in a dixriminatop way, based on his 
or her disabi l in (eg.. Cirliwrsih- ofBritish Columbiu iT. Berg. 1 993 ). Adverse effect 
discrimination involves uiiiversity policies, rules or decisions that appear to be neutral. but 
have adverse effects on disabled students (eg.. Howard v. L'iiiwrsity ofBritish Columbia). 

2 3 .  The B.C. Human Rights Council awarded Berg $2000 for the humiliation and indignity 
she suffered. A s  a result of the H m w d  rulinc the Universip of British Columbia was 
ordered to provide accommodation to the point of undue hardship (in this case, employing a 
sign interpreter at a cost of $40000 per year). and to refrain from committing the same or 
similar violations of the B.C. Human Rights Act in the future. 

34. For example. in the Cènrral.4fberta Dairy Pool case. the Supreme Court of Canada 
enurnerated factors that can be considered in deciding "undue Iiardship" in accommodation: 
financial costs of the accommodation, morale problems amongst other employees, 
interchangeability of work force and facilities. size of the employer's operation, and safety 
concems. 

Because the issue of accommodation has not been analysed iri Canada with respect to 
academic requirements alid academic standards, legislation aiid legal cases fiom the U.S. are 
used to provide pidance in deciding the limits of accommodrttion in the academic context. 
The cornprehensive legislation in the Antericans wifh Disabiliries Act allows two defences: a) 
i+.liere the accommodation wouId fundamentally alter the measurement of the skill or 
knowledge being tested, and b) create an undue burden for the provider of the service. 

In the Wvrlne L-. Tufrs tiniversiry School of Medicine, the First Circuit Court acknowledged 
the deference due to academic institutions, i.e., they stated "when judges are asked to review 
the substance of a genuinely academic decision ... they should show great respect for the 
facul~.'s professional judgement." The court also laid out a test through which the institution 
might prove that it conscientiously carried out its obligation IO accommodate the student: Le., 
--if the institution submits undisputed facts demonstrating that the relevant officiais within the 
institution considered alternative means, their feasibility, cost and effect on the academic 
program. and came to a rationally justifiable conclusion that the available alternatives would 
resu lt either in lowering academic standards or requiring substantial program alteration, the 
court could rule as a matter of law that the institution had met its duty of seeking reasonable 
accommodation". 
(Tlie above is taken from the summary notes provided as pan of the legal seminar 
"Accommodating the Disabled Student" by Patrick Gilligan-Hackett and Judith Macfarlane at 
the Universi5 of Victoria. April 1 1 and 12. 1996). 

35. Organizational literacy or "dominant literacy" (Darville 1989) refer to the way that 
information is managed, regulated and controlled within the organizational context. "Written 
up" instead of "written down". organizational accounts are abstract and disorganized, they 
employ unfamiliar organizational categories and they redefine esperience in a way that 
permits it to be acted on organizationally. Without competencies anchored in organizational 
processes and conventions, students are at a disadvantage. 



36. For a discussion of these two Iegal decisions. see chapter four. p. 12. 
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